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PROJECT PURPOSE AND GOALS 
The purpose and intent of this survey was to document all state-owned properties managed 
by the Virginia Department of General Senices co determine which properties forty years 
old or older may lx eligible for nomination to the Virginia Landmarks Register and the 
National Register of Historic Places. The survey has k e n  undmaken to reduce the 
uncertainties that have existed regarding the eligibiliry of state-owned pmpt ies  fur 
placement on the state and national registers. 

The major goal of this survey is to improve the level of protection of state-owned 
architectural and historic m m s  in Virginia h u g h  identification and evaluation. 
Related survey objectives include the preparation of a historic context, completion of state 
survey forms, mapping of historic resources, and documentary black-and- white and color 
slide photography. The scope of work for the survey did not include survey of any 
archaeological resources. 

SURVEY METHODOLOGY 
In accordance with the guidelines for survey outlined in Bulletin #24 (of the National 
Register of Historic Places, U. S. National Park Service, Rpamnent of the Interior), an 
initial historic context was developed under the SociaVCultd them. Each property was 
evaluated for its applicability to the historic context, according to its ability to meet the 
criteria established for the National Register of Historic Places, and for its physical 
inregrity. Finally, the initial historic context was r e v i d  following field work and 
completion of additional research conducted during ?he survey. 

Criteria for the Virginia Landmarks Register 
The Commonwealth of Virginia has established the following criteria for the Virginia 
Landmarks Register: 

No strucm or site shall be deemed to be a historic one unless it has been 
prnminen tly identified with, M best represents, some major aspect of the 
cultural, political, economic, milimy, or social history of the State w 
nation, or has had a relationship with the life of a historic pasonage or 
event represenring some major aspect of, or ideals related to, the history of 
the State or nation. In the case of structures which are to be so designated, 
they shall erntmdy the principal or unique features of an architectml style or 
demonsuate the style of a period of our history or method of construction, 
or serve as an illustration of the work of a master builder, designer or 
architect whose genius influenced the period in which he worked or has 
significance in current times. In order for a site to qualify as an 
archaeological site, it shall be an area h m  which it is reasunable to expect 
that artifacts, materials, and other specimens may be found which give 
insight to an understanding of aboriginal man or the colonial and early 
history and architecture of the state or nation. 

Criteria for the National Register of Historic Places 
The National Register of Histmic Plms  lists properties that possess significance in 
American history, architecture, archaeuIogy, engineering, and culture fiat is present in 
districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, 
setting, materials. workmanship, feeling, and association, and 

A. that are associated with events that have made a significant contribution 
to the broad pattms of our history; or 
B. that are associated with the lives of persons significant in ow past or 
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C. that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method 
of construction, or that represent the work of a master or that possess high 
artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity 
whose components may lack individual distinction; or 
D. that have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in 
prehistory or his tory. 

SURVEY SOURCES AND PRODUCTS 
This report summarizes the main findings and mommendations of the survey. To obtain a 
complete understanding of the natun: of the resources investigated and evalua red in the 
survey, the reader may need to become famibar with the additional materials collected, 
compiled, and consulted during the course of the survey. These materials include but are 
not necessarily limiM to the following: 

a complete Depamnent of Historic Resources (Dm) file envelope for each 
property. Each file envelope contains at a minimum a completed DHR survey 
form, labeled black-and-white documentation photographs in a labeled envelope, 
and a copy of a USGS map showing the location of the pmpeny. Some envelopes 
may also contain the following: 

supplementary informanon such as copies of news articles, 
scholarly papers, etc. that were collected and consulted during the 
survey; 

field notes from observations and intewiew s that may contain 
information not to be included on the DfIR form but which may be 
useful in future investigations m evaluations; 

additional bibliographical data; 
sketches, maps, and other graphics prepawl during the survey to 

document or analyze the pmperty and its resources 
copies of histofic photographs 
copies of available maps and brochures (both contemporary and 

historic) documenting the pro~rty. 

selected color 35-mm slides documenting h e  properties surveyed and relevant 
features and conditions, and 

a scripted presentation to be given orally with accompanying slides that 
documents the fmdings of the s w e y  

In addition, the fmdings of the survey were included in an overview slide presentation of 
all phases of the survey of state-owned propmy. 

SUMMARY OF SURVEY FINDINGS AND RESULTS 
This survey has resulted in the documentation and evaluation of thuty+ne individual 
buildings, structures, and landscape elements owned by fie Depamnent of General 
Services. Of these, the following nine already are listed on the Virginia Landmarks 
Register and the Nauonal Register of Historic Places: the State Capitol, the Executive 
Mansion, the BeU Tower, Morson's Row, Old City Hall, Broad Street Station, James 
Monroe's Tomb in Hollywood Cemetery, the Confederate Chapel, and the War Carillon. 
In addition, approximately twenty are also believed to be eligible for the Virginia 
Landmarks Register and the National Register of Historic Places as conmbuting resources 
within a historic dismct or individually on their own merits. As a result of this survey it is 
anticipated that a Virginia Capitol Historic Dismct could be eligible for the National 
Register of Historic Places and the Virginia Landmarks Register. 
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DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES 
The Department of General Services was established in 1977 "to provide support services 
to other state agencies, assist in the adminismtion of the capi to1 outlay budget and provide 
for the efficient management of the fixed assets of the C o m ~ n w e a l t h . " ~  Originally, all 
agencies of Virginia state government rqmd directly to the governor. During Governor 
Mills Edwin Godwin's second term ( 1% 19701, the common wealth established the 
Secretariat of Administration and Finance to administer a limited p u p  of personnel-related 
agencies; and during Governor L i n w d  Hol ton's term (1 970- 1974) the common wealth 
adopted the cabinet system of government with several distinct secretariats. In yet another 
effort to make state government more efficient, the General Assembly authorized 
establishment of the Department of General Services, effective July 1978. Since that time 
the department has expanded to include the divisions of Purchase and Supply , Engineering 
and Buildings, Consolidated Laboratory Services, Mapping, Surveying and Land 
Information Systems, and Fmnsic Science. The Division of Enginmsing and Buildings is 
the repository of plans and buirding specifications for state-owned buildings, including 
many that are part of this and other surveys in the Survey of S tate-Owned P r o e e s .  

l ~odeof  V-ia 2.1422, 
2~elephone conv-lion with Mrs. M y  West, lbector of Administrative Services, S w  of Virginia, 21 March 
1990. 
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THEME: SOCIAL/CULTURAL: 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF VIRGINIA'S CAPITOL AND 
ENVIRONS 

THE EVOLUTSON AND DESIGN OF VIRGINIA'S CAPITOL AND ITS ENVIRONS 
The Virginia Capitol was the fmt monument of the Classical Revival in America, and has 
had far-reaching influence in Anmican architmure as the first classic. temple form 
tdapred to a complex, modem, civic purpose. Jefferson's selection of a Roman temple for 
the Capitol emphasized the symbolic relationship between American s t a t e h d  and the 
ancient Roman republics. His design for the Capitol in Richmond remains a powerful 
syrnbl for the innovative and unique political ideals of the new nation. In continuous use 
since 1788, the Virginia Capitol is the second-oldest working capitol in the United States.3 
The Capitol, with its imposing portico, has been called "a frontispiece to all Virginiaw4 As 
the "first budding to be designed specifically fm a mdem republican government, and the 
first to give such a government a monumental sehg,"s the Virginia Capitol has been 
admired and imitated extensively as a mdel for the design of civic buildings. 

h a t e d  adjacent to the Capitol, the Governor's Mansion has the distinction of king the 
oldest, continuously -cupid governor's residence in the country. The mansion, designed 
to meet the needs of the office of governor, exhibits remarkable inrepity, despite the fact 
that it has been altered in response to the changing needs of the ofice over the yeas6 

With the construction of other buildings on Capitol Square and the purchase, tehabiliuiion, 
and constmc tion of other buildings in the adjacent area, Virginia's historic single-building 
govemrnental center has evolved into a twentieth-century complex of buildings of various 
ages, styles, and functions. The Capitol Square and its immediate vicinity em bodies the 
continuous history of state government in Richmond. Similarly, the landscape of Capitol 
Square reflects its evohtion from a common public ground in the Virginia Tidewater 
tradition to a picmsque. urban park thar meets the state's ceremonial, commemorative, 
and symblic needs. While embodying the values of the state's rich atc hitectural and 
governmental legacy , Virginia's Capitol Square continues to meet the day-today needs of a 
twentieth-century, governmental office park. 

Virginia's Colonial Capitols 

e Ca~ltal at Jmmwn 
The first meeting of the Virginia legislative body- -the House of Burgcsse-umd in 
1 6 1 9, twelve years after the founding of the Virginia colony at Jarnestown. Virginia's 
legis1 ature, the oldest English-speaking lawmaking body established in the Western 
Hemisphere that remains in continuous existence, was the fist  in the world to enunciax the 
principle that taxes may k levied only with the consent of its citizens. It also was the first 
to operate under a written constitution of a free and independent people.7 

3~egun in 177 1, the oldest capitol in continuous usd is the State House at Annapolis. Maryland. 
4Maq Wingfield Scou and Louise F. Catterall, Virginia's Capirol Square, I& Buildtngs & Its Monunrents. 
(Rkhmnnd: The Valentine Museum, 1957), 13. 
Scott and Caperall. 1 3. 

6 ~ d h m  Seale. Virginia's Extcwive Mansion: The Hisrory of the Gover~f's Houe mchmond: Tbe Virguua 
State Library and Archives, 1988), xiv. 
7~harles M. Wallace, Thc Hi~tory of rk Capitol of Virginia (Richmond: Tbe Dietz Ptess, 19 36). 10. 
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The Virginia House of Burgesses met in the church at Jamstown until a statehouse could 
be built. During Bacon's Rebellion in 1 676 the statehouse was burned, and the war of 
government moved temporarily to Middle PIantation (site of presentday Williamsburg). A 
replacement statehouse was built in Jamestown; this new statehouse burned in 1698.8 

E s s c n r  of the ra~id- - .  

The need to build yet another new statehouse encouraged proposals to establish the seat of 
government in a m o ~  central location. The development of the colony had already begun 
to move away from Jamestown, which was no longer a convenient place of assembly far 
many Virginians. In June 1699, the House of Brugesses pas& An Act Directing the 
Building of the Copirol and the City of Willirznrsburg , which included directions for the 
construction of a city at Middle Plantation (fig. 1 ), to be named in honor of King William. 
Un ti1 a suitable budding was c~mpletd in 1 705, the legislam met in the College of 
William and Mary located on the opposite end of the city f m  the site of the new Capitol 
(fig. 2).9 

The act of 1699 is sigmflcant for the use of the term "capitoll" (sic) rather than the term 
"statehouse," which was used for its predecessors in Virginia and counterparts in other 
colonies. The new Capitol was the h t  in the New World to take its name from 
Capitoliurn, rhe ancient Temple of Jupiter overlooking the Roman Forum. lo Significantly, 
the Virginia Capitol at WiUiamsburg also was the first monumental smcture in America 
built specifically to house a legislame. The front of the finished Capirol at W i l l i ~ b u r g  
faced away from rhe main ax is  of the town and was approachd from the side (fig. 3). 

On 30 January 1747, the new capitol, like its predecessors at Jarnestown, was destroyed 
by fire. The Capitol was rebuilt with some dfications, including the reorientation of the 
facade to Duke of Gloucester Street. This change in orientation resulted in a need to 
emphasize the Duke of Gloucester Street facade. Although a cupola was the wdtional  
arc hitmural convention used to distinguish public buildings frwn their more mundane 
residential and commercial n e i g h b ,  a twestory porti-d not a cupola-graced the 
Williamsburg Capitol, introducing a new classic J theme as the architecturaI symbol of 
government in the Virginia colony (fig. 4).12 

Development of the Capital at Richmond 
As the colony continued to grow and develop, Williamsburg proved an inconvenient and 
inaccessible I d o n  for many Virginians. Nor was Williamsbwg itself considered a 
suitably sized city for a capital. &king a port, the city attracted lide commerce and 
therefore had few of the conveniences, goods, and services that a larger community could 
offer. 

For decades Virginians agitated for the removal of the seat of govemmnt from 
Williamsburg to a more central lwation. The 1747 desmction of the Williarnsbmg Capitol 
by f ~ e  stimulated discussion of moving the seat of government, but it was not until the 
threat of British invasion was imminent chat the move actually occurred In the spring of 

8 ~ u t h e d d  G-in, Brief& trw reprt concerning Wiiliamrbwg in Virghia: k i n g  an accolmr of the m o s ~  
inrp~rlanr occurrences in r h r  p&cefrom irs first kginning to the presem rim. Fourth abridged ed. (Wilhamsbwg: 
Colonial W h s b u r g  lncorpod,  1941), 1@11,14-15. 
9 ~ m d w i n ,  22.24, 
'henry-~ussell Hitc hcwk and W illiarn Seale. Tt+es qf Democracy : T k  stae capitoLr of the USA. Wew Y wk 
and Inndon: Haxwrt Brace Jmovich,  1976), 3. 
Ilrnid., 5.  
121bid., 14-15. 
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1779, a British squadron anchored at Hampton took possession of the port cities of 
Norfolk, Portsmouth, and Gosport, in Hampton Roads, underscoring the vulnerable 
position of the nearby Capitol at Williams burg. The passage of An Acs for the Removal of 
the Seat of Covernmenr, a bill authorizing the ~ m o v a l  of the seat of government further 
inland to Richmond, soon followed in May 1779. 

The act acknowledged two reasons for the move.13 The first was the need for a centrally- 
lccated seat of government accessible to all Virginians. ?he act also stipulated that the site 
be located near navigable waters to promote the growth of a town with sufficient population 
and commerce to meet the needs of a capital city . The second and, obviously, more 
pressing reason was the danger of invasion from the British. Richmond, well-situated on 
the James River, was proposed as a safe and more cenud location. l4 

Richmond, named fur the Tharneside borough of Richmond in England, had been founded 
by William Byrd I1 on his extensive land tract along the James River.15 The town, laid out 
by Byrd and Major Mayo in 1737,16 was established by the House of Burgesses in 
1742.17 By 1769 the successful commerce generated by the town's strategic location at the 
falls of the James River had resulted in the enlargement of this new center of trade and 
rnanufacturing.18 

In 1780, when Governor Thomas Jefferson first moved the seat of government to 
Richmond, the General Assembly met in the Cunningham Warehouse, a crude, "clumsy 
old tobacco warehouse" on Pearl S m t  near Cary Street (now Fourteenth and Cary streets) 
(fig. 5).  Soon after the new seat of government was established, Benedict Arnold invaded 
Richmond with British troops, burning much of the city. Overlooked by Arnold's troops, 
the statehouse escaped the fire.19 The following year in 178 1,  when Tarleton's m p s  
were raiding in Virginia, the seat of government was changed for a time to Charlottesville 
near Jefferson's home at MonticeI10.2~ 

The removal of the capital to Richmond stimulated the city's growth. Between 17 80, the 
year it became the seat of government, to 1 782, when Richmond received its charter of 
incorporation as a town?' the population increased from abut  seven hundred inhabitants 
to 1,031.22 

13~aren Lang Kummer, The Evolufion of the Virginia State Capitol1779-1965 (M. A. Thesis. The University of 
Virginia: August, 1981), vi; quoted fmn W h  W. Henig, ed., The S t a t u s  ar Large: Being a Collcciion @All 
the h s  of Virginia, 13 vols. (Richmond, 1809-1823; r p ~ ,  Charlottesvtlle: The University Ress of Virgmia, 
1%9), X, 85. 
141bid., vi. 
5~alder Loth, ed., T k  Virginia Ladmarks Register (Charlouesville: The University Press of Virginia, 1986), 

359. - - -  

I 6~ichmond, capita/ of Virginia: approaches to irs history, by various hands (Richmond: Wh~uet & S h w s o n ,  
1938), 36. T k  Virginia Gazette, first newspaper of the colony, pnnted Byrd's notice in 1737 that Colonel Mayo 
h i  laid out a city for him at the falls. 
1 7 ~ u m m u ,  4. 
g~ichmond, capitol of Virginia, 12. 

191bid., 14. 
%allace, The History of tk Capital of Virginia, 11. 
21 ~ i c h m n d ,  capiral of Virginia, 14. 
~ ~ K u - v .  5 .  
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TheFirstPlanaf theC ' 

The act of 1779, as r e m e a n d  by the G e n d  Assembly in May 1780,~~ 
established the original plan for the existing Capitol Square as an open, public space 
interspersed with governmental buildings and surroundd by public streets. The act called 
for government buildings to be located on Shockoe Hill. In addition, a two hundred-acre 
site adjacent to the older town was w be laid off for the enlargement of the town of 
Richmond.% The Shockoe Hill site selected for Virginia's Capitol was a small hamlet at 
the falls of the James River (fig. 6) .  The twelve-- site that currently encompasses 
Virginia's Capi to1 Square was originally part of the confiscated plantations of General 
Nathaniel Bacon acquired by Co1onel William Byrd HI, and later annexed by the Town of 
Richmond in 1769. 

Richmond in 1779 consisted of a cluster of houses near what is now the Seventeenth Street 
Market, a second cluster of houses at Twenty-Second Street near the former Henrico 
County Courthouse, and St. John's Church, which st& alone on Church Hill. West of 
the Seventeenth Street Market, amss Shdckoe Creek, the warehouses of che Shockoe 
settlement sat at the foot of Shockoe Hi11.25 

The Capirol site included the lots located between the present-day Ninth, Governor, 
Capitol, and Bank streets.26 When the quare was laid out, two new s w t s  were created, 
Capitol and Bank streets, bounding the quare on the north and south. The existing 
Governor S meet, then a country lane, bounded the square on the east, and Ninth Street 
provided the western boundary.27 

The act of 1779 also provided for 

six whole squares of ground surrounded each of them by four streets, and 
containing all he ground within such streets, situated in the said town of 
Richmond, and on an open and airy part thereof, shad tx appropriated to the 
use and purpose of publick b~ildings.2~ 

The bill further stipulated the construction of a separate building far each of the executive, 
legislative, and judicial branches of government; in addition the bill provided for a 
governofs residence and a public market: 

On one of the said squares shall Ix erected, one house for the use of the general 
assembly, to tx called the capitol, which said capitol shall contain two 
apartments for the use of h e  senate and their clerk, two others for the use of the 
house of delegates and their clerk, and others for the purposes of conferences, 
committees and a lobby, of such fonns and dimensions as shall be adopted to 
their respective purposes: On one other of the said squares shall be erected, 
another building to be called the halls of justice, . . . and on the same square last 
mentioned shall be built a pu blick jail: One other of the said squares shall be 

2 3 ~ n  act for locating the publick ~ q w e s ,  to enlarge the town of Richmond, and for orkr purposes. 
24'rhe Act gave the Directors the "Liberty to appmpriate the six squares for public bddulgs 'either from among the 
lots in the older town cr chose now to be laid off, or adjacent to eilher.'" KimWI, "Jeff=," 304. 
2s~obert P. W inthrop, Arc hirccrure in Downrowti Riehnrond (Richmond: Kstoric Richmond Foundauon, 1982), 
1. 
26~ummer, 5 4 .  
27~allace, The History of the Capitol of Virginiu, 47. 
28 Kumrner, 5; fm Hening, X, 85-89. 
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reserved for the purpose of building thereon hereafter, a house for the several 
executive boards and offices to be held in: Two others with the intervening 
street, shall be reserved for the use of the governor of this mrnmonwealth for 
the time being, and the remaining square shall be appropriated to the use of a 
publick market. The said house shall be built in a handsome manner with walls 
of brick or stone, and porticoes where the same may be mnvenient or 
ornamental, and with pillars and pavements of stone.29 

I3 y 1780 when the Capitol site was selected, the market and ja i l  already had been 
constructed elsewhere.30 

Jefferson's designation of separate buildings for each branch of government was 
significant; it wodd allow the opportunity for the design of each building to express its 
distinct purpose, mating an mhitectural representation of Virginia's constitution. In the 
acr of 1779, Jefferson was proposing a Roman Forum with this plan, or perhaps mom 
accurately, a Capitoline on a hill overlooking the Jamesa3 The designation of separate 
buildings for the three branches of government, legislative, judicial, and executive, was a 
novel idea both in America and Europe. Although not to be implemented in Virpia as 
proposed, this tipartite scheme would prove to k influential in the design of the nation's 
Capitol in Washington, D.C32 

The act of 1779, like Jefferson's earlier bill, contained provisions for the General 
Assembly to elect five "directors of the publick buildings" to have the authority to select the 
specific site for each building, approve plans, employ workmen, procure mamhl s, and 
superintend consmction .33 However, the exact location for the site of the public buildings 
was not addressed until May 1780, when the Assembly passed An act for locating the 
publick squures, to enlarge the town of Richmond, and for other purposes.3 

Jefferson was the most influential and active director. Dedicated to the improvement of the 
architecture of the state, Jefferson plannsd for the growth of Richmond, as well as for the 
development of the S hockoe Hill site and the location and design of the new buildings. 
Three of his extant drawings conmbuted directly to the plan of the Capi to1 as it exists 
today. The frst was his proposal for the extension of the town of Richmond to encompass 
S hockoe HilI and environs (fig. 7); the second was a plan regularizing the streets and 
adding additional lots to the north of S hockoe Hill (fig. 8); and the third, and most 
significant, was Jefferson's final plan for the Capitol Square area on S hockoe Hill (fig. 9). 
The latter also included a long memorandum, speci fymg the lots to be approptiated for the 
Halls of Justice, the Capitol, and the State House (i-e., Governor's House). On 17 July 

29~iske Kimball, The Capilai of Virginia: A Ladnark  of Amrkan Architecture (Richmond: The Virgnia State 
Library and Archives, 1989), 7 
3 0 ~ ~ ~ a  and Camall, 3 
31~tchcock and Seale, 29. 
321n Williamsburg, w a n  pam of government had always k e n  housed in m t e  buildings. There existed a long- 
stanhng plea of lawyers and judgcs for a separate courthouse. even though the coun and the Assembly wings at 
Williamsburg had always k e n  more or less divided Hitchcmk and W e ,  29. 
3h five k m r s  elected on 24 June In9 were Turner Southall. Archibald Cary, Robert W, James Buchanan, 
and Robm Carter Nicholas. Fiske Kimbali, "Jefferson and the Public Bddmgs of Virginia: Pan I. Williamsburg, 
1770-1776,Pan II. "Richmond, 1779-1780," Rococo to Romanticim: art andarchitectwe, 1700-1850. Vol. 10 of 
The Garland Library oft he History of An (New York: Garland Pub.. 1976), 304. 
3 4 ~ l u d e d  in this Act was the appoinunent of nine directars beginning with Jefferson and adding Richard Adms, 
Edmund Randolph, and Samuel DuVall in addition to the five previously named. Kimbail, "Jefferson.. .," 304. 
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1780 the directors adopted Jefferson's directives for the deveIopment of the Capitol Square 
area.35 

-m 
From his earliest involvement in the design of the new Capitol, Jefferson favored the 
S hockoe Hill site and the retention of the peak of the hill (then occupied by a residence 
owned by John Gunn) for the public quares. Using such sources h m  his own library as 
Giacomo Leoni's T k  Architecture of A. Pallado in Four Books (London, 1715), 
Jefferson developed studies of buildings for all three branches of government to be located 
an this site.36 Jefferson began his earliest plans for the new Capitol after his appointment 
as a dira tor in 1780. From the outset it appears that Jefferson had the model of a classical 
temple in mind for the Virginia Capitol. Indeed, Jeffmn's drawings believed to date 
fmm 1780 indicate that he had developed the fundamental scheme of the Capital even 
kfore his mvels in France and consultation with the French architect Clhi ~seau.~? Using 
the temple form for a building of practical use was a novel scheme, found previously only 
in some of Jefferson's Governor's Palace studies.38 

Jefferson, presumably in the summer of 1 780, designed a series of classical structures, 
beginning with a Hall of Justice and a Capitol. Only a sketch for the Hall of Justice 
survives. The structures were to be twin rectangular buildings, with decastyle Ionic 
porticoes at each end.39 

The Hall of Justice plan depicts a long, narrow corridor extending left-reright, between 
two large rooms for the principle courts, and terminating in a square, twestwy stairhall 
flanked by small rooms (fig. lo).& Double staircases dramatically ascend to the second 
flm to the Cow of Appeals, with its office, three jury m m s ,  and single grand jury 
room.4? 

In the companion plan for the Capitol, the second floor housed the Senate chamber (fig. 
1 I). Characteristically, Jefferson tucked the stair away to the side, using the space of the 
former stairhall to create a monumental saloon. Sketches far the other public buildings 
have been lost, although a fragment of a plan for the governor's house survives.42 

hplementing the concept of individual buildings for each branch of government, however, 
was beyond the resources of Virginia, which was still =overing from the financial impact 
of the American Revolution. In a report to the 1784 session of the General Assembly, after 
Jefferson had sailed for France, the directors proposed that the three branches of 

351bid, 304-305. 
361bid., 305. 
3'~iske Kim ball, The Capitol qf Virginia: A LMdmcuk of Americm Architecwt, edited by Jon K u k h  (Richmond: 
The Virginia State Lib* and Archlva, 19891, 10. IGmball fmt p m m ~  his theory of Jefferson's conmbu~ion to 
the Capitol project in his doctoral disserWon at the University of Michigan in 19 15. 
3 8 ~ i s  ke KimbaII wrts that in one of Jefferson's designs for modeling the Govemm's Palace in Williamsburg, 
J e i l m n  "took the histwic initiative of giving an entire house the form of a wmple, by immense before 
and behid, each with 'pediment front whole width of roof.'" This. Kirnball writes, 'was something which went 
quite beyond the small garden temples of the beginnings of classlcisrn in Englad. We see now that Jefferson's 
prophetic pmpod, fresh in the whole warld, was made even earlier lhan was fmt suppsfAn Kimbd, 
"Jefferson..Part I," 120. 
3%tchcwk and Seale. 30. 
%id 
41~imball, "Jefferson." 306. 
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government k assembled under one mf "to greater advantage and with less expense . . . 
than by erecting separate houses."43 Consequently the legislature voted "that it shall be in 
the discretions of the said directors to cause apartments to be provided for the uses 
aforesaid under one and the same roof, any law to the conaary n~twithstanding."~~ As a 
result, the proposal for separate buildings was abandoned, and active measures toward 
creating a perrmnent capitol began in eames~45 

The dimtors' first lemr to Jefferson on 20 March 1785 informed him of the decision to 
consolidate the three branches of government under one roof,& and described the intended 
site for the new Capitol: 

You will recollect, Sir, that the first act dim ted separate houses for the 
accommodation of the different departments of government. But fearing that 
the Assembly would not countenance us in giving sufficient magnificence to 
distinct buildings, we obtained leave to consolidate the whole under one mf, if 
it should seem advisable . . . . We have not laid down the ground, it being 
fully in your power to describe it, when we inform You thar the Hill on which 
Gunn's yellow house stands and which you favoured as the best situation, 
continues to be preferred by us and that we have allocated 29 half acre lots, 
including Marsdon's tenement, and Minzies' lots in h n t  of Gum's . . . . We 
shall send to Europe for any Stone which may be wantd The roof wdl be 
covered with lead, as we mnceive that to be better than Copper or tiles. ln the 
remarks, which accompany the pian, we have requested a draught for the 
Governor's house and prison, But we hope that the Capitol will be first drawn 
and forwarded to us, as there is no hurry for the other buildings.47 

The &tors included with their letter a preliminary plan somewhat similar to the pomcoed 
Capitol at Williamsburg (fig. 121.4 Marginal notations on the ink and wash sketch 
suggest that windows were to k placed wherever most convenient in the elevations, and 
that small porticoes were to be added at the ends and sides.49 In the same letter the 
d k m r s  asked Jefferson to "consult an able Architea on a plan fit for a Capitol, and to 
assist him with the information of which you are possessed . . . we wish to unite economy 
with elegance and dignity."50 

The lack of a completed plan, however, had not restrained the directors from addressing 
practical matters. They wmte that Edward Voss of Culpeper County, a brick mason 
skillful in plain and rubbed brickwork, was engaged "for the Iaying of 1 500 thousand 
bricks" and may commence his undertaking by the beginning of August 1 785.51 The 
directors were not without motive in h-g construction. Since politicaI agitation 
supporting the return of the capital to Williamsburg still existed, Richmond s u p p r t ~ s  felt 
that commencing consmc tion would smngthen their posiaon.52 

43~urnmer, 7; and Hening, XI, 4%. 
4 4 h m ~ ,  "Jefferson," 305. 
4~~urnmer, 7; and Kimball, "Jefferson," 305. 
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47~bid., 18. 
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The directors also informed Jefferson that they had made provisions for four projecting 
porticoes. The plan they drew was a series of square rooms arranged around a central two- 
story chamber illuminated only by a skylight. Jefferson, who had obviously waited too 
long in replying to the directors' first request for a plan, was h e d  by the news that the 
foundations for the Capitol already had been laid. In an accommodating reply, he 
considered two solutions: 

The one was to leave to same mhitect to draw an external according to his 
fancy, in which way experience shews that about once in a thousand times a 
pleasing form is hit upon; the other was to take some &el already devised and 
approved by the g e n d  sllffrage of b e  wwld. I had no hesitation in deciding 
that the latter was best, nor after the decision was there my doubt what model to 
take. There is at Nismes in the South of Erance a building, called the Maison 
quaree, erected in the time of the Caesars, and which is allowed without 
contradiction to k the most perfect and precious remain of antiquity in 
eistence. It's superiority over any thing at Rome, in Gnxze, at Balbec, or 
P a l m p  is allowed on all hands; and this single object has placed Nismes in the 
general tour of traveIlers. Having not yet had leisure to visit it, T could only 
judge of it from drawings, and from the relation of numbers who had been to 
see i ~ 5 3  

With the recommendation of the Maison M e ,  "the most perfect d e l  existing of what 
may be called Cubic ar~hitectlrre,"~ as the m&l for Virginia's new Capitol, Jefferson 
convinced the directors to change their plans. Jefferson knew of the Maim Can& (the 
ancient Roman temple at Nimes restored in the seventeenth century by buis  XIV) from 
French architect Charles-Louise C16risseauts Monuments rie Nismes, the series on the 
ancient architecture of Nimes, as well as horn his own copy of Palladids Book TV of 
Quartro libri (1 570) (fig. 1 3). 

Jefferson's sarch  for m a  accurate information on the Maiwn Cam& led him to the 
selection of Clkrisseau as the Capitol's consulting Accurding to Jefferson, 
Cl&isseau was "one of the most correct architects of France, "56 Cl&isseau, a noted 
nemlassicist, had won the Prix de Rome in 1746 while studying unda Jacques-Francois 
Blondel and Germain Boffrand at the Royal Academy of Architecture. Clkrisseau's main 
role was advim to Jefferson. 

In a lener to the dk-tofs early in 1786, Jefferson described his specifications for the new 
Capitol: 

You will find on examination that the body of this building covers an area but 
two fifths of that which is proposed and begun; of course it will take but a b u t  
one half the bricks; and of course this circumstance will enlist dl the workmen, 
and people of the art against the plan. Again the building hgun is to have 4 
porticos; this but one. It is true that this will h deeper than those were 
probably proposed. but even if it be made three columns deep, it will not take 
half the number of columns. The beauty of this is en s u r d  by experience and 

53~ummer, 10-1 1, from a 1- from Jefferson to James Buchanan and Wrlliam tlay dated 24 January 1786 in Julian 
P. Boyd, ed., The Papers of Thomas JHerson. IX (huxton, NJ: Aincetm University Press. 1950-). 220-222. 
5 4 ~ ~ ,  The Cnpirol of Virginin, 1 1; b m  an account from Jefferson's memoir, set down in 182 1. 
55Hitchctxk and Seale. 3 1. 
5 6 ~ b a l l ,  The Cupirol of Virginia , 14. 
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by the suffrage of the whole world . . . and tho I suppose there is more mom in 
the plan begun, . . . yet there is enough in this for all the three branches of 
government.57 

Jefferson's scheme was an adaptation of Cl&sseau's drawing of the Maison Cam& to the 
dimensions of the directors' plan. The scale Jefferson chose, nevertheless, was much 
greater, the length was to be 153 feet nine inches versus only a b u t  eighty- five feet for the 
Maison CarrBe. Jefferson's module (the diameter of the column), was five feet five inches, 
versus abut  rhree feet for the Maison C k k .  

Jefferson's surviving plans for the Capitol indicate that he developed the interior 
arrangement first, then adjusted the proportions to comespond to the exterior elevations. 
For example, the size of the rooms was dictated by the syrnmenical placement of the 
windows on the exterior elevations. The interior of Jefferson's fmt plan corresponds 
generdly with the building as executed (fig. 14); it features a monumental, central, two- 
story square hall (containing a statue of George ~ashington)?~ with two principal rooms 
on each end of the rectangular temple form. Shallow m m s ,  one containing stairs, were to 
be placed at the sides. The tend atrium space was marked by a square peristyle of six 
columns per side, The second story had the same main divisions as the fm, but with 
smaller rooms on the ends separated by thin pa1titions.~9 

Jefferson's second and third plans-primariIy interim studies (figs. 15- 1 6 M v i d e  the 
interior into three equal parts, attempting to improve the pqmions  of the individual 
rooms. The d=culty Jefferson encountered in attempting to adapt the exterior could have 
been the first impetus for the omission of the exterior order along the sides. Only the 
second plan has vestiges of any exterior study, with demarcations for a portico on each 
end, one bay deep.m The three extant elevations do not correspond directly to any of the 
plans discussed, and indicate f h e r  changes of dimensions and proportions from plan to 
plan (fig. 17). 

Sometime in late 1785 or early 1 786, Jefferson requested that Cl&-isseau provide a model 
of the building in stucco to explain the plans to both the directors and the inexperiencsd 
craftsmen who would c o n s a t  the CapitolPl The plaster &el, by Jean-Pierre Fwuet 
and shipped from France on 1 3 J me 1786, survives and is displayed near the rotunda of 
the Capi to1 (fig, 1 8). Foquet, according to Jefferson, "had been employed many years in 
Greece . . . by the ambassador of France at Constan tinople, in making models of the most 
celebrated remains of ancient architecture in that countq. "62 The finished model expresses 
Jefferson's final designs as m&ed by Clt%sseau. 

To light the interior and m reduce costs, CIQisseau's changes included shmning the 
portico from three columns deep to two. The substitution of the Ionic order for the original 
Corinthian columns was a practical measure adopted from the start as easier for the local 
craftsmen to execute. Pilasters along the sides, retained un ti1 the last sketches, ultimately 

5'Ibid.. 23-25. 
5h statue of Gecage Washington was sculpted from Carrara m;rrble by Jean-Antoine Houdon. It was 
commissioned for the United States by Jefferson and Benjamin F&n. and was fuLished by 1788. on the eve of the 
French Revolution. It remained in the artist's studio until the interior of the rotunda was ready for it in 1796. Fmm 
Kimball, The Capitol of Virginia, 2 1. 
s9~bid., 34. 
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62~imball, The CapiroI 4 Virgirria, 44. 
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were abandoned.63 Architectural historian Fiske Kimball described some further changes 
introduced by Cldrisseau: 

the f ie= and cornice of the second-story window caps are removed and small 
oblong windows are placed over them. The Wment of the side dmr is 
replaced by a horizontal comice, the steps at the side are turned along the 
building, and the columns and pilasters are fluted The actual dimensions of the 
model are, in general, exactly twice the corresponding dimensions of 
Jefferson's find studies-the scale of the model being five English feet to the 
English inch. Clhisseau made no changes in Jefferson's dimensions, further 
evidence for the conclusion that the Frenchman's role in the designs was 
secondary.64 

Jefferson gave Clkisseau the specifications of the directors and his own sketches early in 
1786.65 ClCrisseau's modifications to the door and window frames and the slope of the 
Wment  appear in soft pencil lines added to Jefferson's fmal front and side elevations 
(figs. 19-20). Other changes include adding conwles at the sides of the dmrs and beneath 
the window sills and panels below the sills of the first story windows and hrween the 
upper and Iower ranges. Minor changes in the size and projection of the carnice members 
were indicated. The apex of the merit was lowered to correspond to the slope of the 
Maison Cam& as shown in Cl~sseau's  engraving. Pedestals were suggested to buttress 
the steps to the side doars.66 Unfortunately, the find drawings prepared by Clkrisseau's 
draftsmen and sent to Virginia have not sumived 67 

Consuuction of the Caaitol 
Work on the Virginia Capitol proceeded under the direction of Samuel Dobie, 
superintendent of constrzlction. Although nothing is known of Dobie's origins and 
training, land and madage m r d s  indicate that the Dobie family had establish4 residence 
in Virginia by 1 683.68 Dobie's architecturaI knowledge was expressed later in his 
submission of a design for the United States Capitol in 179 1 ,  based on Palladia's Villa 
Rotunda (fig. Zl).69 Dobie furnished technical drawings of the adjustments determined by 
the directors, and as instructed by the directors, adapted Jefferson's plan to the foundation 
already built.70 Some minor changes were made after Jefferson's return from Fmce: the 
foundation and several exterior walls were removed and rebuilt to Jefferson's smaller 
specifications, and slight alterations were made to the front. The walls were complete to 
the top of the principal story by October 1 786, but because of financial and @tical 
mculties the Virginia Capitol was not finished far thirteen years?l 

63~itchcock and Seale, 32. 
6 4 ~ m b a l l ,  The Capitol of Virginia, 43. 
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When the General Assembly convened in the unfinished building for the fmc krne on 19 
Octokr 1789, the Capitol was a mere rectangular block of naked brick with a high parapet 
surrounding a flat leaking mf. In that same year the G e n d  Assembly appropriated 
money for replacing the flat roof with a gabled phnmted mff 

Edward Voss, the brickmason, contracted with the h o r s  to begin his work on the 
portico, and by the next June the brick base, the columns, and the timber framing for the 
pedimenr were complete. Samuel Dobie drew many of the working plans, including those 
for a roof, more steeply pitched than that proposed by Jefferson. The pilasters 
reintroduced along the sides are probably anxibutable m tobie who had some familiarity 
with classical architecture.72 

The Capitol, as completed in 1798, followed J e f f m ' s  basic design, although several 
changes were made during the final years of construction. The steps leading to the portico 
were omitted, since they would have darkened the offices beneath and would have allowed 
grazing horses to stray to the high pIatfom. The enmces to the Capitol, which were 
accessible by exterior staircases, were located in the center of each side elevation, as was 
the case in the Capitol at Williamsburg (fig. 22).n 

On the interior, rhe cenaal atrium, or salon, behind the vestibule eliminated the colonnaded 
basilicm treatment of Jefferson's plan. When the Senate moved to the main floor adjacent 
to the portico, additional space was taken from the d o n ,  precluding its intended use for 
large official gatherings. The salon as executed was distinctly Anglo-Palladian. Its square 
balcony rested upon large scrolled brackets, in place of the proposed colonnades. Over the 
salon was a shallow dome rising out of the flat ceiling to the base of a small skylit cylinder 
that cut through the roof. The marble statue of George Washington in his Continental 
Army uniform, by the French sculptor Jean- Antoine Houdon, s W  in the center of the 
now reduced sal0n.~4 Pilasters, friezes, and p e . n  ts ornamented the remainder of the 
interior. 

Jefferson wrote to a Eriend who earlier had k e n  discouraged about the Capitol project, 
"Our new Capi to1 when the m t i o n s  are made . . . will be an &ce of first rate dignity. 
Whenever it shall be finished with its proper arnaments belonging to it (which will not be 
in this age), it will be worthy of king exhi b i d  alongside the most celebrated remains of 
antiq~ity."~S 

Earlv Environs of the Capitol 
It is likely that the allotment of land around the Capitol followed the tradition of early 
Virginia Tidewater towns regarding land for public buildingsm76 The Capitol environs 
probably wee mated in the same haphazard manner that had characterized the care of 
public squares in courthouse towns during the eighteenth century and had continued in 
much of the nineteenth century. Following the practice common to courthouse squares 
throughout Virginia, neighboring householders and enterprising farmers on market days 
pastured their herds of sheep, cattte, goats and swine on the open common. The Capitol's 
environs received little attention until well into the nineteenth centmy. It appears that no 
embellishments were planned or implemented in the square, which remained an open aact 
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with deep ravines flanking each side of the Capitol. A dirt road twisted indirectly from the 
Richmond waterfront to the Capi to1 through a stand of pine trees and a path from the foot 
of rhe hill led to the seat of government (fig. 23177 A crude, unpainted, w d e n  structure 
s t d  in front of the Capitol portico to sasisfy the delegates who had asserted that the roof 
needed a spire to serve as a belfry. The s t r u m  housed both the Virginia Public Guard 
and the bell (fig. 24). 

- P p I 
At the t h e  of its completion and f ~ r ~ ~ y c a r s  following, the Capitol was the largest 
buiIding in Richmond and an imposing visual landmark (fig. 25). It was the fwu s of the 
city's major smid events and was used regularly for church services, oratorical contests, 
lectures, balls, and school examinations.78 Despite its modest surroundings, those who 
saw it responded enthusiastically as reflected in the following description by Dr. John Little 
in his History of R i c b w n d  

Its position is upon the most elevated part of the city; its appearance imposing 
and grand seen at a distance, or on approaching Richmond from the South; and 
a nearer approach and closer inspection does not diminish, but rather increases 
the impression of its beauty, grandeur and gracea79 

The Governor's Mansion 
Just as the Colony of Virginia had provided an official residence for the royal governor, the 
new state, from the s m ,  had a governor's house. The first state govmor, P a ~ c k  Henry, 
occupied the colonial Governofs Palace in Williamsburg. He was succded by Thomas 
Jeffenon, he second governor to reside in the palace. 

War with England, however, intempted Jefferson's occupancy in Williamsburg with the 
transfer of the seat of government to Richmond-80 In Richmond, Governor Jefferson 
rented a w d e n  town house horn his uncle Thomas Turpin. The house, near the corner of 
the present Broad and Govemor smets, was only a short walk to the rented frame building , 
where the General Assembly rnetag1 

Soon after the establishment of the capital in Richmond Jefferson sketched plans for what 
presumably was a governor's house. One plan shows one-quarter of a building modeled 
after Palladia's Villa Ronutda (fig. 261, a favorite concept Jefferson had proposed years 
earlier for a new Gavemor's Palace in Williamsburg, and later would propose again for the 
President's House in Washington. Jefferson also made studies based on a scheme that 
could be considered as half of a Villa Rohutlla, with a central octagon rather than a rotunda 
(fig. 27).82 Despite Jefferson's plans, a new Governor's Mansion would not be 
consmcted until s e v d  decades later. 

Sometime kfore 1782 the comrrmnwedth purchased from James Marsden a house to be 
used as the governof s residence in Richmond Located near the site of the present 
executive mansion, the house was "a wooden building with one or two brick ends 

77~tchcack and Seale, 32-33. 
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containing chimneys." Repair b a s  indicate that there were fourraoms and a potch.83 The 
Marquis Francois Jean de ChasteUux described the house as it appeared during his visit to 
Governor Benjamin M s o n  on 26 April 1 782: "I f o d  him [Govemm Harrison] settled 
in a very plain, but spacious enough house, which had just k e n  fi W up for him. "84 

This residence was available to twelve governors, although not al l  of them chose to reside 
there. Governor John Tyler described the house as "a building that neither aspired to 
architectural caste in its consmction or consulted the comfort of its wcupants in its interior 
arrangements."85 Tyler criticized the small size, ruinous condition and lack of privacy of 
the exposed house and lot. Late in his administration, Tyler descrilxd the governor's 
house as "intolerable far a private family, there being not a fmt of ground that is not 
exposed to three smets, besides a cluster of dmy tenements immediately in front of the 
house with their windows opening into the enclosure. 'Ig6 

Design and Construction of the Exis~np Governor's Mansion (181 1-18131 
Responding to Tyler's criticism, the General Assembly appropriated $ f 2,000 in 1 8 I 1 for 
the construction of a new Governois Mansions7 and authclaized the rental of a better house 
ar Ninth and Mars hall streets unril the new house could be occupied.88 The old residence 
was sold by bid for $530 to Charles Copeland, who salvaged and removed the building.89 

The building cornminee for the new Govmor's Mansion a p p i n t d  William McKim, a 
carpenter and member of the committee, as superintendent of the project; it selected 
Christopher Tompkins as contractor. Both were prominent figures in the Richmond 
building ~ a d e s . ~  The New England archimt Alexander Panis (1780- 18521, who was 
already in the employ of two prominent Richmond citizens, was chosen by the state 
commi~se to prepare plans for the Governor's Mansion. Parris had wme to Richmond 
from Maine when he was in his M e s ,  and resided there for two years (1 87 0- 1 8 1 2) 
befwe moving to Boston. Panis had begun as a follower of the nemlassical architecture of 
Boston architect Charles BuMnch (1 763- 1 844), and was in spired also by the well-known 
Bullfinch disciple, Asher Benjamin (1773- 1845). 

Unfortunately, all that survives of Panis's original design is a n o t e b k  skew h of the main 
floor (fig. 28).91 Since extensive working drawings were not customary in this perid, 
Panis may have supplid a few sheets showing only the plans and elevations, and a few 
characteristic details to convey his design. Omamend and strumal details probably were 
recornmended by the c o n m m  and spmhzed trade~tnen.~ 

The plan fkom Parris's n o t e b k  indicates that the house was built according to his plans, 
except for a few minor changes; the chimneys were shifted from outside to interior w  all^?^ 

83~eale. 5.  
Mibid 
851bib, 12. 
%id 
 bid.. 13. 
881bid., 12. 
B91brd., 13. 
%id. 

l T k  flom plan skewh is owned by the American Antiquatian Society in Worcestw. MaWAchuseUS. 
92~e3ie, 16, and John G . Zehmer, Jr., and Sarah Shields Ihiggs. "Worthy of Its Purposes: The Chm'iging Face of 
the Govemr's Mansion, " Virginia C M c d ,  Vol. 37. No. 3 (Winter 1988): 126. 
93~ohn G. Zehmer. Jr., and Sarah Shields Driggs. 126. 
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Porches and rear additions, not in his plans, were constructed later. The house, which was 
designed to a c c o ~ e  the governof s public reception needs, was large for its h e  with 
its halls and rooms largef than comparable Virginia ho~lses of the day. The lot was sharply 
inclined, and allowed for a firll basement at ground level on two sides, and far two full 
stories above with the basement visible form the square. Only the upper floors were visible 
from the square. The formal entrance and parlws were lwated on the first floor, the 
governof s private chambers on the second flm, and the sturage and d c e  areas in the 
basernent.94 

The Governor's Mansion as 
The earliest major changes to sion and its environs included the 
addition of the two side porches and the replacement of oId w d e n  outbuildings. The 
General Assembly appropriated $8,000 for these improvements in February 1 8 12, soon 
after Govemor James Barbour had taken office, Significant among the new srmctures was 
the two-story brick servant's quarter and kitchen (now ussd as the govemm's guest 
house). In addition, a new icehouse was built over a brick-lind pit equipped with drains, 
A w d e n  wash house s t d  nearby and in 18 13 Governor Barbour ordered a £ram stable 
built. Extensive g m h g  acurrd around the house after the outside brick walls were 
compIetd, and an effm was made to fill the gully that divided the mansion lot from the 
rest of the square. This effort was not entirely successful, however, since the water 
continued to follow its old path in hard tains.95 

In January and February of 18 1 3, before Governor Barbur moved into the mansion, a 
commission of "Refereest' met to superin tend the work and settle payment claims. They 
noted he presence of "two porticoes put up at the end dews," and remarked that "the 
comfort and convenience of habitants would be geatly increased by the superstructure of a 
terrace [parapet] surrounding the eaves of the building, and of a @CO to the door fronting 
the Capitol.'% Little else is known of the immediate environs or landscape 
embellishments, but fences were conswcted and impmved to keep out the goats and cattle 
that grazed on Capitol Squm.97 

Unfortunately, the original appearance of the house is undccumenrsd.~ The general aspect 
of the "Governor's House" as first occupied must have been rather austere. There was no 
front porch, and the front door was surmounted only by a curved fanlight-99 There were, 
nevertheless, end porches similar to those now in place. Parris's only other surviving 
Richmond building, the Wickham-Valentine House on the corner of Eleventh and Clay 
streets, was built with a slate rmf, but the mf of the Governof s Mansion had only 
w d e n  shingles, perhaps a cost-savin g measure by the state. This otherwise plain, 
unpainted, red brick house was distinguished only by the messed panels positioned 
between each fust- and second-floor window and ornamented with elegant classical swags. 
These recessed panels with swags, which would have k n  familiar to the New Englander 
Parris, became popular decorative features in Richmond in the second and third decades of 

9 4 ~ e ~ e ,  16-17. 
95Xbid.. 19-21. 
%n 1830. seventeen years lam. the state erected these rt~wnmended featllres. Zebmerand Driggs, 128. 
97~eale, 8. 
9 8 ~ o  original drawings fa the exterior elevations or the interior art h w n  to exist The general of r)lc 
house, nevertheIess, has been well e s t i m u  by John G. Zehmer, Jr., and Sarah Shields Driggs in their article in the 
Virginia C u m l c d .  
9% 1822 the superintendent of buildmgs noted, "'the circlllar wh&w in front of the Government Hwse is out of 
repair.'" Zehmer and Driggs, 126. 
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the nineteenth century. Parris's three Richmond dwellings may have been responsible for 
this popularity.lm 

Maximilian Godefroy's Landscape Plan for the Capitol (1816) 
At the time the Capitol and the Governor's Mansion were wmpled ,  the grounds 
surrounmng both had not received design anen tion and provided a crude and untidy setting 
for the Capitol: 

The surface on which the city s t u d  was untamed and broken. Ahos t 
inaccessible heights and deep ravines everywhere prevailed. The Capitol 
Square was nra[a indigesraque moles, and was but rudely, if at all, enclosed. 
The ascent to the building was painfully laborious. The two now beautiful 
valleys were then unsightly gullies, which threatened, unless soon arrested, to 
extend themselves across the smet north, so as to requirr; a bridge to span 
them. If a tree had sprung up in the grounds, it obtained but a scanty substance 
from the sterile earth. Soil there was little or none. The s e t  west of the 
Square was impassible for much of the way, except by fmtpath.lol 

For many years after the Capitol was built there were no plans to beaut@ the landscape 
surrounding it and the Governor's House. The square as described was deplorable: 

In front of the great pomw rose a mound so high that the Capitol was invisible 
from Bank Suet Mow.  On either side of this mound were deep dells with 
springs, the only attractive spots in the acres of chinquapin bushes and jimson 
weed. A ravine between the Governor's house and the Capitol was filled with a 
raging torrent after every rain, At the corner of Ninth and Bank streets was a 
ramshackle w d e n  guardhouse where ddier's wives raised chickens and 
hung out the family wash.lO* 

The second governor to live in the mansion, Wilson Cary Nicholas, was the first to take a 
significant interest in the condition of the capitol's landscape. On 28 February 1 8 16, the 
legislam empowered Governor Nicholas to improve and enclose rhe grounds around the 
Capitol. The act called for closing several streets that ran through the square, including 
Eleventh Sueet, which passed between the Govemds Mansion and the Capitol. 

The following May, after several local landscape design s u ~ s s i o n s  had k e n  rejected, the 
governor wrote to acquaintances for names of potential designers. On 18 June 1 8 16, the 
Council of State authorized the employment of Maximilian Gdefroy (1765- 1 840), a 
French arc hi tea and engineer then living and teaching in Baltimore; Im he had been exiled 
horn Erance in 1 805 under suspicion of holding ideas inimical to the Napoleonic 
regime. lo4 G d f m  y had been educated in Paris. His education was apparently that of a 
gentlemen of the m i e n  regime; he received s m g  classical M i n g  as evidenced by the 
mythological allusions in his letters and drawings. lo5 Godefmy had obtained some 

l q b i c l  
l O1 ~obert  L. Alexander. The Archirecrwr of M a r i m i l i m  GodPfoy. (Baltimore and bndon: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 19741, 12 1-122; fmm Alexander Weddell, R i c h n d ,  Virginia, 3 1. 
lM~cou and Caumll,3.  
l031bid., 120. 
lw~bid. 
lo51bid., 2. 
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training in civil engineering, but aside from teaching rarely practiced as an engineer. l M  
While in Richmond, Godefroy also was responsible for the Capitol restoration of 1 8 1 6, 
alterations to and completion of R o h  Mill's design for the Richmond Courthouse (figs. 
29-30), and an elevation uniting the Bank of Virginia and the Farmer's Bank of Virginia 
(fig. 31). 

Godefro y arrived in Richmond in July 1 8 16 and by early September had completed his 
plans for the square, at which time he was paid $400 for his work Godefroy, educated in 
the seventeenth- and eighteenthcentury French architectlrraI Padition, proposed a formal 
classical plan far the Capitol. Godefroy rejected the mantic ,  natmdistic English garden 
styIe, or jardin anglais,1o7 that was popular in America in the early to mid-nineteenth 
centlrry , perhaps believing a formal design more appropriate to a seat of government; he 
also may have been influenced by Blondel and other Neoclassical architects critical of the 
English garden movement. His plan for the grounds included al l  the elements of a classical 
French garden, including orderly m c e s ,  a l l k s  of trees, and semicircdar promenades 
graded into the hillside below the Capitol (fig. 32).lm 

The major accomplishments of Godefroy's plan were to define and enhance the square by 
opening Capitol and Bank sbeets and enclosing the square with a fence. The drawings 
Gdefroy made are lost, but contempwary descriptions of Capitol Squatelw give an 
indication of his landscape plan: 

The streets running through the square were to be closed off and the square was 
to be surrounded by an iron fence. The hillside was to be graded so that the 
Capitol would stand on a mound, f@ feet on each side and a hundred feet wide 
in front, leaving room for an equestrian statue of Washington. Horseshoe paths 
were to foUow a lower terrace to two entrances on Bank Street. Marble basins 
were to be installed, with cascades, apparently mid-way on the present path 
leading down the hill. Near the present location of the Washington Monument, 
the City Water Works were to k located, while another building, perhaps a 
military school, was to replace the unsightly guard house.110 

It appears that Gdefroy's design intent was to emphasize the monumentality of the Capitol 
through the use of broad walks, and the placement on the tenwe in fmn t of the Capitol of a 
monument in honor of George Washington. In 18 1 6 the Legislature authorid a lottery to 
raise funds for a memorial to Washington, however, nothing was done about raising funds 
for the rest of the project until the commemoration of the fifiieth anniversary of 
Washington's death in 1 848. Godefmy proposed no planrings that wwld obscure views 
of the Capitol in the central ption of the square; instead he called for the use of formal 
allkes of lindens and chesmuts to compensate for the square's irregularities and 
asymmetry. l1 

in August of 1 8 16 the council authorized implementation of the plan. Gdefroy's 
drawings were displayed publicly in the Capitol during November. In January 1 8 17, the 

1M1bib. 1 
l07~ranmis Blonde1 had devoted s e d  pages to the d e n i m  of the jwdin unglais in hs Cows &architecture; 
A l e e ,  123. 
lWseale, Virginia's bclctiw Mamion. 24-25. 
r 0 9 ~ ,  25. 
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work of leveling and enclosing kgan. l2 Before he had seen the rough, unkept nature of 
the site Godefroy originally esmated that two weeks would suffice for the work, but upon 
in spection, he realized the landscaping work involved was much g m e r  than he had 
anticipated. In con sequence, the execution of the plan tmk considerably longer, and 
prompted political infighting in the legislam. l3 

In February f 8 1 8, when the next governor, James hs ton ,  requested additional funds for 
the completion of the square, a vocal opposition claimed Gdefroy 's plan was "'not 
recommended by practicability, good taste, good seme or economy. " Perhaps to mute the 
complaints, Orris Paine, the superintendent who had been appointed in 1 8 1 6, was replaced 
by Arrhur S. Brockenbrough. In the next few years some parts of the work were 
completed, but the grounds were not finished until 1 830.114 Governor Nicholas wrote the 
following in defense of Godefmy : 

It was determined, in despair of succeeding any other way, to have recourse to 
some of the northern cities, and employ an engineer, well recommended for his 
skill and taste in such matters. Maximilian Godefroy Esq. was so 
recommended; and his services were engaged for a very moderate sum He 
was employed a b u t  three months under the Governojs eye, and the room 
which he =cupid in the Capitol was always open. 

In justice to the character of Mr. Gdefioy , it ought to be stated, that neither the 
Governor nor any memkr of the Council had any personal knowledge of him 
un ti1 he came to Richmond, to execute the contract above referred to. The 
compensation be received, could not have been a sufficient inducement, but he 
availed himself of that opportunity to display his dents as an enginem, in the 
hope that he might open the way to farther employment in this State. He had 
previously been very respectably recommended as civil engineer to the Board of 
Public Works of this comrnon~ealth.~ 

By the middle of August, Gdefroy had solved the major problems and had laid out the 
terraces, paths, and fence lines. On 5 September he completed the instructions for locating 
the fountains, plantings, and the enclosure of the square (fig. 32). Well a w m  of 
opposition to his plan, however, he had little hope it would be followed carefully, and 
expected O r r i s  Paine to make changes as soon as he left Richmond .I l 6  

The implementation of the plan was under the supervision of John P. Shields, who since 
1812 had k e n  responsible for g d m g  the square.l17 Since the plan was not executed in 
its entirety because of General Assembly objections to its cost, it is difficult to determine 
how much of the landscaping was actually completed. However, an eariy depiction of the 
Capitol indicates that some g d m g  was done and rows of imported trees were planted on 
each side of the Capitol (fig. 33). 

f 12Ibid., 120. 
131bid., 121. 

ll41bid., 121. 
1 5 A k ~ d e r ,  121; from Journal of the Home of Delegatts, 1817-1818: 210-21 1,217-23 8. ' %Id.. 122. 
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Several designs were submitted for a fence to enclose the grounds in accordance with 
Godefroy's plan, The one selected was by another Frenchman, Paul- Alexis Sabbaton, 
who had resided in Richmond for several years. The fence was cast in New Yo&, shipped 
to Richmond, and erected in 1 8 18. Sabbaton used spears and fasces, the Roman s yrnbl s 
of government, in his Neoclassical design for the fence.ll8 

Once Godefroy's scheme was implementsd, the care and upkeep of Capitol Square became 
a continuing problem and financial drain. The city of Richmond tmk over responsibility 
for the care of the square in 1 824 through its Committee on the Capitol Square, which was 
appointed by the Richmond City Council and administered under the authority of the 
governor. The city appropriated $500 annually for its upkeep, which did little more than 
pay a caretaker.119 

Landscaping and @ng of the square were marked improvements. Godefroy's plans for 
Capitol Square can be viewed as being part of a growing national awareness of the 
importance of the landscape settings of public buildings. Effom to improve New York's 
City Hall Park, Boston Common adjacent to Bullfinch's Massachusetts Statehouse, and the 
surroundings of Robert Mills' Firepmf Building in Charleston were contemporary with 
Godefroy's design. The Gdefroy plan as executed retained the overall formal design 
concept, and was a classic example of French park design in America until the picturesque 
landscape plan of John Notman was implemented later in the century.l*0 

GROWTH AND CHANGE IN ANTEBELLUM CAPITOL SQUARE: 1817-1860 
Between approximately 18 17 and the our bPeak of the Civil War in 1 860 a variety of 
changes occurred in Capitol Square including the consrruction (and, in some cases, 
subsequent demolition) of new buildings within the square, renovations to the Governor's 
Mansion, and the installation of two monuments. Most significant, however, was the 
development in 1 85 1 of a new landscape plan for Capitol Square by PhiladeIphia architect 
John Notman. Completed by 1860, Nowan's design-while retaining certain fundamental 
aspects of the earlier Gdefroy plan-substantidl y changed the appearance of the square 
and established a new layout and character still apparent in the late twentieth century. 

New Buildings in the Square: The Virginia Museum and the Bell Tower 
Around the time that Gdefmy 's plan was adopted for the square, the General Assembly 
granted permission to two l a a l  entrepreneurs, James Warrell and Richard lmton, to ere~t 
a museum in the q u a r e  at Twelfth and Bank s m s .  The first Virginia Museum was a 
large brick building, ninety ~ n e  by fifty feet, with a slate roof, The museum opened in 
October 18 17, but its existence was precarious, and in 1834 it reverted to the state 
according to the terms of the original statute. For several years it was rented; the Richmond 
post office was among its tenants. The building was demolished in 1 846, and in the same 
year it was replaced by the General Court Building. Nearly twenty years later, the General 
Gun Building was destroyed in the evacuation fire of 1865.121 

In 1 824 the present brick bell tower near Ninth Street in the southwesr corner of the square 
replaced the old wooden strucnvle that had housed both the bell and the Virginia Public 
Guard. In accmdance with the custom s d  in Williarnsburg, a bell called the members 
of the General Assembly to the session each morning. The existing bell tower was built, 

118~cott and Canerall, 5. 
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and presumably designed, by Levi Swain.122 The Be1 Tower is a free-standing, three- 
story structure with a cupola, and features a raised brick water table, a w d e n  cornice, and 
a w d e n  balustrade with a geomemic Chinese lamce pattern like that f a v d  by Thomas 
Jefferson, The wooden octagonal cupola has eight rounded arches, a cornice with dentils, 
and an eight-faceted dome topped with a fish weather vane. One of the few fire-standing 
towers of its per id  in the Uniled States, it always has k e n  regarded as a picturesque 
curiosity (fig. 34).123 

In conjunction with the reconstruction of the Bell Tower during the 1 820s, guardhouses 
were built in the southeast and southwest corners of the square. The guardhouses 
subsequently were demolished in 1846 and 1848.124 Also around this time a spring on the 
square was dug, Iined with stone, and connected to the Mansion and Capitol through iron 
pipes to provide running water to the two buiIdings. A single hydrant s t m d  in the 
mansion's front yard. 125 

Improvements to the Governor's Mansion during the Antebellum Period 
Several significant developments occurred at the Governor's Mansion during the 
antebellum perid. In 18 30 the Governor's Mansion was finished according to the 
recommendations of the commissioners' report of 1 8 13. Parapets were constructed above 
the eaves; other additions included the newlassical front portico with coupled columns and 
a mf balustrade echoing the parapet and the chimney balustrade. A wood engraving. 
whch reputedly first appeared in a London newspaper during the 1830s and is considered 
the earliest known image of the Governor's Mansion, shows the new parapet and the 
portico with its balustrade (fig. 35). The end porches were rebuilt using the published 
illustrations of Asher Benjamin's American order columns. In addition, repairs and 
mdemization s were undertaken: broken windows were replaced, interior paint refreshed, 
the interior woodwork grained and the baseboaxds rnarblsd, fireplaces fitted far the use of 
coal, and new marble mantels installed. The entire exterior was painted for the first time 
that year, perhaps in an attempt to give the mansion the appearance of having a fashionable 
stucco exterior. 

Despite the improvements to the mansion, an 1 830's engraving depicts a wild landscape 
surrounding the house. Although the enpaving is believed to have several inaccuracies, it 
may carrectly indicate the unkept state of Capitol Square despite earlier efforts to improve 
its appearance. A new carriage house, which now serves as the governds garage, was 
built in 1 835. Another lithograph, To the Richmond Light Infanny Blues (fig. 3 3) from 
1 84 1 depicts Godefroy's influence on the landscape around the Governor's Mansion. This 
image shows an iron fence fronting the house, confirming its existence by 1 84 1. Other 
evidence of Gdefroy's plan includes the wall of mees on the north side of the square, 
along with linear plantings of aees placed at the rear corners of the Capitol and extending 
perpendicular to its side elevations.126 

Extensive changes to the mansion were made during the administration of Governor 
William ("Extra Billy ") Smith. Beginning in March 1 846 the governor kgdn personally 
supervising the work. The old hick wakway that connected the house and kitchen was 
covered with a tin roof supptmed by w d e n  posts and sheltered by lattice work walls and 

l2%.alder Loth, 4.. T k  Virginia L a n h w k s  Register, 361. 
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louvered blinds. Smith had the interior living space enlarged by expanding it into the 
basement, where the two east moms and the central passage were plasmd and given 
w d e n  floors. The dining room was moved to a space below the parlor. A second broad 
staircase was added from the main flm, more for visual than practical purposes, since 
winding service sta i rs  already existed127 

The formal dining morn on the main floor was converted to a se~ond  parlor. A broad 
opening was made between the old parlor and the new one and fitted with sliding doors, 
foreshadowing today's ballroom. Between 1845 and 1846 more d m  indoor plumbing, 
including water closets and bathing facilities, replaced an earlier rudimentary system A 
partial cenml heating system was i n d u c e d  into the house in 1 846.128 

John Notman's 1850 Landscape Plan for Capitol Square 
In 1 850 the Richmond City Council (which had assumed responsibility for the upkeep of 
Capitol Square in 1 824) determined that extensive improvements to the landscape of 
Capi to1 Square were desimble.13 This decision was prompted, initially, by the desire to 
relandscape the site for the in stallation of the Washington monument. Owing to a general 
concern abut  the deterioration of the neglected Gdefroy landscape, however, the scope of 
the proposed project was soon expanded. 

The decision to redesign Capitol Square reflects, in part, a growing concern in the middle 
of the nineteenth cenhuy with the indusmalization of Richmond, and a curresponding 
desire to ameliorate the ill effects of urbanization by introducing nahlral landscape elements 
in the city. Between 1 840 and 1 860 Richmond experienced indusnial and economic 
growth that dramatically increased population and new mnsmction (fig. 36). The financial 
and commercial districts expanded while residential mas increased in density. The effects 
of this rapid growth were apparent throughout the city: all available land was subdivided 
and built upon; new buildings were constructed more closely toge*, and semidetac hed 
and contiguous row-houses became common. As the nineteenth-century Richmond 
historian Samuel Mordecai observed, "a few years ago . . . the city was all hills, valleys, 
and deep ravines," but in a few short years houses, stores, and factories had replaced the 
former wilderness. The space which had previously been occupied by one house was now 
"occupied by twenty or more tcnements."l31 

The events in Ric hrnond *red a national trend towards industrialization that was 
transforming cities across America around the middle of the nineteenth century. Indeed, 
Purnom's Monthly Magazine reported in 1 855, "the great phenomenon of the age is the 
growth of great cities. "132 Despite evidence connecting the nation's growth with its 
prosperity, the rapid growth of cities was disturbing to the public; indeed, the mid- 
nineteenth-century surge of urbanization and indushalization has been described as "the 
most fundamentally dislw ating experience in a l l  of American histay. Faced with 
increasingly crowded, crime-ridden, and dirty c i~es ,  Americans came to view the city as an 
inherently unhealthy place. 

27~de ,~ i rg in io ' s  Execufive Mansion, 4 2 4 .  
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One response to the indusmiabation of American cities was the development of a powerful 
reform movement that hoped to bring nature back to the city by planting street uees and 
establishing naturalistic uban parks. As early as the mid- 1 840s, landscape designers such 
as Andrew Jackson Downing were advocating the use of nahmbsric iandscape elements in 
urban areas as a means of bringing refinement and social refarm to urban society: 

Conditioned by a cultural heritage that identified morality with the primitive values 
of a rural society and by theories of health that smssed the benefits of pure air, it 
k a m e  the task of xforrners to resaucrure the city so as to compensate for the loss 
of rural nature caused by urbanization.lU 

The creation of naturalistic parks was intended to provide a healthier, safer, and mare moral 
urban environment "to mitigate and perhaps to camouflage or make mare tolerable a 
necessary evil. "135 In terms of a common metaphor of the nineteenth century, the city was 
viewed as an ailing M y ,  and trees and parks were viewed as the fresh new lungs that 
would cure it. 

Influenced by these progressive ideas, Richmond's leaders sought to transform Capitol 
Square into a modern, urban park that would help to alleviate the problems of city 
living. 136 In 1850 the City Council's "Committee on the Capitol Square" commissioned 
Philadelphia architect John Notman (1 8 TO- 1865) to prepare a new design far the en tire 
square. l 37 Notman was well known for his namdistic cemetery designs including Laurel 
X i 1  Cemetery (1 836) outside of Philadelphia (fig. 37) and H o l l y w d  Cemetery (1848) in 
Richmond (fig. 38). In May 1850 Notman visited the site, and by July of that year 
submitted a completed design to the Richmond City Council. In total, N o m  was paid 
$200 by the City Council for his design for Capi to1 Square.138 Unfortunately none of 
Norman's plans for the square survive.139 

Noman's plan for Capitol Square retained the basic bisymmeay of Godefroy's original 
plan. Like Godefmy, N o m  emphasized the prominence of the Capitol by keeping the 
central area around and b l o w  it open, while planting the eastern and western portions of 
the square. I4O The placement of two long walks, one on the Capitol's axis, and the other 
on axis with the Washington Monument leading down the hill to a circular basin featuring a 
jet d'eau, dso retained a certain degree of formality in the area immediately around the 
Capitol. 

Ln general, however, Notman's design was considerably less formal than Godefroy' s, and 
featured "gentle, natural undulations" of the ground plan, winding walks, and the use of 
exclusively nauve species. 141 The terrain was rendered "picturesque, " the romantic effect 
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heightened by meandering paths, splashing fountains, and irregular plantings. Unlike the 
rigid axial relationships and classical lines of the Godefroy plan, Notman's plan followed 
the mid-nineteenth-cenhny practices of romantic landscape gardening to create a landscape 
that was both naturalistic and picturesque. 

Besides planning the square itself, Norman also specifid that m s  were to be planted 
around the edges of the square to screen it from the surrounding streets. Unlike Godefroy , 
who had called for the use of European species, Norman p r e f d  native species, He 
specified the species to be used on each s m t :  maples on Capitol S m t ,  willow oaks on 
Bank Street, poplars on Ninth Street, and ashes on Governor Street.142 

n of No- 
Work began on the square in the spring of 1 85 1, with a provision from the governor for 
convict labor, and an extra $300 to $400 to be added to the $500 annual appropriation from 
the Convict labrers kgan leveling hills and fdling deep inclines to form "gentle 
natural undulations, rising gradually to the base of the Capitol and to the m o n ~ r n e n t " 1 ~ ~  
The Richmond Daily Times on 26 July 1 85 1 published a succinct description of other 
contemplated changes: 

a dozen stout state convicts are engaged in the valley M o w  [the monument site] 
leveling the hill north of the b m k s .  This task has k n  rendered necessary 
according to the plan of Mr. Notman to present in bold relief the Washington 
Monument and Capitol Building . . . . walks will be made in every direction 
and as some compensation for filling up the beautiful vale south of the 
Monument a capacious fountain will be p l d  in the centre of the walk leading 
into Bank street, frwm which fountain a jet d'eau will rise, fully thirty feet in 
height. The eastern portion of the square will likewise undergo considemble 
chang-the rugged features will be materially softened down, a fountain and 
jet d'eau to correspond with those on the western side will be placed in the 
valley near the state wurrhouse. 

The most beautiful feature of the contemplated alterations of the Square, 
however, will be found in the arrangement of the e s  and shrubbwy. Instead 
of planting these in parallel rows, like an ordinary orchard some attention will 
be paid to landscape gardening-groves, arbors, parterres, and fountains will 
combine to render the Square a place of delightful resort. 

We are satisfied, from an examination of the drawings of Mr. Norman, as well 
as fnrm a knowledge of the refmed and cultivated taste of the gentlemen 
composing the committee, that the Capitol Square will be one of the handsomest 
public parks in the Union, when finishe.dat45 

By September 1852 the western side of the square was relandscaped accwding to 
Notman's plan, and work had been initiated on the area south of the Capitol. Work was 
halted for nearly four years h m  1852 to 1856 owing to lack of support h m  Govemor 

l 4 h i d . ,  49-50. 
1 4 3 ~ r e i f f ,  162. 
14'bid., 29; quoted from "The Report of the Camminee on Capitol Square." R i c h n d  Doily Times, 24 July 
1851. 
145~bid. 162-163. 
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Joseph Johnson. However, illustrations from the early 1 850s depict Capitol Square as a 
fully complete roman tic and picturesque landscape (fig. 39). f4 

The transformation of Capitol Square into a public park spurred interest in creating other 
park- like squares in Richmond In July 1 85 1, City Council appointed a special cornmime 
to study the possibility of "puring grounds throughout the city for the establishment of 
public squares. The committee recornmended that Iots, "each not less than tweacres in 
area" be purchased in each of the city's three wards: Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe. 
By Decernk of that year open space had been procured in all three wards, and City 
Council authorized an annual allotment of money for the next ten years for improving the 
three squares. The parks acq* were Western Square ( M o m  Park), on Belvede~ 
between Franklin and Main streets; an 8.8-acre parcel on Gambles Hill; and North Square, 
lying on Leigh S m t  from Tenth to Twelfth streets. In addition, the city also enlarged its 
Mars hall Square holdings (formerly Libby Elill Park), located in the Chmh Hill area on 
Main, Franklin, Twenty-Eighrh, and Twenty-Ninth streets.149 The council directed the 
city engineer to develop plans for the new public squares, however it is doubtful these 
pIans were prepad  since none were ever presented to the Council and Richmond's three 
public squares remained undeveloped un ti1 after the Civil War. However, their 
establishment in 1 85 1 shows the imponance that Richmond's leaders placed on the 
incorporation of open space in the city, and the positive influence that nanrralistic 
landscapes such as H o l l y w d  Cemetery and Capitol Square had on the future 
development of the city (fig. 40). 150 

Antebellum Memorials in Capitol Square 

The Washinmn Monument 
Another significant event during the antebellum period was the installation of h e  
Washington monument on Capitol Square. As early as 1 8 16 the stare legislam had 
proposed to have George Washington's body moved from Mount Vernon to a tomb in 
Richmond. Although Washington's nephew, Judge Bushrod Washington, declined the 
legislature's quest, a p u p  known as the Monument Association established a fund to 
solicit and collect subscrip lions for a Richmond monument in memory of Washington. h 
1848 the Virginia Historical Association, in preparation for the fifrieth anniversary of 
Washington's death, reestablished the fund md in the folIowing year organized a 
competition to select a monument design. In 1849, in commemoration of the anniversary 
of Washington's death, the General Assembly voted funds to complete the $100,000 
needed to commission and erect a memmial to be placed on the northwest comer of Capitol 
Square.151 

The winner of the design cornpeti tion for the monurnen t was Thomas Crawford, a well- 
known sculptor from New York, who was then living in Rome. Crawford had been a 
student of the Danish neoclassical sculptor, Thorvaldsen. Rokrt Mills, who also 

14%bid., 162. 
147connw, 55.  
148~epon by the parks committee presented by Charles hrnmwk on 30 July 185 1. Quoted from 
Malwlm Pace, "Parks," (Unpubrished repon fumishsd by the Depamnent of Recreation and Parks. City of 
Richmond, VMnia). 
14%id 
15('conner, 55. 
151~cotrand Cat-, 23. 
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submitted competition drawings far the rmnwent, was hired as superintending 
architect.152 

When first proposed, the monument was to have been located on the terrace of the Capitol, 
Indeed, Gdefroy's landscape plan of 18 16 indicated that the terrace would k an 
appropriate location for a monument to the first president, The monument was not insrded 
on the terrace, however, but on the west side of the Capitol on axis with Grace Street and 
the Governor's Mansion. 

The cornerstone of the Washington Monument was laid on Washington's birthday, 22 
February 1850. It was not until seven years later, however, that the actual equesaian 
figure arrived for installation in Ric h m d .  The twen ty-twe foot-long m t e  weighin g 
eighteen tons was dragged by horses to Main Street, where hundreds of men and boys 
pulled it up the hill and into Capitol Square at Capitol and Tenth sweets. Two trees and a 
large section of fence had to be removed kfore the statue could enter the square. The 
monument was unveil4 on Washington's birthday in 1858 (fig. 41). Cast in Munich at 
the famous von Miller Works, the sixty-foot-tall monument was, at the time of installation, 
the largest work of monumental sculpture in the natim1.15~ 

The grand equesnian statue of Washington is the principal figure of the mnumen t S tames 
of Patrick Henry, George Mason, Thomas Jefferson, Thomas Nelson, John Marshall, and 
Andrew Lewis s m u n d  the pedestal, six allegorical figures situated below these six 
historical figures represent their distinguished achievements in the following: Rtvolurion, 
Bill of Rights, Independence, Finance, Justice, and Colonial Times.154 The last statue, 
that of Marshall, was installed 14 March 1867 and the monument was completed 24 June 
1 869 when the last of the allegorical figures was set in place.155 A delicate iron fence with 

1 5 2 ~ ~ n ~ i l l s  (1781-1855) was brn in Charleston, South Carolina. He was m a t  Charleston College,and 
in 1801 joined James Hoban who was worlung on the President's House and the Capbl. Mlls caught the eye of 
Thomas Jeffmn, who gave him access to the library at MonticeIlo. For six years W s  was associated Lalrok at 
the Capitol. Mlls' education was ini~ally in English, Georgian, and Pdladian architecture, and later was influenced 
by leffemn7s Palhhanism, Bullfinch, the Adam style. Lambe and the M k  Revival, and the modern advances by 
John Same. Mills' weer spanned the first half of he nineteenth centmy, in which he successfully establishd his 
version of the Greek Revival as the style most expressive of the new American political system. He successfully 
competed for the cornmission of the Monumenral Church in Richmond (18 12- 18 17), which was hi fourth 
centralized design. Mills dm is respnsible for the John Brokenbrough House (now the Museum d the 
Confederacy), 1 8 17- 18 18, the only Richmond house he designed thar remains eatant, although it was altered heavily 
in the 1850s. InteresMgly, in Ihe early stages of the monument while Crawford was in Rome working on Ihe 
figural sculpture, Mills hgan m make changes in the design of the base to make it conform more with his own 
design. In a letrer of 15 September I85 1, Craw ford wnxe in response to cmqmndence from Mdls about his 
changes to the design of the base: 

You propose m place the main fatme d my design (I allude to tk Chard pedestal and the Equwtrian 
Group) upon the pound, and offer to me as a substitute, the most hackney'd of dl architectural forms, a 
hnd of bastard Column rhat you would dignify if possible by h sounding appellation of 'the Column of 
the Revolution.' 

Correspondence prarerved in b Virginia )Ilstmical Swim, and sketches there and in the State Library M~cac 
Mills was discharged in 1852, and h r  hwford's designs were ~ n i a l l y  wd 
153~inthrop,  29. 
154~allace. The Hinory of tk Capif01 of Virginia, 57-58. 
l%id. Scntr and Cai td l  rqmn thar Cxawford's original &sign showed eagles where tk allegorical figures are 
now; the degoncsrl f i g m  were used because Governor Wise f d  the eagles would be mistaken for mkey 
buzzards: 23. 
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posts in the fonn of fluted columns and topped by finials with sculpted flames smunds  
the star-shaped monument 

Commissioned before the outbreak of the Civil War, the Washington Monument was a 
mibute to the part played by illustrious VirginisLns in the founding of the United S mtes. 
Under Reconstruction, however, the monurnen t became a bittersweet symbl for 
Virginians. When the Marshall statue was installed after the war, Innes Randolph greeted 
the event with telling remarks: "We are glad to see you, John Marshall, my boy, so fresh 
from the chisel of Rogm. Go take your stand on the rnonumen t there, dong with the other 
old edgers! . , . For the volume you hold is no longer the law, and this is no longer 
Virginia. "'56 

ne H e m  Clav Memorial Pavilion 
Although now no longer extant, another monurnen t, the Henry Clay Memorial Pavilion, 
was placed on the southwest side of the square near the Bell Tower in 1860. The Whig 
W e s  of Richmond commissioned Kentucky sculptor Joel T. Hart to create a standing 
figure of their idol Hcmy Clay, a native of Virginia's mover  Cowry. The marble 
sculpture was unveiled on 1 2 April 1 860. Soon after, the figure was she1 tered in a 
decorative iron pavilion designed by local architect Henry Exall and made of iron in the 
Richmond foundry of Andrew J. Bowers. A photograph from circa 1900 shows that the 
pavilion was locat4 slightly nodeast of the Bell Tower (fig. 42).157 By the early 1940~~ 
however, the pavilion and its sculpture had been removed from the square (fig. 56). J 58 

GROWTH AND CHANCE IN AND AROUND CAPITOL SQUARE FROM THE 
CIVIL WAR TO WORLD WAR I 

Civil War and Reconstruction in Capitol Square 
As would be expected, almost all new consmction ceased in Richmond during the Civil 
War. As the capital of the Confederate States of America, the city was in danger of siege 
throughout the conflict. The evacuation fire of 1 865 played a major part in transforming 
the city's appearance. Set by retreating Confederate officiaIs to keep stores of tobacco and 
cotton out of Federal hands, the fire destroyed the commercial and industrial heart of the 
city, burning from Fifth S w t  on the west to Fifteenth Street on the east, and from the 
James River north to Capitol Square. This area included most of Richmond's factories, 
mills, and banks.159 In general, though, residential areas remain4 unharmed (fig. 43). 
The population grew dramatically during the war years, &g Richmond the sscond 
largest city in the South, a position it maintained until the end of the century. 

In Capitol Squm the only building destroyed during the war was the Generd Court 
BuiIding, burned in the evacuation fire. Irreplaceable records, including many from the 
county courts that had been stored in the building for safety during the war, were 10st . l~~  
In general, the evacuation fire's ravages were kept from the Capitol, and the Governof s 
Mansion and its outbuildings, all of which sunrived the war more or less intact. 

Rior to the outbreak of war an enlargement of the Capitol had k e n  proposed and 
Richmond architect Albert L y k k  had made measured drawings of the building in 1 858. 

56~co# and Cmrall. 27 
157~bid+ 29-3 1. 
15811 is neither known why he  pavilion was dismantled, nor whether the pavilion was reconsmted 
elsewhere. 
159winthq. 7. 
160~cou and carted, 29. 
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(figs. 44-45), With the outbreak of the war, however, the expansion plans were 
abandoned Several times during the war years the Capitol appeared to be in grave danger, 
threatened by nearby artillery fire,l61 Despite the severe damage Richmond suffered from 
the shelling and burning by Federal forces, the Capitol itself was not damaged (fig. 46). 
When Richmond fmally fell on 3 April 1865 and the United States flag was raised over he 
Capitol, the ciry smunding was in ruin while the Capitol s t d  intact. 

Following the war, an unexpected disaster hastened the need for attention to the Capitol. 
On 27 April 1 870 the Capitol's courtroom gallery gave way undcr the weight of the crowds 
that had gathered to witness the decision by the Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals on a 
case stemming from Richmond's violently contested may oral election. The carpet-bagger 
mayor, George Chahoon, had resisted the installation of H. K Ellyson, elecred by Council 
to replace him. The ovemwded, second-story court chamber collapsed into the hall of the 
House of Delegates below, killing sixty-two people and injuring 251 more (fig. 47).16* In 
the aftermath several options were proposed, including pulling down the Capitol and 
building a new one, but it was h a y  decided to repair the existing building. Photographs 
taken after the repairs indicate that the architectural features of the House of Delegates were 
reconsrmcted with few changes from the previous desig11.163 

Repair of the Gwemor's Mansioq 
Following the war the General Assembly appropriated $1 0,000 for the repair of public 
buildings on Capitol Square. 1" A significant portion of this money was used for the 
repair of the Governar's Mansion (fig. 48). The rwf and porch parape= were removed; 
plaster, scored to simulate brick, was added to cover the elegant messed panels and 
ornamental swags; and a standing-seam rned roof replaced the wooden shingIes.lb5 
Governor James Lawson Kemper, who entered office in 1 R74, repaired and refurbished 
the Governor's Mansion on a tight budget. When a bill prissed the General Assembly for 
refurnishing the mansion, he spent the appropriation cautiously, ordering repairs far the 
furniture, mirrors, and stoves, and replacing the wood front doors with glass-paned doors. 
The first circular fish pond, an established landscape feature by the 1 88Os, was probably 
installed in the mansion's front lawn at this rime.I6 

The appemce of the Governor's Mansion in the 1 880s is well documented in a 
photograph showing that the recessed ornamental panels had been covered by plaster, 
malting them flush with the wall; the mansion lacked its porch and chimney balustrades, 
and parapet (fig. 49). In the photograph, which provides the first known view of the new 
glass dmrs and a fountain placed in the carriageway's circle, the iron face is visible, and 
gas street lamps appear on the m - l i n e d  avenue. 67 

Later in the nineteenth century, the old kitchen was made into a servants' quarter, and the 
laundry was moved to its h t  flmr.168 The two stable buildings that had stood side by 
side at the south end of the htchen yard were replaced by the present two-story brick 
structure. 

161~allace. The Hislory of tk Capitol of Virginia, 11-12. 
162~cott and Caited, 9-10. 
163Kmball, The Capiiol of Virginia. 62. 
laseale, Virginia's Executive M-on. 85. 
1652ehrne.1 and Driggs, 129. 
l66~eale, Virginia's Excrm'w MDIISW~. 94-96. 
l%!!ehmer md Driggs, 130-13 1, 
laseale, Virginiu's Ejrecwive Mamion.  1 15. 
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Late-Nineteenth-CenturylEarly-Twentieth-Cent Growth in Richmond 
During the last decades of the nineteenth cenmy, Richmond experienced continued growth 
as a transportation and cmmmial  center, with the development of strong iron, tobacco, 
and flour industries, and the rebuilding of the railroads. By I 870, most of Richmond's 
burned indusmal district had returned to production; Beeis Atlas of 1876 shows the area 
that had k e n  burned by the evacuation fwe as almost completeIy rebuilt (fig. 50).169 

Damage from the war wrought permanent changes in the layout and appearance of the city. 
Many of the businesses burned during the war found a c c o ~ t i o n s  on Broad Smet,  
which had not been touched by the fire. This change, along with the consmction of 
Richmond's early rail lines in the middle of Broad Street, made Broad Street a major 
commercid thoroughfare. By the 1880s Richmond had h m e  a major eastern city as well 
as the showplace of the "New South," a city that offered many of the same amenities as 
New Yurk or Philadelphia. 

As the century ended, however, Richmond's relative importance as an industrial center 
began to w me. With the increasing s i x  of ocean-going ships, Richmond was no longer 
competitive as an international port. The city's leading position in the flour industry was 
usurped by the Midwest, and the introduction of steel doomed the city's great ironworks. 
Tobacco continued to play an imprtant role, as the large buildings of Richmond's 
"Tobacco Row" attesL The tobacco industry, however, suffered increased competition 
from leaf-growing mas in N m h  Carolina. During the late nineteenth century the m a  
north of Capi to1 Square known as Court End and Council Chamber Hill, where state and 
city govemrnent had settled &ginally, kgan to change as institutions and businesses 
moved into its large historic houses. Eventually, the expansion of the Medical College of 
Virginia, which had relwated to this m a ,  came to dominate the city's Court End. 

Despite the leveling of growth in Richmond's indu shal sector by the turn of the century, 
the city mntinued to grow as the state's retail, financial, and professional center. During 
the first decades of the twentieth century, the financial district began to expand into 
residential areas, and businesses were introduced into some formerly miden tial areas as 
well. The area around Capitol Square, in particular, continued to grow in the first decades 
of the twentieth century. By 19 15 there was a cluster of tall buildings on Main Street in the 
financial district, and hotels and office buildings edged Capitol Square (fig. 51). The 
development and growth of Capitol Square itself paralleled the g r o h  of Richmond as a 
commercial and governmental center during the end of the nineteenth century and the first 
decades of the twentieth century. Changes during this period included significant 
renovations to the Governor's Mansion and the Capitol, and the d e r n b r i o n  and 
embellishment of the surrounding landscape, as well as the addition of several new 
buildings within the bunds of the square. 

Restoration of the Governor's Mansion 
Charles McKimts 1 902 restoration of the White House during Thdore  Roosevel t's 
administration inspired a national intmst in historic houses. Ln Virginia, Governor 
Andrew J. Montague ( 1902- 1906) and Mrs. Montague rejected the mansion's dark 
Victorian interior as inappropriate to the original style of the house and had it rdemnted in 
a neoclassical style. Later, under Governor Claude A. Swanson (1-1910), the General 
Assembly voted to enlarge the mansion. Duncan Lee, a twenty-twe year-old architect 
familiar with classical and colonial ~ v i v a l  styles, was named to d i m  the renovation. Lee 
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mmodeled the dining mom and drawing morn so that they could be used as one great 
ballroom by opening sliding doors.171 New w d w o r k  was maleled on the original 
w d w o r k .  Nw-Georgian and Colonial Reviv a1 elements were added in the dining room's 
fireplace mantle, the wainscot, and the double screen of columns in the balltoom.ln 

In 19 14, under Govemor Henry Carter Stuart, the last expansion of the Governor's 
Mansion occurred with the rearrangement of the second flm and removal of most of the 
interior partitions. The two original staircases on the sides of the house were replaced; the 
main stair and the service stair were redesigned to match in appearance. This interior plan 
remains (more or less) the same today -173 

Late in the term of Governor E. Lee Trinkle ( 1922- 1926), a fire caused extensive damage 
to the 1906 and 1914 additions to the Governofs Mansion. Proposals to build a m w  
gukrnatorial residence on a different site were spurned174 Trinkle's successor, Governor 
Harry F. Byrd (19261930), was responsible for the restorbation of the burned mansion. 
The renovation included development of a basement kitchen, which left the old kitchen 
building largely mud.  Interior decorator Elsie Cobb Wilson, consldtant on the interior of 
the mansion after the fire, planned the conversion of the kitchen into a guest house.175 The 
former kitchen still serves as a guest house today, providing a valuable annex to the 
Governor's Mansion. 

Between 1938 and the beginning of American involvement in World War II other changes 
included rhe replacement of two stairs in the central part of the house, the inmuction of 
increased electrical m i c e ,  and the construction of a breakfast porch in one of the Lshapsd 
spaces at the rear of the house.176 

Enlargement and Renovation of the Capitol 
The en1 argemen t of the Capitol commenced in 1904, following prolong4 discussion and 
agitation in the General Assembly. An architectural team including John Kevan Peebles of 
Norfolk, Edward G.  Frye and Aubrey Chesterman of Lynchburg, and William C. Noland 
and Henry C. Baskentille of Richmond were given responsibility for planning and 
supmising the expansion. These architects were well-rep~sented in other state work, 
particularly in the designs for state-owned institutions and campuses in the first half of the 
twentieth cennuy. The goal of the expansion and renovation was to keep the spirit of the 
original design and its detailing. Accordingly, the architects r e f d  to classical Roman 
forms and to the proportions of the Maison CarrBe when original details and designs for the 
Virginia Capitol were unavailable. I n  

The renovation and expansion, completed in 1906 provided separate wings for the House 
and Senate, connecting them to the original building by hyphens at the old side entrances 
(fig. 52). The fonner House and Senate chamkrs were partitioned for offices. The roof 
of the original Capitol was replaced completely by one of steel construction, the columns 
were reinforced, stairs were built leading to the portico, the pediment was lowered 

~eale, Virginia's Executive Manston, 27-28. 
1721bi6, 122-123. 
173~bid, 124- 127. 
1741bid, 13&139. 
1751bid., 141. 
17%bid., 148. 
7 7 ~ i r n ~ l ,  The Capifol of Virginia, 66-67. 
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somewhat, and the modillions were enlarged. Ln addition the capitals and bases of the 
columns were enlarged and the columns were given entasis to improve their appearance.178 

Twenty years later, the General Assernbl y observed the 1926 centennial of Jefferson's 
death with an appropriation of $5,000 for the restoration of the Old Hall of the House of 
Delegates to its former condition. 179 It was restored in the 1930s to much of its original 
appearance. 

Capitol Square Landscape: Turn-of-the-Century Changes 
The construction of the original Virginia State Library, the introduction of the automobile, 
and the gradual addition of several confahate memorials alwred h e  appearance of the 
square in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

The VirPinia State Librarv (now the Finance Buildin& 
In f 895 the first Virginia State Library (now called the Finance Building) was built on the 
eastem edge of the square just south of the Governots Mansion. The General Assembly 
had passed an appropriation to acquire books for the Virginia State Library as early as 
1823. Until the consmction of the 1895 building, however, the state's Library of more 
than 50,000 volumes was housed in the attic of the Capitol. 

The library was designed by native Richmonder William M. Poindexter, who practiced 
architecture in Washington, D. C. Designed to harmonize with the Capitol, it is one of the 
earliest buddings in Virginia to revive the use of Jeffemnian classicism, and reflects the 
influence of classical French Beaux-Am design in its neoclassical style (fig. 53). The 
Finance Building features a projecting, cenmd, five-bay porch pavilion, with four- bay 
wings to each side terminated by one- bay end pavilions with elabate decorative niches 
framed by pilasters. The building extends to the rear from the tend block in a T-plan, 
with a 1908 wing -tion and a fireproof, reinforced-concrete archives annex that was 
added in 1920- 1 92 1 when the Library had k c m e  o v m w d e d  and subject to dampness 
and rdent infestations. The three-story, buff-colored brick building has a granite ashlar 
base, and a firsr story of bricks laid in projecting and receding bands to resemble ashlar. 
The first floor entrance is marked by a stone door enframemen t with a projecting bracketed 
flat cornice. An entablature topped by a parapet caps the building. 

Over the years most of the interior has k e n  renovated for office space. The entrance hall, 
however, still retains the original mosaic-tile floor with its geometric border. The grand 
staircase off the hall, with its elaborate cast-iron balustrade and marble steps, remains 
extant. In addition, the stairhall features unusual, arched, comer windows lighting the 
landings on the northwes~ the d m a y s  to the north and south off the entrance hall retain 
their wide, wood-paneled door jambs, Doric pilaster surrounds, and den ticulated projecting 
cornices. 

A d a ~ t i n ~  to the Automobile 
Theconitruction of the S rate Libmy and enlargement of the Capitol as well as the 
popularization of the automobile provided the impetus for several changes to the 
landscaping on the square. Between I904 and 1906 a network of asphalt driveways with 
cement curbs replaced the gravel paths and brick and cobblestone gutters dating from 
1860.180 
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In 1 894, a space was carved out of the eastern edge of Capitol Square on Governor Street 
for the consmc tion of a small utiIi tarian building designed by the Richmond architects 
Baskerville and Lambert. Originally used as a power plant when gas heating and lighting 
were first inwduced into the Governof s Mansion, it currently serves the state as an 
elecnical maintenance facility. It also has been used as a gasoline testing lahmtory. The 
flat-roofed building is unusual for its four corbeled, square retaining arches and its 
decorative parapet capped by concrete spheres on square bases. 

Another significant change in the square's landscape during this perid was the gradual 
addition between 1 873 and 1906 of three bronze, standing Confederate monuments on the 
northern side of the square. The three, taken as a group, can be considered as part of the 
widespread movement throughout Virginia and, indeed, the rest of the South to honor 
Confederate hems through monumental sculpture placed on public squares. The popular 
and legendary figure of Thomas Jonathan ("Stonewallt1) Jackson, by Irish sculptor 1. H. 
Foley, R.A., was the first to be cast in 1873 by the London foundry R. Mansfield and 
Company, and presented to the commonwealth by a group of Englishmen, led by A. J. B. 
Beresford-Hope, who were ardent admirers of the Confedemte general. The sculpture 
mcupies the central position in an east -to-west row of three memorials locatid directly 
behind the Capitol (north). The sculpture is st standing bronze figure on a granite base, 
encircled by a cast-iron, post-and-c hain fence. Jackson is depicted gazing to the 
southwest, dressed in full military garb. with his cape and sword in his left hand. 

The second memorial statue, that of Civil War veteran Hunter Holmes McGuire, M.D., 
L.L.D., is by William Couper, cast by Corharn M. F. C. Co., Founders, and was unveiled 
7 January 1904. Doctor McGuire served as medical director of Thomas "Stonewall" 
Jackson's Corps of the Army of Northern Virginia, and attended to Jackson's fatal wound 
After the war, Doctor McGuire became one of the South's leading surgeons, President of 
the A d c a n  Medical and American Surgical Associations, and the founder of the 
University College of Medicine in Richmond l8 The sculpture is a bronz seated figure on 
a granite base, and occupies the easternmost position in the row of three sculptural figures. 
Dmtor McGuke is depictd sitting in a scroll-armed chair with his right leg crossed and 
holding a b k  in his right hand. The figure leans forward slight1 y, gazing toward the 
south with a pensive stare. 

The third memorial statue, that of Governor (Geneml) William ("Exm Billy") Smith was 
executed by William Sievers from a design by William Ludwell S heppard, and was 
unveiled 30 May 1906.1a Govemor of Virginia from 1 8 4 6  1849, Smith also served as a 
brigadier general in the Confederate Army. He served as governor again in 1864- 1 865, but 
his tenn was cut shmt by the installation of Virginia's postwar milimy government during 
Reconstruction. Smith's nickname was earned from his lucrative contacts with the United 
States Government in the early days of pre-paid mail seNice.133 As a young federal mail 
conator on the route ktween Washington, D. C. ,  and Milledgeville, k g i a ,  William 
Smith was so aggressive in his pursuit of extra fees earned for extending mail lines, that 
elder politicians dubbed him "Exm Billy. "184 The sculpture is a standing figure on a 
granite base, and occupies the westernmost position in rhe row of three sculptural figures. 
Smith is depictd gripping his sword and gazing to the south. 

181~cott and Catreaall, 33. 
18zwallace, The History oj the Capitol of Virginia, 63, 
183~con and Catterall, 34. 
184~eale. 41. 
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GROWTH AND CHANGE IN AND AROUND CAPITOL SQUARE FROM WORLD 
WAR I TO WORLD WAR I1 

now the Washinmon B w )  
As the stare's population and commercial development continued to increase in the early 
twentieth century, so did the commonwealth's need for additional office spacc outside the 
Capitol itself. Perhaps because of growth pressures in the Capitol Squm area, the 
availability of free land, and the convenience of its location, the committee charged with 
acquiring a site for additional state office space selected rhe wutheast corner of the square, 
formerly the site of the old G e n d  Corn House that had burned during the evacuation of 
Richmond. 

The 1922 building, named the Washington Building after the fmt U. S. president, was the 
first high-rise ofice building consrmcted for state government use. Notable for its 
architectural detailing (conspicuously lacking in later government buildings), it was 
designed by the Richmond architectural fum of Cmeal and Johnston, known for its work 
at many state institutions as well as for numerous commercial clients in Richmond. Built in 
h e  shape of an open U, the Washington Building, or State Office Building as it also is 
known, occupies a quiet and secluded space at the edge of the square and faces a 
picturesque fountain. It features a twe story limestone base, nint-story brick shaft, attic 
story with cornice, and elabate  m-cotta ornament. Above the two-story porch is an 
entablature with an architrave, a frieze inmi bed "STATE OFFICE BUILDING," a carved 
cornice, and a parapet. The site's steep descending grade allows the rusticated ashlar 
limestone basement to be submerged on the front facade but to have full exposure on the 
rear facade. Three-glow. cast-iron lampposts standing on plinths flank each side of the 
enny porch, completing the cornpsi tion. 

The Washington Building was not universally admired; it somerimes was disparagingly 
called "that overgrown cupboard" (fig. 54). Construction of the twelve-story office 
building caused head protests not only from the State Art Commission, headed by Fiske 
Kimball, but from hundreds of citizens as well. It was criticized, among other things, for 
dwarfing the Bell Tower, and contrasting with the classical style of the Capitof .Ia5 

The Expansion of State Government Outside of the Square: 1929-1945 
Shortly after the completion of the Washington Building, the continuing need for additional 
government office space encouraged the construction of two state office buildings on 
streets adjacent to the square. 

T h e m  B w  
The Aluminum Building, sheathed entirely in prefabricated aluminum, was designed in 
193 1 by James Bolton, Chief of Surveys and Design for the City of Richmond. Originally 
sited on the comer of Governor and Capi to1 streets where the present Virginia State Library 
and Archives stands, it was moved to its present location on Governor Street in December 
of 1938 (fig. 55). The Aluminum Building, noted for its technological significance rather 
than its indushal &sign, is impartant as the first major use in Virginia of aluminum in an 
entirely prefabricated building. It is a three-stmy s t r u m  with a flat roof, wide flat 
cornice, and aluminum canopies over the windows to reduce solar glare. An Art Deco 
concrete entrance porch, built in 1939 to &ect the Aluminum Building with the adjacent 
Morson's Row building at 219 Governor S m f ,  is one of the few examples of An Deco 
consmction in Richmond. The building, which was originally constructed for 

85~cott and Catterall. 6. 
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Richmond's Department of Public Works, was acquired by the state in 1940 and now 
houses some of the offices of the Virginia Depamnent of Historic Resources.186 

The Vir- Librarv Archiva 
By 1920 it was clear that the M y  bulging 1 895 library building could not accmmmhte 
the rapidly expanding collections of the state libmy. As a result, a new libmy was 
planned as a commemorative monument to World War One servicemen under supervision 
of the Virginia War Menmid Commission and the State Library Board, with the General 
Assembly providing joint financing for the project. However, the venture failed for lack of 
funds, and the Gened  Assembly withdrew appropriations in 1922. Meanwhile, the 
growth of h e  library collections continued, and the situation worsened. The nation entered 
the great depression, and the state experienced drastic cutbacks making further plans for a 
new library impossible. Fulally, in 1936 the economic situation improved, and the General 
Assembly established the State Library Building ComTnission to investigate the purchase of 
a site. In 1938 the General Assembly appropriated new funds for the building. Based on a 
state expenditure of $1,000,000, a forty-five percent grant of $8 1 8,18 1 was obtained fiom 
the federal Public Works Adminismtion, lg7 

The Aluminum Building was moved to its present location to make way for the 
wnsmction of a new state library at Eleventh and Capitol sfnets. At this time the first 
Virginia State Litrrary on Capitol Square was renovated to accommodate state offices and 
renamed the Finance Building,la Ground breaking for the new library occurred 7 
December 1938, and the cornerstone was laid on George Washington's b s y ,  22 
February 1940. Fmrn Septemkr 1940 to Decemkr 1940, WPA workers helped move the 
collection including 330,000 volumes, 2,000,000 manuscripts, and 10,000 maps. The 
opening ceremony was held on 23 December 1940.189 

The present Virginia State Library and Archives was designed by Richmond architects 
Baskerville & Son, and Cameal, Johnston & Wright, with Alfred Marton Githens and 
Francis Keally of New Ymk as consulting architects (fig, 56).1w It is a fine example of 
the austere Art Moderne style made popular in the 1930s under the Public Works 
Administration. I3 uilt to house the State Library and Archives, the new building also 
included accommodations for the State Supreme Court of Appeals, the State Law Libmy, 
and the D e p a m n t  of Law, which shard a separate entrance on Broad Street. The 
Supreme Court Room and State Law Library were housed on the third floor on the nonh 
side of the building, and the legal department was located in small m m s  placed around the 
central bkstacks. The Supreme Court remained in the building unril 1978 when the court 
moved to the former Federal Reserve ~uilding.lgl  

Directly opposite the Governor's Mansion on Capitol Street, the Virginia State Library and 
Archives is a rectangular mass, topped by a three-tiered roof addition, providing a 
monolithic backdrop to the north when viewed from within the square. The nine- bay-wide 
library is faced in gray Indiana limestone, and is set on a raised, Sali sbuy pink granite 

lM~inthrop,  214. 
1 8 7 ~ i l m a  L. Hall, "The Virpnia State Library: History Horna, Work," Vm, 10, The Comnwealrh  
(October 1941), 9-14. 
la8se earlier &scripion of first Virginia State Library. 
1 8 9 ~ 1 ,  14, 
I%id., 12-13. 
1 9 ' ~ h ,  Cornnoanwealth, VIII, 10. (October 1$41), 8. See discussion of SupremeCourt Bulldmg, formerly 
Federal R w e  Butldmg. 
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foundation, with seven-light m s o m  windows, a monumental, Minnesota rainbow granite 
portal, and a simple colonnade of pilasters extending the length of the second story. In the 
place of a cornice there is a famous Jefferson quotation, "Ream and Free Inquiry are the 
Only Effectual Agents Against Error. They are the Natural Enemies of Errw and of Errw 
Only. Thomas Jefferson. " The remaining facades are almost identical and also are 
inscribed with inspirationd phrases a s h a t e d  with other prominent Virginians. 

The handiiome entrance foyer has a bronze turnstile, waIIs covered with Montana 
travertine, and features a bronze Art Mderne-style gnlle. The entrance foyer opens onto a 
grand cenwal lobby (fig. 57-58). The walls of the lobby are covered f l m r - ~ e i l i n g  in oak 
panelling, and a PWA mural occupies a central position over the long infarmation desk on 
the north wall of the lobby. The A b s m t  Expressionist-style mural, dated May 195 1, was 
painted by nationally -recognized local artist Julien Bin ford, and depicts the enactment of the 
Virginia Declaration of Rights in Williamsburg in 1776. Large public reading rooms, 
which front on Capitol Streef are locad  at the east and west ends of the enmce hall. The 
upper stories contain library offices, conference rooms, archival storage, and bookstack 
areas. 

POST-WORLD WAR U GROWTH IN AND AROUND CAPITOL SQUARE 

Renovations to the Capitol. 
The last major renovation of the Virginia Capitol occurred between 1962 and 1964 after 
several studies of potential enlargements to the building. At this time the hyphens between 
the original building and the House and Senate wings were widened by removing their 
original exterior staircases. This alteration allowed for the accommodauon of committee 
and conference m m s  on their north sides. In addition, offices and committee rooms were 
created in the attic spaces of the fourth floor. During this modification the tin mfing was 
replaced, the interior was repainted and refurbished, a new elevator was installed, and the 
building's electrical, plumbing, heating, and air-conditioning systems were modernid. 92 

Edgar Allen P w  Memorial 
The Edgar Allen Poe Memorial was presented in 1958 to the people of Virginia by G a g e  
Edward Barksdale, M.D.. and dedicated "as a tribute of admiration for Poe's scholarly 
genius as an eminent and victorious writer and poet." Born in Boston in 1809, Pae grew 
up in Richmond with foster parents John and Frances Allan193 

The sculpture, located on the western edge of Capitol Square, is signed and dated "C. 
Rudy 1957," and was cast by the Modern Art Foundry of New York The seated bronze 
figure faces east, and has a granite base. Poe is depicted in a contemplative m d ,  holding 
a writing tablet on his left knee, with a pen in his right hand and a pile of books under his 
chair. The style of the sculpture is &tional, with naturalistic modeling and a highly 
polished surface. 

19*~imball. The Capitol of Virginia, 95. 
9 3 ~ ~  mtuA parents h d  been rnanied in Richmond, and Poets gifted acmes rnotha died there in 18 11. 

Poe always considered Richmmd his home. In 184 1 he wrote "I am a Virgnian," as a rebuttal to the claim 
hat since he was born in the North and spenl most of his  professional life in northern cities, he was a 
northern writer. Poe left Richmond for Bosm in 1827, and after a stint in the m y  he established 
residence in Baltimore. He retuned m Richmond in 1835, where he first gained national wognirion as an 
editor for the Surrrhern Literary Messenger. In 1837 he was married to  IS Baltimore cousin Virginia 
Clemrn . He left Richmond after his marriage for rhe greater publishmg opponunihes in the li- centers 
in the nonh. 
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Harry Flood Byrd Memorial 
On 10 June 1976 the Byrd Memorial was unveiled in the nonhwest cmer of the square 
adjacent to the Washington Monument on the north. Authorized 9 March 1974 by House 
Joint Resolution 156, the sculpture was erected to honor Hany Flood Byrd, Sr. (1 887- 
1966), of Winchester, Virginia, who served as state senator (1 9 16 to 19261, governor of 
Virginia (1926-19301, and United States senator (1933-1965)- Founder of "the Byrd 
Machine," Vuginia's best-known political dynasty of the twentieth century, B p i  and his 
political associates dominated Virginia politics for much of his political career. The 
monument is dedicated "as a permanent memorid to Senator Byrd in appreciation of his 
devotion throughout a long public carm to governmental restraint and programs in the bsr 
interest of all the people of Virginia. 'I 

The sculptor was William M. McVey of the Cleveland Institute of An, whose works 
include the statue of Churchill at the British Embassy in Washington, D.C. The oversized 
Modern-style bronze figure, about twelve-feet tall, stands on a low granite base, facing 
south. The standing figure of B yrd is depicted wearing a modem coat and tie, holding a 
book entided Budget of the United Smtw Governrnens in his left h a d  His gaze is directed 
slightly downward toward the viewer, accentuating the oversized scale of the statue. The 
mottled surface finish of the sculpture is unusual. The sculpture's large scale, 
nontraditional finish, and contemporary composirion set it apart from the h e r  more 
tmdi tional, Classical-sty le sculptures in Capi to1 Square. 

The Zero Milestone 
The Zero Milestone of the Virginia Highways is located a few feet to the south of the B yrd 
memorial, ksde the entrance driveway off Ninth Street. The marker, in the form of a 
stone obelisk with a sundial on top, marks the p i n t  of reference for measurement of 
distances from Richmond on the highways of Virginia The marker is located at north 
latitude 37" 32' 23", west longitude 77' 26' 04", at an elevation of 166.45 feet a b v e  sea 
level. 

Restoration of the Governor's Mansion 
From the 1960s until 198 8 the Governof s Mansion changed little with only periodic 
decorating and routine repairs. The idea of a historical decoration of the Governor's 
Mansion was proposed during the tenure of Gwernor and Mrs. L i n w d  Holton. In 
January 1973 Governor Holton i n d u d  legislation to create an advisory committee to 
oversee "a thorough research program designed to develop a better understanding and 
awareness of the history and significance of the Executive Mansion. 

The first pan of the house to be restored was the pilot project, the small parlor, which 
officially opened at a reception on 30 May 1975.195 In 1977, Mrs. Mills E. Godwin, Jr. 
prduced the short book Living in a Legacy, which had been commissioned by the Virginia 
Chamber of Commerce as a guide to the house. The family quarters were renovated and 
mdernized during the residency of Governor and Mrs. Charles S . Robb. 1 982- 1986, and 
the Victorian fountain in the front of the house was restored to its earlier form. '96 

In June 1986, Governor Gerald L. BaiiIes appointed the Citizen's Advisory Council on 
Interpreting and Furnishing the Executive Mansion, with John G. Zehmer, Jr., of 
Richmond, as its chairman. The committee was charged with coordinating a program of 
research for restwing the exterior of the building and publishing its hismy. As a result the 
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cornmi- wnduc ted extensive research docurnen ting changes to the mansion wer the 
years.197 The Historic American Building Survey (HABS) documented the mansion 
through detailed architectural h w i n g s  and photography; they were completed in the 
summer of 1987. The W S  drawings are the first m p l e t e  set of measured drawings of 
the mansion (fig. 59). These drawings document the condition of the mansion as it existed 
before its recent restoration. 

Perhaps the most interesting discovery of the commiuee was the confjrmation of the 
mansion's 1 830 appearance. Until recently, its early appemce  was known only from a 
few engravings and one distant photograph, and the original configuration of the facade 
could only be inferred. New visual evidence revealed that the house originally had a more 
stylish Federal appearance than was thought . The renovations to the house folowing the 
Civil War removed many of the Federal-style a r c h i d  details including the porch 
balustrade, the balustraded parapet, and the recessed masonry panels feawing decorative 
classical swags. The discovery of two photographs dating from 1865 (figs. 48-49) 
provided the d e l s  for the restoration dra~ings.19~ The identification of Daniel Raynerd, 
who worked on the Massachusetts State House and known to have been in Richmond 
when the mansion was built, as the master decorative plasterer was another sigruficant 
discovery. 

The careful examination of several other Virginia buildings also helped in developing 
specifications for several mansion elements. The existence of similar panels on the 
Warwick House in Lynchburg led to the discovery in the collection of Mr. Luther Caudill 
of one of the best early photographs of the mansion. Research also mvealed that the swags 
in the recessed panels of the mansion derived from plates in Asher Benjamin's American 
Builder's Companion (fig. 60)- as did the roof parapet (fig. 61 1, and that bth resemble 
similar elements at the large plantation house Hampstead (c. 1825) in New Kent County, 
Virginia. The Benjamin plate and the Hampstead parapet were used as models for the 
restoration. 199 

With the approach of 1988 and the 175th anniversary of the mansion, the Citizen's 
Advisory Council initiated the publication of a history of the mansion as well as restoration 
projects. The first major project during the administration of Governor Gerald Baliles 
(1 986- 1990) included the reconstruction of the wooden balusmdes and the extwior 
ornamented pane1s.m By 1988, in celebration of the 175th anniversary of the wupancy 
of the mansion, the exterior of the house had been restared to its approximate 1830s 
appearance, the perid considered to be the mansion's primary p a d  of architectural 
significance. 

The Governor's Mansion, as it stands today with its restored parapet at the eaves, a 
balustrade above the porch, and the ornamented panels between the windows (fig. 621, is 
based on the research and spec fications of the Citizen's Advisory Council and its architect 
Henry Browne, A.I.A., of Browne, Eichman, Dalgliesh, GiIpin & Paxton, of 
C harlottesville, Virginia.201 

19"Ihe conunittee's research w v m d  innumerable m%caions that the budding has miergone many extensive 
structural and demrahve modificaticms. This informarim was wrnpiled in a comprrterized chrondogy that was used 
by Dr. William Seale in his book Virginia's hcut iw Mansion: A Hismy of the Governor's Holrse (1988). 
198"~ediscoverin~ the 'Governofs House,'" Hbroric Richmond F o d l o n  News. (Winter 1988): 3. 
l*"Redwovering the 'Govemots House,'" 4. 
m~eale, Virginia's Execrrtive Mansion. 17 1 - 172. 
2011bid., 1, 3. 
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State Acquisition of Existing Buildings 
In the late 1960s and 1970s Richmond, like many other cities, demonstrated an awakened 
interest in its historic character by restoring and revitaking both individual historic 
buildings and entire districts. Shockoe Slip, a deteriorated warehouse dismct near CapiroI 
Square, was transformed into a thriving entertainment and retail area. The restoration of 
many architectural ironfronts marked the kginning of numerous renovation projects on 
Main Street. Responding to continuing population growth, and the resulting increase in 
need for additional services, the Depamnent of General Services acquired a numkr of pre- 
existing buildings dlning the 1970s to house rhe growing state bureaucracy. The 
rehabilitation of existing building *rather than the construction of new buildings for state 
ofices-bas k e n  motivated primarily by the availability of adjacent buildings and the 
economic benefits of rehabilitation. Interest in adjacent buildings for their historic and 
arc h i t e c d  values, however, is increasing. 

The Zincke Building 
The Zncke Building, built opposite Capi to1 Square at 203 Governor Street in 1926, was 
one of the fmt non-governmen t buddings acquired by the state. Renovation plans dating 
from the 1960 conversion of the building to state offices, indicate that the stare acquired the 
building mund that time.202 The architect of the building is not known. Originally the 
Richmond Press Building, the large four- story, brick warehouse features a rusticated 
granite base (built with material salvaged from M. J. Dimmock's 1 889 Chamber of 
Cmmmce Building) and a Richardsonian Romanesque arch which occupies the northwest 
corner of the facade. Numerous interior renovations and remodeling occurred ktween 
1951 and 1989.203 Consequently, none of the interim is historic. The building currently 
houses state offices. 

fIotel Acauisirion fm State Office S ~ a c e  - 
In 1966 the state acquired two former hotel buildings for conversion to state ofice 
buildings. The first, a 1904 hotel located opposite Capitol Square on the cmer  of Grace 
and Ninth streets, is a ten- story, brick, Italianate building with a dresd ashlar foundation 
and rusticated brick first and second stories. Now known as the Ninth S e t  m i c e  
Building, it was built in 1904 as the Hotel Richmond. The Hotel Richmond was designed 
by the noted New York fmn Camre & Hastings, who also designed the much more 
elaborate Jefferson Hotel on Franklin Smet (fig. 63). Architect John Kevan Peebles 
designed the Ninth Street wing and the upper floors that were added in 19 1 1. From the late 
nineteenth century until its acquisition in 1966, the buildin housed a variety of hotels 
including the Indian Queen, the Monumental, and the St 8 lair (fig. 641, providing 
convenient ldging for legislam and other travelers conducting state business. 

Following State acquisition in 1 %6 the building underwent interior mnovations designed 
by Richmond architect Kenneth F. Wewaer. S uspendsd ceilings and partition walls were 
installed, convening hotel moms to offices and conference rooms. However, the plan and 
the door and window details were retained for the most pan Although the mf garden has 
k e n  removed, the former hotel retains the palm court, its most important architectural 
feature.204 

The palm c o w  is a monumental, twestory, marble lobby featuring h, large, stained- 
glass skylights with the Hotel Richmond crest, and a grand staircase with an e l a h t e  cast- 
and wrought-iron bdustmde (fig. 65). The lobby has a rectangular plan, three bays wide 

mile plans are 1- in the ORze of Engineering and Buildings. 
2 0 3 ~ n f ~ t i o n  from Zincke Budding rwlovatim plans in the Office of Enpeering and Buddings. 
2M~inthrop, 100. 
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and five bays deep, with the main entrance on the short end off Ninth Street (east). The 
staircase rises up to the second floor from the west end of the lobby. Hallways under the 
elaborate second-floor cast- and wrought-iron balconies on each side of the staircase 
provide access to the elevators, located on a l a w  hall behind the staircase (west). 
Coupled Doric columns divide the five two-story , bays on each side (north and south) of 
the lobby. Two offices are located off the lobby: the State Board of Elections Office on the 
north side, and the Office of the Governor on the south, Before its conversion to office 
space, the side bays probably provided access to f m d  public rooms off the lobby, and 
the second-floor balconies overlooked the palm court. 

The other hotel acquired in 1966 was the 19 1 1 Hotel Murphy, designed in the Italian 
Renaissance Revival style by Richmond mhitect John Ksevan Peebles (who also had been 
the architect for the enlargement of the Ninth Street Office Building). The Hotel Murphy 
was the second hotel on this site at the corner of Broad and Eighth streets, replacing an 
earlier Hotel Murphy, a grand Second Empire-style building.205 The current Eighth S m t  
Office Building is a representative earl y-nineteenth-cmtury c o m m d  building, with a U- 
shapd plan fronting Eighth Street, featuring a two-story ashlar base, and elaborate Italian 
p a l m s t y l e  cornice. The interior space has been renovated, leaving little indication of rhe 
original plan. 

During the course of this survey the Commonwealth of Virginia has begun acquisition of 
the adjacent commercial buildings on Broad Street between Eighth and Ninth streets. 
These buildings were not identified on the FAACS list and have not been individually 
documented A streetscape photograph has been added to the VDHR archival files. 

In 1972 the commonwealth began acquiring the handsome group of houses along 
Governor Street, known as Morson's Row. First, the state acquired the two houses at 2 19 
and 22 1 Governor Street. In 1 98 1, the state finally acquired the remaining row house at 
223 Governor Street. Built in 1 853 for James Marion Morson, this t a m e  of three bow- 
fronted Italianate townhouses is attributed to Richmond archim A1 bert Ly brwk who listed 
Morson as a client in 1854. Albert Lybrock was born in Germany in 1827, educated in 
Karlsruhe, and came to New York in 1 849. From there he moved to Richmond 
permanent1 y in 1 852, where he became supervising architect for Ammi B. Young's 
Customs House, now the Federal Courts Building. The Customs House, Morson's Row, 
and the Bolling-Haxall House bear a shiking resemblance in their use of the Iralianate idiom 
Lybrock favored. Lybrock also designed James Monroe's tomb in Hol lywd Cemetery. 

Morson's Row is the lone sumivor of the residences that once lined Governor Street, and 
marks the inrmiuction of the Itahanate style to The interior of each house 
has a fine oval parlor, e l a h t e l y  carved marble mantles, and cherry and mahogany 
w d w o r k  .207 Situated at the east end of Capitol S ~ e e t ,  Morsun's Row terminates an 
important vista at the northeast corner of Capitol Square, and adds a historic sense of scale 
and variety to the environs of Capitol.ms 

2051bid., 57. 
2MMary Wingfield Scott, Houses of Old Richmond (Richmond: The Valentine Museum, 194 1 ), 29 1 . 
m7wintluq), Architeehue in Downlown Richmond, 31. 
a ~ c c m d m ~  to i m c e  mmds located by John Salmon of the Depanment of Historic Reswrces. some idea of 
the history of the buildings in the area of Mwson's Row can h determind. Frances Gamier insured hs dwelling, 
caniage maker's shop, and kitchen in 1776. which d next to Mwson's Row to the South and overlapped the site 
somewhat. In 1800 the Benjamin Harrisodohn Prosen House and Lumbw h o ~  were insured, which were locatad 
on the site of the present Momn's Row. In the late ninereenth century after Morson's Row was built, two 
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The histories of the individual houses reveal much abut  the Capitol Square's 
neigh-& in earlier years and its change over the last century. The southernmosr 
house, number 219, was bought by 0. H. Chalkley in 1862, who was in the hide and 
leather business. In 1 892, the house was sold to Mrs. Kate C. Higgins who lived there 
with her husband and daughters. In 1939 the house was condemned by the city, after 
being heavily mortgaged by the Higgins family following Mr, Higgins' death. When the 
Aluminum Building was moved from its old laxion at Twelfth and Broad in k m k  of 
1938, it was rolled down Governor Street and joined to the house. Construction was 
completed in May 1939, converting the complex to office spaceam 

N u m k r  22 1, the middle house, was ~ n t e d  frrst to the well-known anatomist Arthur E. 
Peticolas, who had been a professor in the Medical College since 1 855. Two years later he 
organized a medical preparatory school, the Metropolitan Schml of Virginia, which met in 
the "Morson's Building." In 1866 Peticolas left Richmond to accept a chair of anatomy at 
the New Orleans Medical School. In 1 862 the house was bught by Dr. Rokrt Gamble 
Cabell of Goochland County who owned it until his death in 1 889. Cabell only lived in the 
residence during the winter although he probably had his office there because of its 
convenient l ~ a t i o n . ~ ~ ~  He won esteem borh as a physician and an alderman. After his 
death his son lived for many years in the house, which was sold to Doctor Cabell's heirs in 
1904. In 1920 it was purchased by the Associated Charities, becoming the headquarten of 
that organization and its successor, The Family Senice Smiety.2'1 In 1972 the state 
acquired the house for the offices of the Virginia Historic Landmarks Commission, later the 
Division of Historic Landmarks, now the Deparemen t of Wstoric Resources. 

Number 223, the northernmost house of the row, remained the property of the Morson 
family until 1901. The Marsons resided here until sometime before 1876, when it was 
rented to the Lottien, a tobacco manufacturing family, who occupied the house as late as 
1894. In 1W1 the house was sold and passed through several hands until 1920 when it 
was bought by the Southem Planter Publishing Company (fig. 66). The Department of 
Volunteerism now has its offices in the house.212 

The General Assemblv Building tforrnerlv the L i f e e c e  of Virginia Buildin& 
In 1975 the state acquired the Life Insurance of Virginia Building at 90 1-903 East Bmad 
Street.213 This Beaux-Arts Highrise/Mdern office complex was acquired by the state 
from IB M and renamed the General Assembly Building, and now houses the offices of the 
House of klegates and the Senate, committee rmrns, and some General Assembly support 
services. The interior has been ~novated completely for offices, assembly rooms, and 
committe rooms. 

One of the finest early twentieth-century Beaux-Arts-style office buildings in the state, the 
earliest portion of this building complex is a five-story office building designed in 19 12 by 
New York architects Clinton and Russell. The building at 903 East Broad Street occupies 
the southeast corner of the lot at Ninth and Broad saeets facing Capitol Square, and 

residences existed next door to the South where Gautia's dwelling and outbuildmg had stood. Later, in 1936, h e  
Aluminum Budding was moved there and corwckd to no. 219, and a new concrete Art Deu> m m c e  was MI lhat 
served also to connect the Aluminum Building m the row how. 
mMary Wingfield Scott, Houses of Old R i c h n d ,  291-292. 
21?klephone conversation with Joseph White, Depanment of Bstoric R-, 25 January 199 1. 
21 l~cott,  291 -292.. 
212~bid, 292-293. 
213lnformation provided by Bruce Bmb, kpmment of Engineering and Buildngs. 



features muItipIe, Ehrr=e-stoxy -tall, Corinthian pilasters with American eagles, cherub heads, 
and winged horses integrated into the lush foliage of the capitals. The entrance portal is on 
the south west corner of the facade on Capitol S m e ~  and features handsome bronze gates 
and an elaborately carved stone frontispiece with a semicircular arched pedment supported 
by scroll brackets. The enaance was glazed to make a window when a new main e n m c e  
was constructed to the west on Capitol Smet with the 1965 addition. Except for the 
insemon of fixed windows at the laxtion of the original entrance d m ,  the exterior 
appearance of the enmce was not altered. The only historic fabric remaining on the 
interior is a portion of the marble staircase at the location of the original 19 12 enmce .  

In 1923 the same architects designed an eleven-story addition facing Bmad Street, on the 
northeastern partion of the lot khind the original building. The addition rises above the 
original building with its facade forming a solid wall on Broad Street, and is in keeping 
with the materials, scale, and archi tectlltal character of the earlier building, although in a 
more resaained classical style. Richmond architects Cameal and Johnston were involved 
with limited =novations in 1955. 

The modern wing at 901 East Broad Street to the west of the origind 19 12 building was 
commissionsd by the Life Insurance Company of Virginia, and designed by the 
architectural firm of Marcellus Wright and Partners. Completed in 1965, and winner of 
many architectural awards, it is a thoughtfd addition to the neighbring Beaux-Arts high- 
rise building. The need to acwmmodate the differing floor heights of the former Life 
Insurance Building to facilitate their connection resulted in a variation in flea heights rarely 
seen in most m d e m  high-rise buildings, adding an unusual vivacity of propmion that is 
expressed with firmly modeled comers, rhythmic window divisions, and strong structural 
elemen ts.214 The interior features a large one-story lobby witb a marble f l m ,  flmr-to- 
ceiling wood panelling, and a suspended ceiling, The large asswnbly m s  and meeting 
rooms are on the first floor of the lobby, and along a hall extending west-to-east into the 
191 2 building. 

Fourth S a t  Offm B 
. * 

In 1976 the s t .  acq= fomm Grace American Building located two blocks east of 
Capitol Square at 400 Grace Street. Designed by architect Marcellus E. Wright, the 
building was constructed in 1923. Origrnally the eleven-story ofice building featured 
ornamentation at the base and wmice level; at some point this omamntation was removed, 
leaving the building with a rather nondescript appearance. A photograph from 193 1 shows 
the Grace American Building with colossal Doric prlasrers separating the bays of the first 
two stories, a camice crowning the se~ond s twy ,  and a projecting modillioned cornice 
(probably cast iron) at the top of the building.215 Major 1957 renovations were designed 
by Philadelphia architect R o h  I. Ballinger who may have updated the building's exterior 
appearance at this time with the addition of strip windows and prefabricated concrete panels 
that now cover the first two stories. 

Supreme Court Building I fmer lv  the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond) 
In 1978, wanting to move the s tak Supreme Court £mm the State Library building, the 
commonwealth acquired the 19 19 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, designed by the 
Richmond architect& firm of Cameal and Johnston. Situared on the busy comer of 
Franklin and Ninth smts ,  the present Supreme Colrrt Building provides a monolithic 
backdrop for the square, and helps define the western bun* of the state's governmental 

214013cal, 35-36. 
21 5 ~ i f r y  Years i n  Richmond 1898-1 848: A Photogrqvhic R e v i m  (Richmond: The Vakntine Museum, 
1948), 120. 
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center. The handsome, six-s tory, Classical block has flanking one-s tory wings, and two 
symmetrically placed stone porches to the north and south of the main block, with recessed 
bronze doors. Although common in Washington, D.C., during the 1920s and 1930s, the 
type of Nemlassicism exhibited in the design of the original building was new to 
Richmond at that time. The monumental marble bank lobby still exists, although it has 
been converted into the mureroom for the Supreme Court. In 1922, Cameal and Johnston 
designed a large annex and additions to the rear that are sympathetic in scale, materials, and 
architectural character to the original building. Carneal and Johnston also designed the 
1 949 cafeteria addition. 

The original main block consists of six floors with a seventh-floor penthouse. The first 
four floors house the corn room, conference rooms, and offices of the Supreme Court, 
and the remainder houses the Attorney General's offices. The 1922 addition is a six- story 
block on the west with an e n m c e  on Eighth Street, and houses the Court of Appeals' 
offices and c o m m  in addition to the administrative offices of the Supreme Court. The 
main block and its addition are separate on the first floor, connected only by an outdm 
passage. However, on the remaining floors they are contiguous, connected by interior 
hallways. 

The only historic fabric that remains from the 19 19 Federal Reserve Bank is the 
monumental banking hall and its grand entrance lobby. The remainder of the building has 
been renovated for office space. Now divided by partition walls into two separate spaces, 
the marble lobby and banking hall were once part of an open, monumental space featuring 
twelve colossal, fluted, Doric columns fomring a peristyle; four freestanding columns 
s t 4  on each side (north and south) and two columns in antis s& at each end (east and 
west). Having undergone a sympathetic renovation, the historic appsrance of the banking 
r w m  is still visible. The entrance (no longer in use) on Ninth Strr;et still fatures its marble 
foyer with bronze turnstile, A marble lobby is off the foyer through an opening with two 
fluted Doric columns in antis. A doubledm enmce leads h m  the Supreme Court of 
Virginia to the marble lobby. The wi@y freestanding Doric colums have been 
handsomely incorpmated into the walls of the present courtmom, and portraits of the 
Supreme Court Justices of Virginia cover the walls (fig. 67). The west end of the 
coumPom features two fluted Doric columns in antis. 

Old City Hall 
In 198 1. following the m s f e r  of Richmond's Citv Hall ofices to a modem buildhe . . .  

comple& a b u t  r972, the co- on wealth acq& Richmond's Old City Hall facing 
Capitol Square across Capitol Street at Tenth S m t 2 l 6  Built in 1887-1894, this 
impressive Gothic Revival stone edifice was designed by Detroit architect Elijah E. Myers. 
Myers was well known for his designs for five state capitols and numerous other public 
buildings, city halls, and courthouses. At the time that the City Hall was designed, the 
Gothic Revival style (reminiscent of the great Msdieval city halls of Northern Europe) was 
a popular style for municipal buildings.217 The massive @te City Hall, with its 
h i n t h i a n  colonnettes, pinnacled buttresses, Gothic pmpets, corner tune&, and clock 
tower, provides a splendid example of a late-nineteenthcentury Gothic Revival municipal 
building (fig. 68). 

216~wight L. Young, "The Budding of the Rchmond City Hall 1870-1 894" ('Masm's lks i s ,  The University of 
Virginia, 19761, 128. 
21 7 ~ i n t h q ,  52-53. For more detailed information see Dwight L. Young, "The Buil&ng of the Richmond City 
Hall 1870-1894." 
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Its excellent renovation for current use as private offices has preserved much of its original 
architectural character. Built on a cross plan, the building has entrances on all four sides, 
with the main north-south axis bisecting the building. The interim features a Gothic 
Revival-style, three-story, galleried amum on the west side of the main axis with a skylight 
and a glass-brick floor, and a grand staircase that rises two stories to the east from center of 
the main north-south hall (fig. 69). In addition to the grand staircase, access to the upper 
flows can be obtaind by the use of elevators located off the north side of the atrium. The 
colorzl polychromatic paint scheme m u d  in the recent renovation adds additional 
animation to an already spatially dynamic inreriw. Additional derails such as the hexagonal 
mcotta-tile floor covering and the elabrately decorated cast-iron radiators make this 
historic interior one of Richmond's finest 

b t e d  east of the Capitol Square at Old Fomtemth and Grace streets, the tum-of-the- 
century Saunders brick warehouse relates to the period of commercial growth Richmond 
experienced at the turn of the century. The Commonwealth of Virginia acquired the 
property in 1955 in accordance with the state's policy of acquisition of any property offered 
for sale in the vicinity of the Cqitu1.218 The circa 1900 warehouse, which has a corkUed 
brick cornice, is slated far demolition as is the nearby Capitol Chemical Building, a brick 
warehouse which was consmcted circa 1865-1 880 at 204 North Old Fourteenth Sueet, 
east of Capitol Square and acquired in 1968. Perhaps because their demolition had been 
planned already, neither of these buildings appeared in the FAACS list of properties to be 
included in the survey. Consequently, they were not documented for his survey but are 
mentioned here to call attention to their existence within the proposal bundaries of the 
Virginia Capitol Historic District. 

8 17 to 827 East B d  Sma 
Aquired by the state within the last two years, this group of late-nineteenth-century 
commercial buildings conmbutes to the historic grouping of late-nineteenth- and early- 
twentiethcentury buildings located along Broad Street at the northern boundary of Capitol 
Square. With the Eighth Street Office Building adjacent on the west, this row of 
commercial blocks occupies the nontreast comer of Ninth and Broad streets, visually 
protecting the northwest comer of Capitol Square. 

9 
One of the Department's most recent acquisitions is the former S mte Planters Bank at 900 
East Main SGet,  designed by the architects Clinton & Russell in 1923. Cmnt ly  
undergoing renovation for office space, this early 1 920s skyscraper, with its 1 962 low-rise 
addition by Lee, King & Pmle, Architects?19 is con sidered one of the best examples of an 
early Beaux-Arts-sty le skyscraper in Virginia. Although ornament on the eleven-story 
high-rise is used sparingly, the elegant scale and propomon of the building are accentuated 
by the twa s~ory Ionic colonnade marking the grand entrance on Main S m t .  In addition, 
the building features the Virginia Seal with eagles over the entrance d m ,  and a cat-iron 
screen behind the columns on the fust two floors. 

Other State-Owned Buildings Around Capitol Square 
Memorid Hos~ital 
Memorial Hospital, which has been rehabilitated recently, was surveyed previously as pan 
of the Medical College of Virginia section of the Survey of State Owned Properries: 

21 I~ele~hone conversation with Mitzy Lee, Facilities Management, 20 March 199 1. 
21%inlhrop, 169. 
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Insritutions of Higher Education.220 This c. 1900 Renaissance Revival-style building, 
once a teaching hospital, is sited pmminentl y at the comer of Bmad and Governor streets 
and features a turn-of the century operating theater which was retained in the men t 
renovation. 

C'finPal Hi~hwav Buildin 
Built for the VGeinia Depgment of Transmtion in 1938-1939 to fill the need for a larger 
cennal office bu3ding i i~ i chmond  (see  bey of Srate-Owned Propenies: ~eparrmentbf  
Transpornion), the Central Highway Building is representative of the Modem style, with 
Nemlassical Revival and Art Deco-sty le influences.221 The three-story, concrete-and- 
steel, T-plan building on a 1 1)2-acre sire was designed by architects Carneal, Johnston and 
Wright of Richmond. In 1961, owing to the growth of the Department of Highways, a 
high-rise annex was built ul the east providing additional office and labratory space. 

Post- World War I1 Landscape Developments in Capitol Square 
In general, the grounds at Capitol Square underwent few significant changes from the late 
nineteenth century until the 1950s. In 1956 and 1957 a major relandscaping of the grounds 
at Capital Square was undertaken under the direction of Greenbrier Nursery of Richmond. 
Plans available at the Office of Engineaing and Buildings did not list a landscape architect 
or designer aswiated with this effort. It appears that the god of this relandscaping was to 
give the square a greater sense of enclosufe by placing informal groupings of shrubs and 
small uees in the open areas around the perimeter of the square. Plant lists associated with 
plans h m  this period indicate the installation of large numbers of d e a s  and wnelias at 
this time. In general it appears that the landscaping undertaken in the late 1950s was 
basically in the spirit of John Notman's 1 85 1 landscape plan for the Capitol grounds with 
its informal nanzmlistic style and use of native plant species. 

In 1963 a Prelimhary Circulation S r d y  was developed, ~sulring in the renovation and 
alteration of the pedestrian circulation network on the grounds of Capitol Square. Again, 
plans available at the Office of Engineering and Buildings did not indicate a designer. At 
this time the sytmnetrid central entrance w the square from Bank Street to the Capitol was 
replaced by two new entrances, one at Tenth S m t  and the other at Eleventh Street. The 
purpose was to facilitate pedestrian frafiic into the square from Main and Bank streets by 
aligning these enbances with existing cross streets (fig. 73). With the a1 tefation of the 
grand axial walk fmm the Capitol to Bank Street, one of the few remaining components of 
the original formal Gdefroy plan of 1 8 16 was obliterated. 

In 1 982 plans were developed by the office of Engineering and Buildings for the 
transformation of Capitol Street between Ninth and Twelfth smts  into a pedestrian 
walkway. These plans specified the embellishment of the pedesman d with planting 
beds placed at regular intewals and incoqmating public seating areas. Brick walkways 
with regular plmtings of s m t  trees were planned for h e  areas along each side of the street; 
portions of the street itself were to be paved with cobblestone. Rather than demolish the 
Old City Hall to provide parking, as suggested in a 198 1 redevelopment scheme, limited 
parkmg was made available adjacent to Old City Hall on Tenth and Eleventh streets, with a 
l&g and fire zone in front of the budding. 

2m~urwy ofS;at& Owned Properhs: Insdtvrions of Higher Education (unpublished report by Land and 
Communily Associates, July 1988), 27-28. 
221 ~ w r e - y  of sfate-owned ~ r ~ r r i e s :  Depmneru of Tranprtation (unpublished ~ p w r  by Land and 
Community Associates. lWl), 10, 15. 
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hplemen td in 1983, this pedestrian street was intended to facilitate access to the various 
government buildings located north of the Capitol, including the Ninth Street Office 
Building, the General Assembly Building, and the Virginia State Likary and Archives. In 
addition, by removing the bulk of automobile traffic from Capitol Street, this plan greatly 
enhanced the parklike atmosphere of the Capitol grounds. By extending the northern 
boundaries of the square this plan established the row of key government buildings along 
Capitol Smeet as the northern boundary of the square 

Capi to1 Square Grounds 1991 
Currently the grounds at Capitol Square still reflect aspects from both the Gdefroy and 
Noman Plans, as well as various twentieth-century H i c a t i o n s .  Components remaining 
from the Godefroy plan include the wrought-iron fence surrounding the square; the Grace 
Street entrance; and the east-west walkway north of the Capitol running from Grace S e t  
to the Governoi s Mansion. The small wrought-iron gate located in the northeast corner of 
the square across from the State Library is the only actual gate remaining from the 
Godefroy period. It also appears that the main entrance to the Square from the n m h  across 
from City Hall corresponds to an entrance shown on Godefroy's 18 16 plan. 

However, despite these survivals from the 1 8 16 G d f r o y  plan, the overall appearance of 
the square today can be atuibuted large1 y to the Noman renovation of the grounds during 
the 1 850s. Specific features of the square i n d u c e d  by Notman (though modified over 
time, particularly in the case of plant material) include the cumilinear network of 
meandering walks, and the informal arrangement of native plant materials around the 
grounds, 

Currently CapitoI Square fearures a variety of landscape elements within its bundaries. 
These include wood and scrolled-iron park benches, brick walkways, cast-iron circular 
fountains, traditional cast -iron lampposts, open lawn areas, and a wide variety of native 
and induced  plant material. Flower beds featuring seasonal displays of annual and 
perennial flowers are located adjacent to the walkways and monument sites throughout the 
grounds. 

Recent Proposed Changes for Capitol Square and Environs 
Despite the growth of Richmond since World War II into a ma& d e r n  city, the area 
immedjately mund Capitol Square has remained largely intact. The presence of high rise 
office buildings from the second half of the twentieth century intrude visually to some 
extent, but no very tall buildings have been built immediately adjacent to the square. 
Approved plans for another high rise state office building, a twin to the existing M o m  
Tower, could be expected to have a detrimental impact on views from the square. The 
designated site for the second Monroe Tower is on axis with the Governor's Mansion and 
the Washington Monument, and would enmoach on the backdrop of these two landmarks 
when viewed from within the square. 

1 970s Redevelopment Plans for Capitol S a w  
In the early 1970s an effort was undertaken to alter and reconsmct the Capitol for more 
offices and conference and hearing moms. Two expansion plans in parricular, however, 
would have resulted in drastic changes, not only to the Capitol, but to the surrounding 
Capitol Square. In one plan, the South Lawn Plan, the original Capitol and its additions 
would have been preserved as a museurn.222 Under the Capitol, new chambers for the 
Senate and House would have been sunk partially into the hill side, topped by a series of 

2 2 2 ~  berl Prothro, Thomas Jflcrson's Virginia State Capitol: A Consmrtion History, 1 780s to I P64 
(Unpublished Manuscript Repon for the Bstoric American Buildings Survey. HABS No. VA- 1254,1988). 34-35. 
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terraces leading from Bank Street to the Capitol (fig. 70).223 The North Lawn Plan, on the 
other hand, calIed for en tirely burying the new chambers for the Senate and House as well 
as extensive parking facilities in a subterranean plaza stretching north to Old City HalI.2z4 
Neither plan was implemented, and no major almtions have been made to the Capitol 
since 1964. 

The most recently approved master plan for the Capitol area is the April 1970 M m e r  Sue 
Plan: State Capitol Area, by Ballou and Justice, Architects & Engineers (fig. 7 1 ). The 
plan was approved by the Public Buildings Commission, 6 May 197 1, and by Governor 
Holton, 31 July 1971.225 The plan featured a strong eastward orientation with an 
extensive pedestrian mall connecting Capitol Square with the originally proposed twin 
Monroe Towers. The plan indicated the termination of Gwemor Street for the pedestrian 
mall, and the demolition of the existing buildings along the east side of Governor S m t  
ftom Broad Street to Bank Street, with the exception of the Centml Highway Building and 
Morson's Row. A large parking structure proposed to Ix located under the pedesnian mall 
addressed the need for additional parking space. However, none of the elements of the 
plan except the construction of one of the planned Monroe Towers has been implemented. 
A new plan is being developed concurrent with this survey.226 

198 1 Redeveloatnent Plan for Ca~itol Sauare 
In 198 1 a redevelopment scheme was prepared involving the creation of a complex of state 
office buildings arranged in a quarter circle to be located to the southeast of the square. 
This plan also specified the placement of parking lots adjacent to the Govmor's Mansion 
to the nanh and at the site of Old City Hall. Plans available at the Office of 3 uilding and 
Engineering did not indicate a designer associated with this scheme, which was never 
implemented. 

1990 Camto1 S~uare Master Plan 
The staw recently hired the f k n  of Marcellus, Wright, Cox & Smith of Richmond to 
develop a master plan for Capitol Square. The development of the 1990- 199 1 master plan 
represents the first major update of proposed changes to the Capitol Square area since the 
approval of the 197 1 plan. Representatives of Land and Community Asmiates have met 
with representatives of Marcellus, Wright, Cox & Smith, the Department of Historic 
Resources, and the Division of Engineering and Buildings, Depamnent of General Services 
to inform them of the status of this survey so that its fmdings and recommendations may be 
con sidered in the development of the master plan. 

posed New State L i b  
The present State Library and Archives building is not considered suitable, even with 
enlargement or remodeling, to serve the library's needs for the twenty-first cennuy. The 
current poar conditions in the aging library are believed to jeopardize the state's collection. 
The Library Board requested that the new library building accomplish three goals: remain 
pan of the Capitol grounds east of the actual square; make clear that the library is the 
repository for the state's history; and mpect the architecture and planning of the wit01 
and its environs. 

The state contracted with the architectural firms of S k i d r m ~ ,  Owings & M e d l  of 
Chicago; Glave, Newman, Anderson, and HankindAnderson of Richmond; Rackley & 

223Produo, 35. 
2241bid 
225~iJ1 Cmphll ,  Division of Engineering and Buildings, telephone interview, 12 March 199 1. 
226~ee below, "1990 Capitol Square Masw Plan," p. 47 
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A s ~ i a t e s  of R w  kville, Maryland; and Frazer Pmle, a libmy consultant from Alexandria, 
Virginia, to develop the basic schematics for the building. The architects presented their 
proposal on 1 December 1989. The State Library Board's Building Committee has 
proposed a new Virginia State Library and Archives building to be located at Governor and 
Grace s m  ts on the sites of the present Aluminum and Zincke buildings. Under the 
proposed plan, sections of both Grace Street and Old Fourteenth Street would be closed as 
public streets and realigned. The proposed site on the east side of Capitol Square across 
Governor S met from the Governor's Mansion would ksep the new library close to the 
Capitol to serve legislative needs. 

The proposed library design, a contemporary interpretation of the neoclassical style, calls 
for the cons~nrction of a nine-story building with six stories above grade, and three stories 
below grade including two stories of parking. A brushed stainless-steel dome would top 
the buff-colored limestone and glass facade. Skylights would illuminate the reading mms 
and the me books area. A public observation deck would be located on the sixth story 
facing Capitol Square. The main public entry would face Grace Street, with an automobile 
drop-off, and there would be a second entrance on Governor Street 

The proposed design has been controversial k a u s e  of its potential detrimental visual 
impact on the Governor's Mansion and Morson's Row. It does not appear that the present 
solution takes into account the architecture and planning of the Capitol and its environs as 
requested by the Litsary Board As a result, other locations, including the Broad Street site 
of the former Trailways Building, are king considered also. 

DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES PROPERTIES OUTSIDE CAPITOL 
SQUARE VICINITY 
Along with the propaties located in and mund Capitol Square, the Department of General 
Services manages an assomnent of other properties hated throughout the City of 
Richmond. They are addressed individual1 y in the following sections. 

Confederate Memorial Chapel 
The Confederate Memorial Chapel at 2900 Grove Avenue, a modest Gothic-Revival style 
wooden chapel adjacent to the grounds of the Virginia Museum, was built in 1887 to serve 
the veterans of the nearby Confederate Soldia's Home. The chapel, along with the other 
associated post -Reconstructionera facilities, is a mewrial to Confederate veterans and 
their families. It was designed by local architect Marion Johnson Dimmwk ( 1 824- 1908) 
and built by Joseph Wingfield.227 Dimmock, who had sewed as a captain in the 
Confederate army, was one of Richmond's most profific postbellurn a r c h i m ,  and his 
firm was the most im-t in Richmond between 1 870 and 1890. He designed several 
major buildings in S hackoe Bottom, including the now demolished Tobacco Exchange.=* 
Veterans themselves f i n a n d  the construction of the chapel as a m e m d  to their dead 
comrades. It was used by the war veterans until the last slrrvivor died in 194 1, and has 
k e n  in sporadic use since that time. It is now mainmined by the state.= The Confederate 
Memorial Chapel is listed on the Virginia Landmarks Register and the National Register of 
Historic Places, and contributes to the historical and architmural character of the Boulevard 
Historic Disaict. 

The chapel is a 1 1/2-story, wood-- strudtme with L a d n m s  plan. C o v d  with 
weatherboards, it has a shed-roofed porch, cross-gabled standing-seam metal mf, and an 

227~alder Loth, ed. T k  Virginia Lmdnmrks Register, 365. 
228~inttrrop. 11.19,239. 
229CaIder M, ed., The Virginia -Rs Register, 365. 
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octagonal cupola. It features Gothic p i n  ted-arch windows containing a colorful variety of 
Victorian stained glass with Confederate motifs. The porch has four Gothic pointed-arched 
bays with w e d  posts and decorative screen brackets. The= is a solid w d e n  balustrade 
cIad with fish-scale shingles. 

The Confederate Memorial Chapel is located within the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts 
complex, which is contiguous with the headquarters of rhe United Daughters of the 
Confederacy , the Confederate Women's Home,230 and h e  former Confederate Soldiers' 
Home (now demolished). 

Robinson House 
Robinson House is located at 320 N& Boulevard just nonh of the Virginia Museum of 
Fine A n s .  The building was acquired by the Common w d t h  of Virginia in 194 1 to serve 
as part of the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts comple~ and now houses the museum's Studio 
An Center. Built in 1 884, it was originally the main dwelling far the Robinson Farm. At 
that time, the city of Richmond endd at Belvdere, and Monm Park was the state's 
official fairgrounds. All outlying areas were famhnd Around the turn of the century 
Civil War Veterans purchased fifteen acres of Robinson Farm to establish a veterans' home 
and h a 1  center (fig. 72). Wd-frame barracks were built in a row on he north side of 
Robinson House starting from the Memorial Chapel. Robinson House served as the 
veterans' meeting hall, and behind it was a brick mess hall now ref- to as the Robinson 
House Garage. The garage, built in 1 885 as an outbuilding for the farmhouse, was 
acquired by the state in 1 892. The barracks were demolished early in the 1930s when they 
were no longer needed. The remaining soldias probably moved into Robinson House at 
this time.uJ Robinson House con~butes to the historic and architecnual character of the 
Boulevard Historic Dismct, 

Robinson House is a painted brick, three-story , double-pile, Italianate Victorian 
farmhouse, with a hipped roof and a one-story, wood, Italianate porch, The paired 
windows ate ornamented with graceful, decorative, wtMd window surrounds. Four 
massive, &led, brick interior chimneys rise fmm the roof of the house along with a 
central belvedere with pyramidal-shaped rwf. The cannon in front of the house was used 
in the defense of Fort S umter. 

Robinson House Garage, located behind Robinson House, now serves as the office and 
maintenance building for the kpartment of Buildings and Grounds of the Virginia 
Museum of Fine Arts. It is a one-story , four- bay, side-gabled, brick structure with end 
parapets and two rear additions, including a brick end-gabled building fwming an ell 
addition and a flat-rwfed, brick garage addition filling in the anpty corner of the ell. A 
photograph owned by the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts shows the building during the 
veterans' tenancy with a wooden "Mess W" sign hanging over the door.=2 

Monroe's Tomb, Hollywood Cemetery 
During the mid-nineteenth century Virginians exhibited a resurgence of pnde in their 
revolutionary-era statesmen. The 1 850s wimessed the planning and consmction of a 
monument to George Washington and other rcvolutionq heroes in Capitol Square, and 
efforts to obtain and preserve Washington's home, Mount Vernon. M o m ' s  re- 

230~ince the Women's Home was transferred to state ownershp following caplctian of the field work 
phase of the survey it was not included in this survey. 
231~elcPhone conve~~aticm with H e m  Lindsey, W t a n t  Manager, Bddmgs md Gruunds, V q p i a  Museum of 
Fine Arts, 14 March 1990. 
232113id 
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entombment in Hollywood Cemetery by the Commonwealth of Virginia was a pan of this 
pamotic nostalgia Originally , Virginians had envisioned a shrine to three of the four early 
presidents from Virginia (Jeffwson, Monroe, and Madison) but the members of the 
leffason and Madison families did not favor moving the remains of their illustrious kin to 
Ric hmond.233 

James Monroe had been buried in New York City in 183 1. The idea of paying Pibu te to 
Monroe on the hundredth anniversary of his birth in 1 858 first w n e  h r n  Alexander 
Jones, a native Virginian residing in New Yak, who suggested to city officials that New 
York City erect a monument to the former president. Before proceeding further, Jones 
wrote Virginia Governor Henry A. Wise in March 1 85 8 to determine if the commonwealth 
had any plans to honor Monroe. As a result, Governor Wise quickly decided to make 
plans for honoring the Virginia statesman.23q 

On 6 Apd 1858 the General Assembly passed a resolution appropriating two thousand 
dollars far the removal of the remains of lames M o m  from the public burying ground in 
New York City to H o l l y w d  Cemetery in Richmond The Monroe family approved of the 
request, and Jones and New York City officials graciously a c c e .  to Virginia's wishes. 
In a cooperative effort by the citizens of New York and Virginia, Monroe's M y  was 
moved to this fmal resting place upon the centennial of his birth in 1 858.z5 

Following the reinterme,nt, Governor Wise selected the design for James Monroe's tomb, 
ultimately choosing A1 bert Lybrmk's Gothic Revival scheme b a d  on tomb designs found 
in European cathedrals. Lybrock, an Alsatian-born architect m c i n g  in Richmond, is 
also medited with the design of Morsonts Row on Governor Street. He commissioned the 
Phitadelphia company of Wood and Pernt, as the low bidder, to execute the cast-iron 
structure. The twelve-foot tall tomb was assembled by Asa Snyder, a Richmond 
iron worker and erected in Holl y w d  Cemetery late in 1 859.236 

The cast-iron tomb of James Monroe is one of L y h k ' s  most notable works. A tour de 
force of Gothic Revival design and cast-iron areisanship, the simple granite sarcophagus is 
enclosed by a cast-iron screen based on Gothic window m e r y  , sunnoun ted by an ogee 
dome of delicate iron open work Sited on a rise werlmhng the James River,with 
Kc hmond in the visible distance, the tomb is a focal point within John Notman's 
picturesque iandscape design for Hollywood Cemetery. James Mom's  tomb is listed on 
the Virginia Landmarks Register and the National Register of Historic Places. 

CariIlonlBeIl Tower, Byrd Park 
The CariUon/Bell Tower, was erected as a memarial to Virginians who served during 
World War I. It was funded from a state appropriation in 1928 and a citizen st fund-raising 
committee under the leadership of Granville C. Valentine. The Carillon, which stands 240 
feet d l ,  was dedicatd in 1 932. The Boston architectural firm of Graham & Ferguson and 
the Richmond firm of Carneal, Johnston & Wright collaborated on the design of the eight- 
story tower, which was based on Old North Church in Boston. Tradition has it that it was 
the tallest structure in Richmond when dedicard, and it is still illuminated ar night by what 
Richmonders affectionately call the "Axplane Light." 

233Maq H. Mitchell. Hollywood Cemetery: Thc History of a Soutkrn Shrine. (Richmond: Vir@ State 
Library, 1985),35-36. 
*bid. 
=%id 
2 3 6 ~ i n t h ~ ,  Archilecnuc in Downtown R i c h n d ,  18. 
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This unusual Colonial Revival tower stands upon a wide, one-story, ashlar terrace with 
two handsome curved staircases. The tower is consmcted of reinforced concrete with 
brick and stone cladding. Access to the tower is through a cenml double door with an 
arched transom. The lofty brick shaft of the tower has an ashlar first story, and a moldd 
brick Georgian Doric portico on the second story with a round archd perllment and a brick 
and stone balcony. The tnick shaft rises unadorned from the sscond stmy to its 
c ulrnination in a belvedere where the carillon bells are housed. The hick belvedere has a 
round arched opening with a bdcony centered on each of its four faces and coupled 
Corinthian pilasters at each corner. The belvedere is crowned by an entablature with a 
denticulatd cornice and a balustrade with a vase at each corner. A stone spire in the well- 
known style of James Gi bbs (1 682- 1754) rises from the top of the belvedere. The 
CarillonBell tower, located in the midst of a forested park landscape, is visible from miles 
around The impressive approach to the tower is along a monumental tree-lined axis 
complementing the tower's great height. 

The long, recessed, rectangular area in front of the tower was to k a reflection p o l .  On 
the second floor level of the tower an mate  domed memorial rcxrm was built to house a 
statue of a World War I "doughboy." Owing to a lack of funds, the statue was never 
commissioned. The sixth floor was designed as an apartment for the park keeper. 
Although the apartment was finished completely, including gas and electric service, water 
swvice never has been available and consequently it never has k e n  wcupied. The gallery 
under the tower below the terrace level was used as a reception area and museum of World 
War I memorabilia until 1966 when the wllection grew too large and was moved to the 
Hampton War Museum The tower has been used since 1966 by the Department of 
Recreation and Parks. The seventh floor is the Qavia Rmm where the carillon is still in 
use; it is played in a spring and falI concert series as well as during the annual Christmas 
Passion. The Carilloflell Tower is listed in the Virginia Landmarks Register and the 
National Register of Historic 

237~ehphone conversation with Larry Miller, S uperinmdent of City Wide Activities, 22 k h  1990. 
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EVALUATION OF PROPERTIES 

Capitol Square and Environs 
Capitol Square has been the site of the seat of Virginia's state government since 17 80, and 
has served as the arc hitactural backdrop for Virginia's significant political leaders and for 
events that have shaped the history of Virginia and the nation. The Capitol area reflects the 
growth and development of state government from the Rev01 ution to the modem era. 
Many of the buildings and monuments located in and around the square, as well as the 
landscape of the square itself, emMy distinctive characteristics of several periods of 
American architectural developmenr and were designed by siMcant Virginia, American, 
and European architects. For example, the Eighth Street Office Building, associated with 
the history of Richmond hotels, is an excellent example of an early twentieth-century 
Renaissance Revival, high-rise elevator building. Several of the buildings in and mmd 
the square are listed in the Virginia Landmarks Register and the National Register of 
Historic Places: these include the Virginia State Capitol, the Governor's Mansion, the Bell 
Tower, Morson's Row, and 01 d City Hall. In addition, the Capitol and the Governor's 
Mansion are National Historic hdmarks.  

From its naissance in Thomas Jefferson's plan for a Capitoline on a hill with separate 
buildings for each branch of government to its completion as the first Classical Revival 
building in America, the Virginia Capitol has proved to be one of the most influentid public 
buildings in American architecture. In the northeast wmer of the square, the Governor's 
Mansion is the oldest continuously occupied govemof s residence in the wuntq, and one 
of the most stylistically influential Richmond residences of its time. Designed to meet the 
needs of the offrce, it has been altered sympathetically to fit changes in the governors' 
needs. The unusual, free-standing Bell Tower, although not particularly outstanding for its 
architectural detail, is a rare type in America and is associated with significant events in 
Richmond's history. The Washington Monument features one of the fmest equestrian 
bronze statues in the world. Other sculpms honor famous Virginians and particularly 
m w i a l i z e  several popular Confederate heroes. The remaining buildings in and around 
the square are g o d  examples of their styles and building types and m e  to embellish the 
environs and perimeter of Capitol Square. h addition, many of these buildings are 
associated with personalities and events significant to the lmal history of Richmond 

Finally, the grounds at Capitol Square still reflect aspects from the early- and mid- 
nineteenth -century plans of Gdefroy and Norman, as well as various twentiethcentury 
mW~cations. The general appearance of Capitol Square, however, retains the basic spirit 
of John Notman's 185 1 landscape plan with its i n f d ,  naturalistic style and use of native 
plant species. The plan is significant as one of the first picturesque urban parks in the 
nation. 

It is highly likely that Capitol Square and its environs also could yield archaeological 
information important to Virginia's history, but an archaeological component was not 
included as a part of this survey. 

Capitol S q m  and the buildings and monuments in and adjacent to the square warrant 
nomination to the National Register of Historic Places and the Virginia Landmarks Register 
as the Virginia Capitol Historic District, Many of the buildings in and around the square 
already are listed on the state and national registers. Although several of the other 
remwes, including the Virginia State Library, the Memorial Hospital, the Central 
High way Building, the General AssembI y Building, the Ninth S W t  OEfice Building, the 
Supreme Cow Building, the f m e r  State Planters Bank, and Capitol Square with its 
buildings and monuments, appear eligible individually, a disrict nomination would reflect 
more accurately the significance that the en tire assemblage of buildings, monuments, and 
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landscape features posses as an interrelated unit representing the history and evolution of 
the Capi to1 and its environs. 

Proposed District Boundary 
The proposed Virginia Capitol Historic District (fig. 73) contains Capitol Square and the 
city blocks contiguous with the square, except for the non-contributing buildings on the 
east and southwest. The boundaries have been drawn to include the adjacent blwks that 
form the visual edges of the square and that relate also to the governmental and commercial 
history of the area. 

The northem boundary of the proposed Virginia Capitol Historic D i s ~ c t  p d  along 
B d  Street from Eighth to Fourteenth streets. Encompassing a simcant grouping of 
ninewnth- and twentieth century residential, warehouse, hospital, and office buildings, the 
eastern bundary jogs twice to avoid &ern high-rise intrusions: beginning at the 
intersection of Broad and Fourteenth streets it proceeds south for a short distance along 
Forrrteenth Street; then it turns behind the Department of Highways and Transportation 
Annex and runs west along the alley; then m s  at the intersection of the alley and Old 
Fourteenth S m e t  and pwds south along Old Fourtenth Street; then m at the comer 
of Old Fourteenth and Grace streets and proceeds southwest along Grace S m t  to 
Governor Street; then turns at the intersection of Governor and Grace Streets and proceeds 
south along Governor S m t  to Bank Saeet. The southern boundary, induding two blocks 
of handsom late-ninetenth- and early-twentieth-century bank buildings,u8 jogs once to 
avoid mdern high-rise and infill construction at the southeast m e r  of Twelfth and Bank 
streets: beginning at the intersection of Governor and Banks streets ir p e e d s  west along 
Bank Street to Twelfth Street; then t u n s  at the intersection of Twelfth and Bank streets and 
prtxeeds south along Twelfth Street to Main Smet; and then tums at the intersection of 
Twelfth and Main streets and w e d s  west along Main St- to Ninth Street. The 
western boundary, encompassing the Supreme Court Building, the Ninth Street Office 
Building, and three historic churches, jogs once to avoid modem high-rise construction and 
a recently consrmcted parking garage at the southwest corner of Ninth and Franklin Streets: 
beginning at the intersection of Main and Ninth streets, the western boundary procesds 
north along Ninth Srreet; h e n  turns at the i n t a d o n  of Franklin and Ninth Streets and 
proceeds west along Franklin S a t ;  and finally tums at the intersection of Eranklin and 
Eighth streets and proceeds north along Eighth Street back to Broad Street. 

1 94-0000 1 -WKM Capitol Square 1780 127-521 

194-01-00001 Finance Building 1894 127-521-3 
Capitol Square 

194-0000 1-00002 Washington Building 1924 127-5214 
Twelfth and Bank streets 

194-00001 -00004 Gasoline Testing Lab 1894 127-746 
102 Governor Street 

194-0000 1 -00006 Virginia State Libtary 1940 127- 188 
Eleventh and Capitol s m t s  

2 3 8 ~ i ~  the exception of the Old Virginia Planters Bank at the comw of Mam and Ninth streets. the 
buildings along the south side of Bank Street are under pnvadcorporate ownership. However, due to heir 
signifmt architecmal characm and rela~ively low sale, they w e  as an important buffer m e  for Capitol 
Square from any growth or expansion tha~ may occu m the financial distict to the south of the square. 
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194-0000 1 -00007 Aluminurn Building 1940 127-175 
217 Governor Suleet 

194-00001-00008 Zincke Building 1929 127-749 
203 Governor Smet 

194-0000 1 -00027 Morson's Row 1 I972/1848 127-79-1 
219 Governor Street 

194-00001 -00028 Morson's Row 2 1 972/1848 127-79-2 
22 1 Governor Sneer 

194-0000 1 -0000? Washington Monument 1849- 1869 127- 189 

194-00001-00036 Supreme Court Building 1978/19 19 127-753 
Eighth and FrankIin streets 

194-00001 -00037 Ninth St. Office Building 1966/1922 127-180 

1 94-0000 1-00038 State Capitol 1788 127-2 
Capitol Square 

194-0000 1 -00039 Governor's Mansion 1811-13 127-57 
Capitol Square 

194-0000 1 -00040 Bell Tower 1824 127-121 
101 N. Ninth Street 

1 94-0000 1 -00047 Old City Hall 198111894 127-3 
Tenth and Capitol Street 

194-0000 1 -00048 Morson's Row 3 197211 848 127-79-3 
223 Governor Street 

* 194-00001-00049 Memorial Hospital 1903 127-395 

194-0000 1 -00048 A Garage 1932 127-79-4 
Behind Morson's Row 

194-0000 1 -00039- 1 Governor'sGuestHouse 1812 127-57-2 
Capitol Square 

194-00001-00039-2 Governor's Garage 1835 127-57-3 
Capitol Square 

294-00001-0001 3 EighthSmetOfficeBuilding 1966/1929 127-750 
805 East 3 r d  S e t  

*was surveyed previous1 y as part of the holdings of Virginia C o m n  wealth University's 
MCV campus. 
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The Commonwealth of Virginia is in the process of acquiring properties located on Broad 
Street b e e n  Eight and Ninth streets. These buildings were not included in this survey. 

The Central Highway Building at 1 22 1 East Broad is awned by the Department of 
Transportation. The building was not included on the FAACS list for either the Department 
of General Semces or the Depamnent of Transportation. However, owing to its 
architectural merit and function as the headquartem fur the Depa~rment of Transportation, 
this handsome example of Art Deco/Modem-style archi~~ture should be included as a 
contributing member of the Virginia Capitol Historic Dismct .  See S w e y  ofsfate-Owned 
Propenics: D e p m n t  of Trmporta~~on prepared by Land and Community Assaiates, 
December 1990. 

Other Buildings Owned by the Department of General Services Outside of 
the Capitol Square Area 
Several addiriod resources outside of the environs of Capitol Square are owned by the 
Department of General Services. Some of them are listed in the Virginia Landmarks 
Register and the National Register of Historic Places; these include h e  following: James 
M o m ' s  Tomb in Hol lywd Cemetery, the Confederate Memorial Chapel adjacent to the 
Virginia Museum of Fine A r t s  in the Boulevard Historic Disnict, and the War Carillon in 
B yrd Park The Virginia Museum of Fine Arts. Robinson House, and the Confederate 
Memorial Chapel are included in the Boulevard Historic District. The remaining older 
buildings managed by the Depamnt of Gened Senices have diminished integrity and do 
not appear to warrant nomination ar this time. An archaeological component was not a part 
of this survey. 

194-00009-00029 FourthStreetOfficeBuilding 1976/1923 127-764 
Fourth and Grace streets 

194-00009-000 1 8 Confederate Memorid 194112 884 127-224 
2900 Gruve Avenue 

194-00009-000 19 Robinson House 194111884 127-741 
320 North Blvd, 

194-00009-000 19A Robinson House Garage 189211 885 127-74 1-2 

194-000 10-0002 1 James Monroe's Tomb 1858 127-22 1 
H o i l y w d  Cemetey 

194-000 10-00044 BmdStreetStationABC 1975/1936 127-769 
Store 101,2626 Broad St. 

f 94-W11-00050 Power Plan1 1975/1916 127-226-2 
2500 W. Broad Street 

1 94-000 1 5 - W  Caril lo~l l  Tower 1926 127-387 
I3 yrd Park 

194-00 102-CW001 Central Warehouse 1976/1945 127-772 
Twelfth and Dinwiddie Ave. 

194-00102-CW003 S turage 1976/1946 127-773 
Twelfth and Dinwiddie Ave. 
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Central Warehouse 197611945 127-774 
Twelfth and Dinwiddie Ave. 
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CURRENT PRESERVATION POLICIES AND LEGISLATION 

National Role in Historic Preservation 
Reserving historic resources has been a national policy since the passage of the Antiquities 
Act of 1906; significant expansion in historic preservation has occmed through the 
subsquent Historic Sites Act of 1935 and the National Historic Reservation Act of 1966, 
as amended. These Iast two acts made the Secretary of the lnteriar responsible for 
maintaining the National Register of Historic Places, a list of properties that have been 
evaluated as significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and 
culture, and found to be worthy of preservation. The National Park Senice maintains and 
expands the National Register of Hi storjc Places on behalf of the Secretary of the Interior. 

Nominations to the National Register for state-owned propacies in Virginia are made by the 
State Historic Preservation Officer, who is also the Director of the Dqamnent of Historic 
Resources. Federal agencies request determinations of eligibility for properties that are 
subject to Federal, federally assisted, m federally licensed activities in accordance with 
Section 1 06 of the National Historic Reservation Act, as amended. For state-owned 
properties, a National Register designation accomplishes the following: 

increases public awareness of historic resources and rnay encourage 
preservation, 
may mitigate the negative impact of projects where there is federal 
involvement, but 
does not r e s ~ c t  the use of private funds. 

Role of the Department of Conservation and Historic Resources 
The General Assembly, in recognition of the value of the commonwealth's cultural 
resources, provides for the review by the Deparrment of Historic Resources of all 
rehabilitation and restoration plans for state-owned properties listed in the Virgmia 
hdmarks Register to insure the preservation of their historic and architectural integrity. 
In this respect the V i n i a  Landmarks Register is a planning tool in the protection and wise 
use of significant historic p e e s  in the commonwealth. 

Enabling Legislation 
The specific provisions for review are defined in the 1990 Appropriations Act, 1990 
Session, Virginia Acts of Assembly, Chapter 972, Section 4-4.01 .(o): 

State-Owned Registered Historic Landmarks: To guarantee that the 
historical and/or a r c h i t e c d  integrity of any state-owned properties listed on the 
Virginia Lidmarks Register and the knowledge to be gained from mhaeologicd 
sites will not be adversely affected because of inappropriate changes, the heads of 
those agencies in charge of such properties are directed to submit dl plans for 
significant a1 terations, remaleling, redecoration, restoration, or repairs that may 
basically alter the appearance of the smcture, landscaping, or demolition to the 
Department of Historic Resources. Such plans shall be reviewed within thirty days + 

and the comments of that Department shall be submitted to the govmor through the 
D e p m n t  of General Services far use in making a final determination. 

The 19% Appropriations Act, which supersedes the similar provisions of the earlier 
appropriations acts, places into the code the provisions of Executive Order Forty -Seven 
issued by Governor Mills Gdwin in 1976. In that executive order Governor Godwin 
stared the rationale for safeguarding stareawned historic resources: 
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Virginia's many historic landmarks are among her most priceless possessions. The 
preservation of this historic resource should k of prime concern to all citizens. As 
Governor, I believe the commonwealth should set an exampie by maintaining State- 
owned properties listed on the Virginia Landmds Register according to the highest 
possible standards. 

Departmental Policy and Authority 
Hugh C. Miller, as director of The Department of Hi sturic Resources, is vested with the 
authority and responsibility for review of all plans for significant alterations, modeling, 
redecoration, restoration, and repairs that may basically alter the integrity of state-owned 
registered historic landmarks, and to provide comments reIatsd LO such plans to the 
governor of the commonwealth, through the Department of General Services. 

Application and Review Procedures 
The 1940 Appropriations Act directs the heads of state agencies in charge of state-owned 
landmark properties to submit all plans for significant alterations, remodeling, redecoration, 
restoration, or repairs that may basically alter the appearance of the structure, landscaping, 
w demolition to the Department of Histaic Resources. Although capital projects represent 
the most obvious state-funded activities that affect historic resources, state agencies should 
notify the Department of any remodeling, redecoration, res tdon,  or repair that could 
affect the structure or visual c b e r  of a state-owed landmark or ~~~haeological site. 
Even such normal maintenance including repointing brickwok, cleaning masonry, painting 
w d w o r k ,  or landscaping can compromise the integrity of a landmark if not done in 
accordance with the Secretary of rk Interior's Sta&ds for Rehabilitarion. The Standards 
encompass the most widely accepted principles regarding work undertaken on historic 
buildings in the United States and are used in review of all Federal projects involving 
historic properties l i s d  in or eligible for listing in the the National Register of Historic 
Places. The Virginia Depamnent of Historic Resources uses the S?un&rds as a basis for 
evaluating proposed alterations to state-owned historic landmarks. The Standards are 
available without cost 6om the Department of Historic Resources. 

PRESERVATION AND MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
Department of General Services properties lwated in and around Capitol Square in 
Richmond comprise an outstanding collection of historic properties, which, taken together, 
tell the stwy of the development of state government in Virginia. Although used primarily 
for governmental pqmses they possess inhmn t historic and design values that must be 
respected. The necessary first step in their preservation is a recognition by the 
commonwealth that these resources are indeed significant. % mognition should be 
accomplished through the listing of a Virginia Capitol Historic Disaict in the Virginia 
Landmarks Register and nomination to the National Register of Historic Places, and 
through the adoption of an official preservation policy by the Department of General 
Setvices. This policy statement should reiterare the historical and design importance of the 
Capi to1 Complex, emphasizing its importance in the design and histmy of state government 
in Virghia. Furthermore, the statement should pledge the Department of General Services 
to a course of using wisely the historic resources that have been entrusted to its care. 

The Department of General Services needs to incoxprate preservation spmhsts in their 
planning andlor buildings and grounds staffs, perhaps through the Division of Architecture 
and Engineering. An existing employee wuld be given ~sponsibility far historic resources 
and provided with specialized training and educarion through workshops, conferences, or 
academic courses in historic presemation. This employee should work close1 y with state 
personnel at the Depamnent of Historic Resources in developing and implementing 
preservation strategies. The Governor's Commission to Study Historic Reservation in its 
final 1988 repon called for the establishment of a curatorial position within state 
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government that would be the steward of a l l  historic properties. Establishment of this 
p s i  tion in the Department of Historic Resources would be of benefit to all divisions of 
state government but particularly to the Department of General Services. 

A comprehensive premation plan needs to k developed that can be incmpmed into the 
future overall master plan for Capitol Square. Just as impartant as a master plan, however, 
is the development of a maintenance plan based on the Seeremy's Smndards to ensure that 
Imth historic buildings and landscapes in the Capitol Complex are given p r o p  care. AN 
fitwe master plans, renovations, and additions to historic buildings should incarpate the 
principles of the Star&-& and acknowledge the importance of preserving the integrity of 
the historic re,some. Additionally, a historic structures repart should be w a r d  for each 
major building in the prnposed Capitol Square district to document existing conditions and 
determine future priorities. Similarly, a historic landscape repart should accomplish the 
same for the square itself. The Deparmen t of General Services should ensure that all 
future planning consultants, architects, engineers, and landscape architects are well- 
i n f m m d  concerning the nature of the historic resource and its integrity and have the ability 
and experience to work successfully in a histmic environment. 

Although proper conservation for historic documents and drawings should be provided in a 
centralized location such as the State Library, the Department of General Services also 
needs an accessible colIection of historic research materials, including photographs and 
architecrural drawings, that can be used regularly on a daily basis and for continuing 
research concerning the histary and design of each institution. The department needs to 
continue w work closely with and support the findings and recommendations of such 
groups as the Citizen's Advisory Council on Interpreting and Furnishing the Executive 
Mansion. 

Since this survey has been only an initial effort in documen tation and evaluation, the 
Department of Historic Resources and the Department of General Senices should continue 
to study and analyze &sign history, taking care to keep the other agencies informed of any 
new findings. The Depament of Histwic Resources needs to allow in its future work 
plans far the peridic updating, documentation, and evaluation of exisring conditions at all 
state-owned properties included in this survey, 

Capitol Square cannot absorb new infill construction without suffering a loss of integrity. 
The square exhibits a d e l i h e  balance ktween open and ki l t  space which over time has 
come to achieve significance in its own right. Areas of green lawn should not be paved or 
filled in with large scale landscape elements. Similarly, significant views into and out of 
the square need to be protected h m  intrusions, 

Existing entrance features and walls should k retained. In most instances the walls, gates, 
and other features also are sigrHficant features in their own right. Historic plant materials 
deserve professional care. Efforts need to lx made to treat diseased or damaged specimen 
trees. When an existing tree is lost, a replacement of the same species or one that has a 
similar design inrent should be considered if the lost me was significant. 

In the fum there may be a need to inmrpomte into the square certain contemporary 
landscape features such as trash meptacles, increased lighting, and signs that did not =cur 
historically. Zn such instances locations, compatibility, and appropriateness in materials 
and design need to be considered. Lighting to meet tday's safety and security needs 
should be unobtrusive with consideration given to lighting from trees, uplighting, and 
dowdighting. Determining appropriate unobtrusive locations for heat pumps and air 
conditioning units and access areas for sewice vehicles, dumpsters, and other utilitarian 
f e a m  is J so important ro maintaining the integrity of Capitol Square. 
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Map of Williamsburg , Virginia and environs (c. 1 630). 
(From Rutherford Goodwin's A brief & r ue  report concerning 
WiiIiamsburg in Virginia: being an account of the most inpurrant 
occurrences in rhar place ftom its first beginning rn the present time fourth 
abridged edition, W i s b u r g  : Colonial Willimburg, Incorporated 
1941, frontispiece, Chapter One) 
Map of the City of Williamsburg drawn in f 69!J, redrawn in 1940 after the 
original in the British Publick Records Office. 
(From -win's A brief & true report concerning Williamsburg in 
Virginia: being an account of the most imponam occurrences in rhar place 
from its first beginning to the presenr rime, frontispiece, Chapter Two) 
The Capitol in Williarnsburg from an engraving made in 1740 commonly 
referred to as "The Bodleian Plate," preserved in the Bodleian Library, 
Ox ford. 
(From Henry-Russell Hitchcock and William Seale's Temples of 
Democracy: The state capitols of the USA, New Yo* and London: 
Hmourt Brace Jovanovich, 1976) 
Conjectural elevation of the Capitol at Williamsburg as built 1751-54, by 
Calloway Jones for the Victorian Society in America. 
(From Hitchcock and Seale's Temples of Democraq: Tht stare capimls of 
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The Cunningham Warehouse (c.  1780). 
(From Fiske.KimMlls T ~ E  Capitol of Virginia: A L a h r k  of American 
Architecture, Richmond: Virginia State Library and Archives, 1989, p. 16) 
Map showing Richmond when h o l d  raided the town on 5-6 January 
1781. 
(From Henry Wards Richmond: An Illustrated History, Northridge: 
California, W indsor Publications, 1985, p. 35) 
The emliest proposed extension of the original town pl& of Richmond, 
c. 1780, by Thomas Jefferson. The map shows the whole proposed 
extension of the town, with approximate1 y four hundred new lots, four to a 
blcck, between the s m t s  at right angles. The lots on Shockce Hill end at 
the winding road (now Governor S w t )  in the northeast portion of the map. 
(From Fiske Kimball's "Jefferson and the Public Buildings of Virginia: D. 
Richmond, 1779-1780," reprinted from The Hmngron Library Quarter@, 
in Rococo to Romanticism: Art and Architecture 1700-1850 (New York: 
Garland Publishing, Inc., 19761, rp. 17) 
Plan of the Shockoe Hill area, c. 17 80, by Thomas Jefferson. The map 
deals with the S hmkoe Elill area specifically, regulariing the neighboring 
streets, and adding further lots on the north to H (now Broad) Saeet and 
beyond. 
(From KimWs, "Jefferson and the Public Buildings of Virginia: 11. 
Richmond, 1779-1780," p. 18) 
The lots on Shockoe Hill designated for Capitol Square, c. 1780, by 
Thomas Jefferson. The map provided for new east-wes t streets n o d  of G 
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Fig. 19. 
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Sketch Plan for a Hall of Justice, c. 1780, by Thomas Jefferson. Both fmt 
and second flours are shown (the second-floor plan is shown above the 
first-floor plan). The plans are oriented left to right, with the main enmce 
on the left side. 
(From Kimball's, "Jefferson and the Public B llildings of Virginia: II. 
Richmond, 1779- 1780," p. 19) 
Jefferson's earliest plans for the Capitol, first story (left) showing his first 
experiment with wlmed porticoes at both ends of the building, second 
story (right) putting the Senate chamber directly abve the House of 
Delegates (c. 1780). 
(From Kimball's The Capitol of Virginia: A k d m u r k  of American 
Architecture , p. 10) 
The Directors' 1 785 ink-and-wash sketch now preserved in the Coolidge 
Collection, Massachusetts Historical Society (K 109/N272). 
(From Kimball's, The Capitol of Virginia: A Lamhark of American 
Architecwe , p. 28) 
Plans of the Maison Can& published by Palladio in 1570 ('left) and by 
Charles-Louis CI&isseau in 1778 (right). 
(From KimbaU's T k  Capirol of Virginia: A kndmark of American 
Architecrure , p. 3 1) 
Jefferson's first plan, draw after he received the director's sketch, 
(c. 1785). 
(Fmm Kimball's, The Capitol of Virginia: A L o n h a r k  of American 
Architecwe, p. 32) 
Jefferson's second plan showing his artempts to locate the int &or rooms 
after Palladia's theories of proportion (c. 1785); here Jefferson indicates 
shallow pwticoes, departing radically from Clkrisseau' s &el. 
(From K i m b a s  The Capitol of Virginia: A -k of American 
Architecture, p. 35) 
Jefferson's third plan showing further experiments with the interior 
arrangements including the widening of the north and south mms at the 
expense of the monumental atrium (c. 1785). 
(From Kimball's The Capitol of Virginia: A Landmark of American 
Archirecnve, p. 35) 
Jefferson's first elevation, showing shallow porticoes at bth ends with 
Ionic capitals; there are no piiasters on the side elevation, and there is a 
skylight in the center of the roof (c. 1785). 
(From Kimball's The Capiwl of Virginia: A Landmark of American 
Architectwe, p. 37) 
Jean-Piem Foquet's plaster mode1 of the Virginia State Capitol according 
to Cl~risseau's and Jefferson's specifications, finish4 and shipped from 
France in 1786. 
(Fmm Kimball's The Capitol of Virginia: A Landmark of American 
Architecture, p. 44) 
Jefferson's final front elevation with Ci&isseauls nomtions (c. 1785). 
(From Frederick Doveton Nichols's T b m  Jefferson S Architecwd 
Drawings, fifth edition. Boston and Charlottesville: Massachusetts 
Historical Society, The Tho& Jefferson Memorial Foundation and The 
University Press of Virginia, 1 984, no. 11)  
Jefferson's final side elevation with Cl&sseauls notations (c. 1785). 
(From Nichols's Thomas Jefferson's Architectural Drawings, no. 1 3) 
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Design for the United States Capitol submitted by Samuel Dobie in the 
competition of 1792. 
(From I. T. Frary 's Thomas Jeferson Architect and Builder , Richmond: 
Garrett and Massie, 1950, plate 16) 
Engraved frontispiece to the Virginia Almanac for 1 802 showing the Capitol 
with its side entrance and the wood bell tower in front. 
(From Mary Wingfield Scott and hui se  F. Catterd's Virginia S Capitol 
Square, Its Buildings & Its Monuments , Richmond: The Valentine 
Museum, 1957, p. 4) 
View of h e  City of Richmond from the banks of the James River in April 
1796, depict& in watercolor by Benjamin Henry Latrobe. 
(From Ward's Richmond: An I llwtrated History, p. 54) 
Watercolor sketch of the Capitol in 1797 still without its capitals, 
presumably without stucco, and showing the Bell Tower, by Benjamin 
Henry Latrobe. 
(Fmm William SeaIet s Virginia's Erecutive Manrion: A History of the 
GoverrwrS House., Richmond: Virginia State Library and Archives, 
1988, p. 7) 
View of Richmond (c . 1 805). 
(From Alexander Wil bourne Weddell's Richmond Virginia in Old Prints 
1 737- 1887, Richmond: Johnson Publishing Company, 1 932, plate X) 
Jefferson's sketch for a Governof s Palace showing one-quaner of a 
building modelled after Palladia's Villa Rohurda (c. 1780). 
(From Kimball's "Jefferson and the Public Buildings of Virginia: 
Richmond, 1 779- 1 7 80, " figure 4) 
Jefferson's sketch for a Governor's Palace showing half a Villa Rohutda 
with an octagon in place of a rotunda, 
(From Kimball's "Jefferson and the Public Buildings of Virginia: 
Richmond, 1779-1780," fig. 8) 
Ori@ plans for the Govemot s Mansion by Alexander Parris. 
(From Seale's Virginia's Executive Mamion: A History of the Governor's 
House, p. 21) 
Facade, courthouse, c. 1 8 16, redrawn after Godefroy 's building. 
( l k m  Robert L. Alexandef s The Architecture of Maximdim Godefroy 
Baltimore and hndon: The Johns Hopkins University Ress, 1974, p . 128) 
Plans, courthouse, c. 18 16, redrawn after Godehy's building. 
(From Alexandet s The Archireemre of M a ~ i ~ 1 i a . n  Go&poy , p. 129) 
Watercolor representation of the front elevation of the Virginia and Farmer's 
Banks (c.  1860). 
(From Alexan&?s The Architecture of Mamamm'lian Godefroy , p. 1 3 1 ) 
Micajah Bates, plan of the City of Richmond, 1 8 35, detail, showing Capitol 
Square. 
(From Alexander's The Architecture ofhfaximilian Godefroy , fig. 1) 
"The Richmond Light Infanay Blues, " lithograph showing a view of the 
Capitol and the Governor's Mansion with accompanying landscape 
plantings (1841). 
(From WBddeU's Richmond Virginia in Old Prints 1 73 7-1887, plate 
XXXvm) 
The Ben Tower, pen drawing (1 865). 
(From Weddell's Richmond Virginia in Old Prints 1 737-1 887, plate LXV) 
The Governox's Mansion, w d  engraving (c. 1835) 
(From John G,  Zehmer, Jr. and Samh Shields Driggs's "Worthy of Its 
Pqoses': The Changing Face of the Governor's Mansion," Virginia 
Cavalcade, Vol. 37, no. 3, Winter, 1 9 8 8 , ~ .  127) 
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Fig. 53. 

Fig. 54. 

Map of the City of Richmond (1856). 
(From Weddell's Richmond Virginia in Old Prim I73 7-1887, plate XLI) 
Laurel Hill Cemetery, general view ( 1 844). 
(From Constance M.Greiffs John Notman, Architect 181 0-1865, 
Philadelphia: The Athenaeum of Philadelphia, 1979, p. 53) 
"Plan of H o l l y w d  Cemetery" (c.  1 850). 
(From Greiffs John Notman, Architect 1810-1865, p. 143) 
Capi to1 Square, general view (c. 1 860). 
(From Seale's Virginia's Executive Mansion: A History of the Governor's 
Houe ,  p. 49) 
Monroe Park (c.  1910). 
(From Ward's Richmond: An Illustrated History , p. 2 1 1 ) 
Washington Monument, photograph, Apnl 1865. 
(From Scott and Carterall's Virginia's Capitol Square, Irs Buildings & Its 
Monuments , p. 24) 
Henry Clay Monument (c. 1900). 
(From Scoa and Catterall's Virginia's Capiml Square, I ts  Buildings & Its 
Monuments , p. 30) 
Map of the City of Richmond showing the burnt Disaicts (c. 1865). 
(From Weddell's Richmod Virginia in Old Prints 1 73 7-1887, plate 
Lxxrr) 
Virginia Srate Capitol, "Flank Elevation." by Albert Lybrock (1 85 8). 
(From KirnbU s The Capitol of Virginia: A Landmark of American 
Archirecme, p. 61) 
Virginia State Capitol, "hngitudinal Section," by Alkrt Lybrock ( 1 858). 
(From Kimball's The Capirol of Vjrginia: A L a d m a r k  of American 
Architecture, p. 61) 
Capitol Square (Apnl 1865). 
(From Scott and Catterall 's Virginia's Capitol Square, I ts  Buildings & Its 
Monumenrs ) 
The collapse of the Capitol gallery (1 870). 
(From Virginius Dabney's Richmond: The Story of a Ciry , New York: 
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1976, fig. 26) 
The Governor's Mansion, at w d s  end showing original architectural 
details including the balusters, and panels and swags, carte de viste (1 865). 
(Fmm Zehmer and Driggs's "'Worthy of Its Purposes': The Changing Face 
of the Governor's Mansion," p. 130) 
The Governor's Mansion, photograph (c. 1880). 
(From Swtt and Catterall's Virginia's Capitol Square, Its Buildings & Its 
Motuunents, n.p.) 
The Ciry of Richmond, 1876, by F. W. Beers & Co. 
(Fmrn Weddell's Richmnd Virginia in Old Prim 1 737-1887, plate 
L W W  
Bird's-eye view, Capitol Square surrounds, looking west from the corner 
of Governor and Bank streets (c. 1924). 
(From Sketches of Richmond, Virginia, U.S A., Richmond: Central 
Publishing Co., Inc., 1924, p. 7) 
Capitol Square (c. 1924). 
(From Sketches of Richmond, Virginia, USA., p. 5 )  
The Virginia State Library (c, 1924). 
(From Sketches of Richmond, Virginia, USA., p. 6 )  
The State Office Building (c. 1924). 
(From Sketches of Richmond, Virginia, USA., p. 8) 
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Fig. 70. 

Fig. 71. 
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Fig. 73. 

The Aluminum Building on its way to a new site (14 November 1939). 
(From Fifry Years in Richmond 1898-1948: A PIrotographic Review, 
Richmond, The Valentine Museum, 1948) 
Bird's-eye view, Capitol Square, showing newly constructed Virginia State 
Library in the early 1940s (just left of center, above the Capitol). 
morn Harry M. Ward's Richmond: An Illustrated History, Northridge, 
Ca.: Windsor Publications, Inc., p. 244) 
Interior view to north, looking from the entrance foyer toward the main 
lobby, Virginia State Library (1941), 
(From The Commonwealrh, volume VIII, no. 10, October 1941, p. 7) 
Interior view to east, main lobby, Virginia State Library (199 1). 
(Land and Community Associates) 
The Governois Mansion, HABS survey (Summer 1987), 
(From D m  file 127-57) 
Detail of swag by William Pain. 
From "Rediscovering the 'Governo+ s House,"' Historic Richmond 
Foundation News, Winter, 1988, DHR file 127-57) 
Parapet at Hampstead, New Kent County, built c. 1825. 
(From "Rediswvering the 'Governor's House,"' DHR file 1 27-57) 
The Governofs Mansion, h n t  elevation, by Henry Browne (1988). 
(From Sale's Virginia's Executive Mansion: A History of the Governor's 
House, p. 172) 
Hotel Richmond (c. 1924). 
(From Sketches of Richmond, Virginia, USA., p. 10) 
St. Claire Hotel, lithograph by F. W. Beers (1876). 
(From Weddell's Richmond Virginia in Old Prints 1 737-1887, pla re XC) 
Interior view to west, marble lobby, Ninth S e t  Office Building (1 991 ). 
(Land and Community Asswiates) 
Morson's Row, photograph (c. 1920). 
(From Mary Wingfield Scort's Houses of 0 Id Richmond, Richmond: The 
Valentine Museum, 1941, p. 292) 
View to west, court room, Supreme Court (1991). 
(Land and Community Associates) 
City Hall, rendering amibuted to Elijah E. Myers, architect (c. 1880). 
(From Ward's Richmond: An Illustrated History, p. 2 14) 
View to east from third- story stair landing, Richmond City Hall, prior to 
renovation (c. 1982). 
(From Robert P. Winthrop's Architeewe in Do wnrown Richmond, 
Richmond: Historic Richmond Foundation, 1982, p. 52) 
Proposed legislative facilities, Capi to1 Square (c. 1973). 
(DHR File no. 127-527) 
Mater Site Plan: State Capitol Area, by Ballou and Justice, Architects & 
Engineers (April 1970). 
(Plan furnished by Bill Campbell, Division of Enginwing and 
Buildings) 
Confederate Soldieis Home (c. 1900). 
(Erom Ward's Richmond: An IIIusttated History, p. 1 43) 
Virginia Capitol Historic District, 199 1. 
(Land and Community Associates) 



Fig. I .  Map of Williamsburg, Virginia and environs (c .  1630). 
(From Rutherfoord Good win's A brief & rrue report concerning 
Williamburg in Virginia: being an account qfrhe mosr imporrant 
occurrences in rhatplacefrom irsfirst beginning ro the presertr time fourth 
abridged edition, Williamsbu~g: Colonial Williams burg, Incorporated, 
194 1, frontispiece, Chapter One) 





Fig. 3. The Capitol in Williamsburg from an engraving made in 1740 commonfy 
referred to as 'me Bodleian Plate," preserved in the Bodleaian Library, 
Oxford. 
(From Henry-Russell Hitchcock and William Seale's TempIes of 
Demcracy: T;te slate capirols of the USA, New York and London: 
Harcourt Bracz Jovanovich, 1976) 
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Fig. 4. Conjectural elevation of the Capitol at Wllliamsburg as built 175 1 -54, by 

Calloway Jones for the Victorian Society in America. 
(From Hi tc hcwk and Seale's Temples of Democracy: The stare capitol5 of 
the USA, p. 15) 



Fig. 5 .  The Cunningham Warehouse (c.  1780). 
F r o m  Fiske.Kimball's The Capitol of Virginia: A Landmark of American 
Architecture, Richmond: Virginia State Library and Archives, 1989, p. 16) 



Fig. 6 .  Map showing Richmond when Arnold raided the town on 5-6 3anua 
1781. 
(From Henry Ward's Richmond: An Illustrated H i s r o ~ ,  Northridge 
California, W i ~ d s o r  Publications, 1985, p. 35) 
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Fig. 7. The earliest proposed ex~nsion of the original town plan of Richmond, 
c. 1780, by Thomas Jefferson. The map shows the whole proposed 
extension of the town, wiLh approximately four hundred new lots, four to a 
block, ktween the streets at right angles. The lots on Shockoe Elill end at 
the winding road (now Governor Street) in the northeast pomon of the map. 
(From Fiske Kimball's "Jefferson and the Public Buildings of Virginia: 11. 
Richmond, 1 779- 17 80," =printed h m  The Huntington Library Quarter&, 
in Rococo ro Romalrticism: Art and Archirectwe 1 700- 1850 (New York: 
Garland Publishing, Inc., 1976), p. 17) 



Fig. 8. Plan of the Shock& Hill area, c. 1780, by Thomas Jefferson. The map 
deals with the Shockoe Hill area specifically, mgularifing the neighbaring 
seeets, and addmg further lots on the nonh to H (now Broad) Street and 
kyond. 
(From Kimball's, "Jefferson and rhe Public Buildings of Virginia: 11. 
Richmond, 1779- 1780," p. 18) 



Fig. 9. The lots on Shackoe Hill designated for Capitol Sqm, c. 1780, by 
Thomas Jefftrson. The map provided for new cast-west streets north of G 
(Grace) Street and south of F (FmMh) Street, closing F and G streets 
within the Capitol Squm a m ,  and creating the presentday Capitul and 
Bank streets. Eleventh and Twelfth m t s  were left apen across the 
Capitol Square m a  fmm north to south, dividing the land into three 
separate parcels. 
(From Kimball's, "Jefferson and the Public Buildings of Virginia: II. 
Richmond, 1779- 1780," p. 18) 



Fig. 10. Sketch Ran for a Hall of Justice, c. 1780, by Thomas Jefferson. Both first 
and second flows are shown (the second-flom plan is shown above the 
first-floor plan). The plans arc oriented left to right, with the main enmce 
on the left side. 
(From KimbaIl's, "JeRmn and the Public Buildings of Virginia: II. 
Richmond, 1779- 1780," p. 19) 



Fig. 11. Jefferson's earliest plans for the Capitol, first story (left) showing his first 
txptrimnt with cohmned porticoes at both ends of the building, second 
story (right) putting the Senate chamber d h d y  above the House of 
Delegates (c. 1780). 
(From Kirnball's The Capitol of Virginia: A L a d r k  of American 
Architecture , p. 10) 
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2, The Directors' 1785 ink-and-wash sketch now prtwcd in the Coolidge 
Collection, Massachuseus Historical Society (K 109/N272). 
(From Kimball's, The CupiroI of Virginia: A Lo-k ofAmerican 
Architecwe , p. 28) 
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Fig. 13. Plans of the Maison Can& published by Palladio in 1570 (left) and by 
Charles-Louis ClMsseau in 1778 (right). 
From KimbaJl's The Capiwl of Virginia: A m r k  of American 
Architectwe , p. 3 1) 



Fig. 14. Jefferson's first plm, drawn after he received the director's sketch, 
(c. 1785). 
(From Kimball's, Tk Capitol of Virginia: A Landmark of American 
Archic~crure, p. 32) 

Fig. 15. Jefferson's second plan showing his attempts to locate the interior rooms 
after Palladio's thcories of proportion (c. 1785); here Jefferson indicates 
shallow porticoes, departing radically from Clk15sscau's model. 
(From Kimball's The Capid of Virginiu: A Lanmnark of American 
Architecture, p. 35) 



Fig. 16. Jefferson's third plan showing further experiments with the h t e r i ~  
arrangements including the widening of the narth 4 south m m s  at 
expenst of the monumtal amum (c. 1785). 
(From KimWs T k  Capitol of Virginia: A W r k  of American 
Architecture, p. 35) 
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Ionic capitals; there ae no plasters on the side elevation, and there is a 
skylight in the center of the rmf (c. 1785). 
(From Kimbd's The Copiwl of Virginia: A h d n u r k  of American 
Architecture, p. 37) 

w 

to C~*SC~U'S 'and ~ i f f m n ' s  specification< finished and-shipped from 
Franct in 1786. 
(From KimWs The Cppitol of Virginia: A LMdmork of American 
Architecture, p. 4-41 



Fig. 19. Jeffason's final front elevation with Clbisseau's notations (c. 1785). 
(Frum Frederick Doveton Nichols's Thomas Jeflrson's Architecwal 
Drawings, fifth dtion, Boston and Charlome: Maswhusttts 
Historical Society, The Thomas Jeffemn Memorial Foundation and The 
University Atss of Virginia, 1984, no. 1 1 ) 
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Fig. 20. Jefferson's final side elevation with Clkrisseau's notations (c. 1785). 
(From Nichols's Thomas JMerson's Architectural Drawings, no. 1 3) 
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Fig. 21. D a i g n  for the United States Capitol submitted by ~ a k u c l  M e  in the 
competition of 1792. 
(From I .  T. Frary 's Thomas Jefferson Architect and Builder , Kc hmond: 
Garrett and Massie, 1950, plate 16) 

Fig. 22. Engraved frontispiece to the Virginia Almannc for 1802 showing the Capi to1 
with its side entrance and the frame bell tower in front. 
(Fmm Mary Wingfield Scott and Louise F. Catmall's Virginia's Capirol 
Square, Its Buiidings & Its Monuments , Richmond: The Valentine 
Museum, 1957, p. 4) 



Fig. 23. View of the City of Richmond from the banks of the James River in Apnl 
1 796, depicted in watercolor by Benjamin Henry Latmbe. 
(From Ward's Richnwnd: An Illustmred History, p. 54) 
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Fig. 24. Watercolor sketch of the Capitol in 1797 st i l l  without its capitals, 
presemably without stucco, and showing the Bell Tower, by Benjamin 
Henry Latrobe. 
(From William Seale's Virginia's Executive Mansion: A History of the 
Governor's Home, Richmond: Virginia State Library and Archives, 
1988, p. 7) 



.- Fig. 25. View of Richmond (c. 1805). 
From Alexander Wilburne WeddcU's Rickniond Virginia in OId Prinrs 
1737-2887, Richmond: Johnson Publishing Company, 1932, plate X) 



Fig. 26. 

Fig. 27. 
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Jefferson's sketch for a ~ovcmods Palace showing one-quancr of a 
building mdtllcd after P W o ' s  Villa Rohurda (c. 1780). 
(Fmm Kimball's "Jefferson and the Public Buildings of Virginia: 
Richmond, 1 779- 17 80, " figure 4) 
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Jefferson's sketch far a Govcmor's Palace showing half a Villa R O W  
with an octagon in place of a mtunda. 
(From KimWs "Jefferson and the Public Buildings of Virginia: 
Richmond, 1779-1780," f i ~ .  8) 



Fig. 28. Original plans for rhe ~ov&ar's Mansion by Alexander Pds. 
(From Scale's Virginia S Executive Mansion: A History of the Governor's 
House, p. 21) 

Fig. 29. Facade, courthouse, c. 1% 1 6, d r a w n  after Godcfroy's building. 
(From R o b  L. Alexandds The Architeewe of Maxim'/i#n Godefroy 
Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins University Ress, 1 974, p. 128) 



Fig. 30, 

Fig. WattrcoIor representation of the front elevation of the Virginia and Farmer's 
Banks (c. 1860). 
(From Alexander's The Archirecwe of Maximilian G h f r o y ,  p. 131) 



Fig. 32, Micajah Bates, plan of the City of Richmond, 1 835, detail, showing Cap 
S~uare. 
(F;om Alexander's The Architecture of Maximiliion Godef t~y  . fig. 1) 



Fig. 33. 'Tht Richmond Light Infantry Blues." lithograph showing a view of the 
Capitol and the Gwunor's Mansion with ammpanying Iandsc8pc 
planhngs (1841). 
Wrn Weddell's Richmond Virginia in Old P r i m  J 737- 1887, plate 
XXXvm) 
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Fig. 34, The Bell Towu, pen drawing (1865). 
(From Weddell's Richmond Virginia in Old Prints 1 737-1887, plate LXV) 



Fig. 35, The Gavemais Mansion, wood engraving (c. 18 35) 
(From John G. Zthmer, Jr. and Ssuah Shields Driggs's "Wwthy of Its 
Purposes': The Changing Face of the Governor's Mansion," Virginia 
Cavalcade, Val. 37, no. 3, Winter, 1988, p. 127) 





Fig. 37. Laurel Hill Cemetery, gened view (1 844). 
(From Constance M.Greiff s John Notman, Architect 1810-1865, 
Philadelphia: The Athenaeum of Pfiiladelphia, 1979, p. 53) 

Fig. 38. "Pian of Hol l y w d  Cemetery" (c. 1850). 
(Fmm Greiffs John Norman, Architect 1810-1865, p. 143) 



Fig. 39. Capitol Square, general view (c. 1860). 
From Stale's Virginia's Executive Mansion: A History olf the Governor's 
House, p. 49) 



Fig. 40. Monroe Park (c. 1910). 
(From Ward's Richmond: An Illustrated Hishry , p. 21 1) 



Fig. 41. Washington Monument, photograph, April 1 865. 
(From Scott and Carterall's Virginia's Capirol Square, Its Buildings & Its 
Monuments , p. 24) 



Fig. 42. Henry Clay Monument (c. 1900). 
(From Scott and Carterall's Virginia's Capitol Squore, I t s  Buildings & 1 ~ 5  
Monuments , p. 30) 





Fig. 44. Virginia State Capitol, "Flank Elevation," by Albert Lybrock (1858). 
From Kimball' s The Capiiw I of Virginia: A Landmark of American 
Architemre, p. 61) 
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Fig. 45. Virginia StagCapitol, "Longitudinal Section," by Albert Lybrak (1858). 
(From Kirnball's The Capitol of Virginia: A Lanthark of American 
Architecmre, p. 61) 



Fig. 46. Capitol Square (April 1865). 
CFTorn Scott and Canerall's Virginia's Capiml Square, ILF Buildings & Its 
Monuments ) 



Fig. 47. The collapse of the Capitol gallery (1 870). 
(From Virginius Dabney's Rictvttond: The Story of lr City, New York: 
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1976, fig. 26) 



Fig. 48. The Govmor's Mansion, at war's end showing original architectural 
details including the balusters, and panels and swags, carte de vise ( 1 865). 
(From Zehmer and Driggs's "'Worthy of Its Purposes': The Changing Face 
of the Governor's Mansion," p. 130) 



Fig. 49. The Governo+s Mansion, photograph (c. 1 880). 
(From Scott and C a t t d ' s  Virginia's Capitol Square, Its Buildings & Irs 
Monuments, n.p.) 

Fig. 50. The City of Richmond 1876, by F. W. Been & Co. 
From Weddell's R ichmolnd Virginia in Old Prim 1 737- 1887, plate 
WUOCVII) 



Fig. 51. Bird's-eye view, Capitol Square surrounds, Imking west from the corner 
of Governor and Bank saeets (c .  1924). 
(From Sketches of Richmond, Virginia, U.S A., Richmond: Central 
Publishing Co., Inc., 1924, p. 7) 

Fig. 52. Capitol Square (c. 1924). 
(From Sketches of Richmond, Virginia, USA ., p. 5 )  



Fig. 53. The Virginia State Library (c. 1924). 
From Skeruhes of Richmond, Virginia, U.SA., p. 6 )  



Fig. 54. The State Office Building (c. 1924). 
(Fmm Sketches of Richmond, Virginia, U.SA., p. 





Fig. 56. Bird's-eye view, Capitol Squm, showing newly consmrcted Virginia State 
Library in the early 1940s (just left of center, above the Capitol). 
From Harry M. Ward's Richmond: An IIIusrrated History, Nwthridge, 
Ca.: Windsor Publications, Inc., p. 244) 



Fig. 57. hterior view to nmh,  lmkng from the tntranct foyer toward the main 
lobby, Virginia State Library (1941). 
E-- TL PA ----... -I*L . I A I . . - ~  xrrn .., in ~L-,AI.- I *r 7'1 



Fig. 58. Interior view to east, main lobby, Virginia State Library (199 1). 
(Land and Community Associates) 



Fig. 59, 

Fig. 60. 

The Governor's Mansion, HABS survey (Summer 1987). 
(From DHR file 1 27-5 7) 

Detail of swag by William Pain. 
(From "Rediscovering the 'Governor's House,"' Historic R i c h n d  
Foundation News, Winter, 1988, DHR file 127-57) 



Fig. 61. Parapet at Harnpsted, New Kent County, built c. 1825. 
(From "Rediscovering the 'Governor's House,"' DHR file 127-57) 

Fig. 62. The Governor's Mansion, front elevation, by Henry Browne (1 988). 
(From Seale's Virginia's Executive Mansion: A History of the Governor's 
House, p. 172) 



Fig. 63. Hotel Richmond (c.  1924). 
(From Sketches of Richmond, Virginia, U.S.A., p. 10) 

Fig. 64. St. Claire Hotel, lithograph by F. W. Beers (1 876). 
(From Weddell's Richmond Virginia in Old Prints 1737-1887, plate XC) 



Fig. 65. Interior view to west, marble lobby, Ninth Street Office Building (1991 ). 
lLand and Community Asmiates) 

Fig. 66. Morson's Row, photograph (c. 1920). 
(From Mary Wingfield Scott's Houses of Old Richmond, Richmond: The 
Valentine Museum, 194 1, p. 292) 



Fig. 67. View to west, court mom, supreme Court (199 1). 
(Land and Community Associates) 



Fig. 68. City Hall, rendering amibuted to Elijah E. Myers, atchitect (c. 1880). 
(From Ward's Richmond: An Illustrated History, p. 2 14) 



Fig. 69. View to cast h n  third-story stair hding,  Richmond City Hall, prior to 
renovation (c. 1982). 
morn Rokn P. Win throp's Architecture in Downtown Richmond, 
Richmond: Historic Richmond Foundation, 1982. p. 52) 



Fig. 70. Proposed legislative facilities, Capitol Square (c. 1973). 
@HR File no. 127-521) 





Fig. 72. Confederate Soldier's Home (c. 190 ) .  
From Ward's Richmond: An Illussrated History, p. 143) 




